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Abstract

Any set of computing processes or participants interacting to achieve a
common objective can be considered as a Distributed System. Arguably, the
most important algorithms for designing a distributed system are related
to ordering the system events identically for all the processes. This is also
the problem that many blockchain systems seek to address. Ideally, we want
the algorithms to use minimal resources and scale well to a large number
of processes or participants. We also want them to be robust against a
multitude of failures such as unpredictable message delays and participants
behaving maliciously. In this thesis, we discuss several fundamental distributed ordering problems and give algorithms with better scalability and
robustness.
We start by designing a fast shared counter for a multiprocessor system
that is robust against the crashing of all but one process and uses little
space. We then use this to design a concurrent queue that scales better
with more processes. We also explore the space of read-modify-write atomic
instructions to be supported by a multiprocessor system. The read-modifywrite instructions, such as the compare-and-swap, are used to ensure that
the contents of the shared memory are modified in a specific order. We give
a pair of atomic instructions with better scalability properties than the ones
commonly supported by modern hardware.
For a network with unpredictable message delays, we give a family of
algorithms for distributed queueing/synchronization. The task is to order the
concurrent requests to an exclusive resource that is shared over the network.
Our algorithms are simple and only use a constant space per node. They are
also efficient and can perform like an oracle that knows all the future requests
in advance. We also consider dynamic networks where new participants
— potentially malicious or Byzantine — can enter and old participants —
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potentially honest — can leave, and there are only a certain fraction of honest
participants in the network at any given time. Such a dynamic setting is
true for many blockchain systems that are used in practice. We give simple
agreement protocols in such networks, which we then use to totally order the
events in the network.

Zusammenfassung

Jede Gruppe von Rechenprozessen oder Teilnehmern, die zur Erreichung eines
gemeinsamen Ziels interagieren, kann als ein verteiltes System betrachtet
werden. Zu den wohl wichtigsten Algorithmen für der Entwurf eines verteilten
Systems gehören Techniken zur konsistenten Ordnung der Systemereignisse
für alle Prozesse. Dies ist auch das Problem, das viele Blockchainsysteme zu
lösen versuchen. Im Idealfall wollen wir Algorithmen, die minimale Ressourcen
verwenden und so auf eine große Anzahl von Prozesse oder Teilnehmer
skalieren. Wir wollen auch, dass sie robust gegenüber einer Vielzahl von
Fehlern sind, wie beispielsweise unvorhersehbare Nachrichtenverzögerungen
oder böswilliges Verhalten einiger Teilnehmer. In dieser Arbeit diskutieren
wir mehrere grundlegende Probleme der verteilten Ordnung und geben
Algorithmen mit besserer Skalierbarkeit und Robustheit.
Wir beginnen mit dem Entwurf eines schnellen gemeinsamen Zählers für
ein Multiprozessorsystem, der robust gegen das Abstürzen aller Prozesse
bis auf einen ist und wenig Speicherplatz benötigt. Wir dann verwenden
diesen Zähler, um eine parallele Warteschlange zu entwerfen, die besser mit
steigenden Prozesszahlen umgehen kann. Wir erforschen auch atomische
Anweisungen zum Lesen, Modifizieren und Schreiben für Multiprozessorsysteme. Diese Lese-, Modifizier- und Schreib-Anweisungen, wie z.B. das
compare-and-swap, werden verwendet, um sicherzustellen, dass die Inhalte des gemeinsamen Speichers in einer bestimmten Reihenfolge modifiziert
werden. Wir definieren ein Paar atomarer Anweisungen mit besseren Skalierbarkeitseigenschaften als die Instruktionen, die üblicherweise von moderner
Hardware unterstützt werden.
Für ein Netzwerk mit unvorhersehbaren Nachrichtenverzögerungen präsentieren wir eine Familie von Algorithmen für verteilte Warteschlangen or
Synchronisierung. Die Aufgabe besteht darin, die gleichzeitige Anfragen an
V
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eine exklusive Ressource, die über das Netzwerk gemeinsam genutzt wird, zu
ordnen. Unsere Algorithmen sind einfach und verwenden nur einen konstanten
Platz pro Knoten. Sie sind außerdem effizient und erreichen die asymptotische
Performanz eines die Zukunft kennenden Orakles. Wir berücksichtigen auch
dynamische Netzwerke, in denen neue Teilnehmer — potenziell böswillig
oder Byzantinisch — hinzukommen und alte Teilnehmer — potentiell ehrlich
— verschwinden können, Zu jedem Zeitpunkt gibt es nur einen bestimmten
Anteil ehrlicher Teilnehmer. Solche dynamischen Bedingungen gelten für
viele Blockchainsysteme, die in der Praxis verwendet werden. Wir geben
einfache Übereinstimmungsprotokolle in solchen Netzwerken, die wir dann
verwenden, um die Ereignisse im Netzwerk vollständig zu ordnen.
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Introduction

The blockchain technology is a popular tool to build distributed transaction
systems with open membership and safety guarantees against malicious
participants. One reason is that it enables a decentralized system of asset
transfers in which everyone can participate freely. Primarily, the technology
attempts to consistently order all the events of a distributed system in a
robust scalable fashion. A consistent ordering of events can be used to
implement an arbitrary state machine that is replicated across all the nodes
of the system [65]. Thus, it can be used to implement a ledger that keeps
track of asset transfers, where the events are requests to transfer assets. It can
also be used to coordinate among concurrent processes in a multiprocessor
system, where the events are the processes’ requests to update a sequential
shared object. In a data center, where some nodes might fail, ordering
can be used to agree on the leader node. Here, the events are the nodes’
requests to take the role of the leader when the current leader dies. Hence,
ordering of events is a fundamental distributed computing primitive with
many applications. In this thesis, we delve into various distributed ordering
problems and give solutions with improved robustness and scalability.
There are two broad categories of computing models that we discuss in
this thesis: the shared memory model and the message-passing model. In
the shared memory model, a set of processes interact by reading and writing
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data to a shared memory. They can also execute specific read-modify-write
instructions depending on the specific model. In the message-passing model,
a set of nodes interact with each other by exchanging messages over a network.
There are many variations to these basic models, and they present different
challenges in designing robust scalable algorithms.
For example, the processes in a shared memory system might execute
instructions at different speeds. One way to design a robust algorithm is to
ensure that every process finishes its task irrespective of the execution speeds
of the other processes. In the worst case, all the other process might crash.
But, we might still want that the process finishes its task, a property known
as wait-freedom [44]. In a message-passing system, the message delays can
be unpredictable or some of the participants might behave maliciously. A
robust algorithm handles these situations. In a dynamic system, the size of
the system can change over time and a robust algorithm should also handle
such situations.
There are several scalability issues as well. For example, the total space
used in a shared memory system or the space used per node in a messagepassing system should be minimal. The completion time of a task should be
a slowly increasing function of the number of processes. This helps to scale
the system to larger sizes. The completion time is measured in several ways,
depending on the application. For example, the maximum time taken by any
process is important in some situations but the total time taken by all the
processes is important in others. Another measure of time is the competitive
ratio. This is relevant in situations where the input arrives over time, and
it is helpful to know the future inputs. For example, consider a cache that
stores frequently accessed data. It helps to know what data will be accessed
by a process in the future and then bring it into the cache already. The
competitive ratio quantifies the performance of an algorithm that processes
the input as it comes and is unaware of the future. It is the ratio of the cost
of the algorithm and the optimal cost to process the entire (future) input.
In this thesis, we devise new methods to overcome these robustness and
scalability issues.
We start by designing a concurrent wait-free shared counter for a multiprocessor system in Chapter 2. The shared counter supports two operations,
namely, increment and read. The increment operation increments the counter
by one but does not return a value and the read operation returns the current
value of the counter. The processes can execute these operations concurrently.
However, their return values should be as if they were executed sequentially
in a fixed order, a correctness criterion called linearizability [47] and also the
one that we use primarily. We design a shared counter using memory that
supports the read, write and compare-and-swap instructions. The compareand-swap is a widely supported read-modify-write atomic instruction and
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is often used to design shared data structures. It takes two arguments and
atomically writes the second argument to a given memory address if and
only if the previous value at the address equals the first argument. If the
value at the address is modified, then the return value is true, otherwise, it
is false.
Our counter algorithm uses O(n) total space, where n is the number of
processes sharing the counter. The increment operation takes O(log n) steps,
and the read operation takes O(1) steps. The total space and the total time
to increment and then read the counter is optimal. The processes can use
the counter values to partially order the events in the system.
Another way to order the events of a multiprocessor system is to use a
concurrent shared queue. The queue supports two operations: enqueue and
dequeue. The enqueue operation puts an element at the tail of the queue
and does not return any value. The dequeue operation removes and returns
the element at the head of the queue. Optionally, it can also support an
operation to read the sequence of elements stored in the queue.
We give a wait-free implementation of a shared queue for n processes
in
√
Chapter 3, where the enqueue and dequeue operations take O( n) steps.
This implementation uses two non-standard read-modify-write atomic instructions, half-increment and half-max, apart from the standard read, write
and compare-and-swap instructions. The fastest known wait-free shared
queue using the standard atomic instructions has O(n) step complexity. Our
queue design breaks this barrier using other atomic instructions. It is not
known if sublinear step complexity can be achieved by only using standard
atomic instructions.
The read-modify-write atomic instructions are basic building blocks for
inter-process coordination in a multiprocessor system, and are inevitably used
for ordering as well. So, we further explore the space of read-modify-write
atomic instructions and see if choosing alternate instructions can improve
scalability.
We give a pair of simple atomic instructions, namely half-max and maxwrite in Chapter 4, which can simulate the standard compare-and-swap
instruction in a constant number of steps. However, if similar instructions
are to be simulated using the standard compare-and-swap instruction, then
it takes Ω(log n) steps in a system of n processes. Thus, any O(k) time
complexity implementation using the standard compare-and-swap instruction,
can be simulated using the half-max and max-write instructions with the same
O(k) time complexity. However, if an implementation using the half-max
and max-write instructions has to be simulated using the compare-and-swap
instruction, the time complexity might increase asymptotically.
Next, we consider the problem of sharing an exclusive resource between
the nodes of an asynchronous network. The nodes can request the resource,
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potentially simultaneously, and the goal is to move the resource to every
requesting node in some order. Since the network is asynchronous, we want
this to work despite unpredictable message delays. This is like implementing
a distributed queue, since the requests to the token are enqueued in the queue,
and then later dequeued from the queue when the resource satisfies these
requests. This is a useful abstraction for coordinating access to an exclusive
resource, such as a write access to a database or a permission to execute a
transaction. Obviously, we want to minimize the number of messages used,
and the time taken to satisfy the requests, even if the sequence of requests
was chosen by an adversary.
The Arrow [25] and Ivy [69] protocols are simple protocols to solve the
problem and work well on trees and complete graphs respectively. However,
they do not work well on general graphs. In Chapter 5, we give a family
of simple and efficient protocols called Arvy that are designed to work on
general graphs. These can be seen as a generalization of the Arrow and Ivy
protocols in a way that keep their simplicity but combine their individual
strengths. We quantify the performance using the competitive ratio, where
the cost of a protocol on a sequence of requests is the sum of total messages
sent and total time taken to satisfy all the requests. We show that Arvy has
a constant competitive ratio on a ring of n nodes where both Arrow and Ivy
have Ω(n) competitive ratio.
So far, we assumed that the participants are honest, however, it is often
hard to decipher the true motivation of the participants in modern systems,
especially when anyone can freely join the system. So, we consider the
ordering problem that is robust to malicious or Byzantine participants [66],
which behave arbitrarily. There are many solutions to the problem of agreeing
on a common opinion in the presence of Byzantine participants [14, 15, 83],
which can then be used to solve the ordering problem. However, most of
these solutions assume that the number of participants n and an upper
bound f on the number of Byzantine participants is known to every node.
This may not accurately depict reality, where these quantities often change
over time.
In Chapter 6, we give solutions to many fundamental Byzantine agreement
problems with optimal resiliency when the nodes are not aware of n and f .
The achieved optimal resiliency is n > 3f , which is also optimal when the
nodes do know n and f . Thus, making the participants unaware of n and f
and giving the Byzantine participants additional power to lie about it does
not affect the maximum number of Byzantine faults that can be tolerated by
the system. Based on these algorithms, we develop algorithms for the honest
nodes to agree on a total order of events in a dynamic network, where the
set of honest and Byzantine participants change over time.
This thesis is based on the following of my papers, together with my
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supervisor Prof. Dr. Roger Wattenhofer.
• Chapter 2 is based on the publication Brief Announcement: Fast Shared
Counting using O(n) Compare-and-Swap Registers [58].
• Chapter 3 is based on the publication On the Importance of Synchronization Primitives with Low Consensus Numbers [59].
• Chapter 4 is based on the publication Two Elementary Instructions
make Compare-and-Swap [62].
• Chapter 5 is based on the publication The Arvy Distributed Directory
Protocol [61].
• Chapter 6 is based on the manuscript Byzantine Agreement with Unknown, Variable Participants and Failures [60].
Ultimately, it is only based on the knowledge that I could have obtained
from other sources, which includes my teachers, mentors, other researchers,
and their expositions.

2

Counting

The compare-and-swap (CAS) instruction is widely available in commercial
hardware and correspondingly used in software. It is therefore an incentive
to design parallel algorithms with optimal time and space complexity using
CAS instructions.
One of the basic problems in shared memory systems is to implement a
linearizable and wait-free shared counter for n processes. Jayanti et al. [57]
showed that if the shared registers support only read and write instructions,
then the read operation on a counter takes Ω(n) steps. An interesting
question is how fast we can get with the shared counter operations using
registers that support CAS instructions as well and what is the smallest
number of registers required for the fastest algorithm. In this chapter,
we show an implementation using O(n) shared registers supporting CAS
instructions where the increment operation takes O(log n) time and the read
operation takes O(1) time.

2.1

Related Work

We consider the shared counter where the read operation returns the value
of the counter where as the increment operation increments the counter and
does not return anything. This is in contrast to the fetch-and-increment
6
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counter that increments the counter and returns the value prior to the
increment. Ellen et al. [31] give an O(log n) implementation of fetch-andincrement counter using O(n) load-link/store-conditional registers. It is
possible to simulate m load-link/store-conditional registers for n processes
using O(n2 + m) CAS registers so that the load-link and store-conditional
operations are wait-free and take O(1) steps [54]. Thus, we can implement an
O(log n) fetch-and-increment counter and an O(log n) shared counter using
O(n2 ) CAS registers. Regarding a lower bound on the time required, one can
use the construction from Alistarh et al. [4] to show that the total number
of steps required for a sequence of Θ(n) read and increment operations is
Ω(n log n). Thus, at least one of read or increment operation takes Ω(log n)
steps.

2.2

Model

The shared memory consists of registers. Each register R supports the
following operations: (i) read(R), which returns the current value of register
R, (ii) write(R, x ), which writes x to R and returns ⊥, and (iii) CAS(R, v ,
v 0 ), which writes v 0 to R if and only if R = v and returns whether v 0 was
written to R. The register R allows concurrent operations from different
processes.
We define the sequential counter object using the state set N0 and the
following operations: (i) get(), which returns the current state s ∈ N0
without changing the next state, and (ii) inc(), which changes the next state
to s + 1 and returns ⊥. We give a wait-free and linearizable implementation
[47] of the sequential counter for n processes. We assume that n = 2x for an
integer x ≥ 0 and that the processes have ids 1, 2, . . . , n.

2.3

Algorithm

We denote the counter object with id i by Cik , where k is the number of
concurrent inc() operations that the counter supports (no restriction on
the number of concurrent get() operations). Algorithm 1 gives a recursive
construction for Cik using a register Ri and two other counter objects that
k/2
support k/2 concurrent inc() operations each. These are C2i , called the
k/2
left child and C2i+1 , called the right child.
The counter that supports all the n processes is C1n . From Algorithm 1,
n/2
n/2
the counter C1n uses the register R1 and the counters C2 and C3 . Recursing further, we end up with a heap of 2n − 1 registers R1 , R2 , . . . , R2n−1 .
The processes that access the counter C1n have ids 1, 2, . . . , n. The sets L and
H computed in Line 10 can be {1, 2, . . . , n/2} and {n/2 + 1, n/2 + 2, . . . , n},
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Algorithm 1 The algorithm for inc() and get() operations on the counter
Cik .
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

function Cik .get()
return read(Ri )
end function
function Cik .inc()
if k = 1 then
T ← read(Ri )
write(Ri , T + 1 )
return ⊥
else
Partition the id set of k processes that access this function into
two equal sized sets, L and H
Let p be the current process id
if p ∈ L then
k/2
C2i .inc()
. increment left child
else
k/2
C2i+1 .inc()
. increment right child
end if
end if
V ←read(Ri )
k/2
k/2
sum ← C2i .get() +C2i+1 .get()
success ← CAS(Ri , V , sum)
if success 6= true then
V ←read(Ri )
k/2
k/2
sum ← C2i .get() +C2i+1 .get()
CAS(Ri , V , sum)
end if
return ⊥
end function

respectively. Thereafter, the range of process ids that access any counter
Cik is contiguous. Thus, the sets L and H can be computed by splitting
the range in the middle. Figure 2.1 shows the construction for n = 4 for
processes.

9
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R1
C32

C22

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

C41

C51

C61

C71

Figure 2.1: The counter construction for n = 4 processes (C14 ). It includes
two counters that support two concurrent inc() operations each (C22 , C32 )
and four single process counters (C41 , C51 , C61 , C71 ).

2.4

Analysis

Theorem 2.1. Algorithm 1 is a linearizable implementation of shared
counter Cik .
Proof. The claim is true for k = 1 because there is a single process that
increments the register Ri by one upon each inc() operation.
k/2
For k > 1, assume that the claim is true for k/2, i.e., both C = C2i and
k/2
C 0 = C2i+1 are linearizable counters. Then, we can consider the operations
get() and inc() on both C and C 0 as atomic [47]. The value returned by a
successive C.get() operation can only be larger as there can only be C.inc()
operations in between. This is also true for C 0 .get(). Thus, the sum of
C.get() and C 0 .get() and the value written to Ri never decreases. Also, we
can associate each distinct value I written to Ri with a unique pair of values
i, i0 so that I = i + i0 and i, i0 are the values returned by C.get(), C 0 .get()
respectively. We say that all the increment operations C.inc() and C 0 .inc()
leading up to the value i and i0 were applied to the register Ri .
Assume without loss of generality that the process with id p ∈ L and
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invokes C.inc(). To show linearizability, we have to show that C.inc() is
applied when Cik .inc() returns (the linearization point being the point of
application of C.inc()). Clearly, the operation is applied when either the
CAS in Line 20 or Line 24 succeeds. So, we only need to check the case
when both the CAS operations fail.
Assume that both the CAS operations fail. As the value of Ri can
only change by successful CAS operations and the CAS in Line 20 fails, a
successful CAS operation by another process q must have occurred between
Lines 18 and 20. Process q may or may not apply C.inc() from process p
depending on whether process q calls C.get() before or after p calls C.inc().
If it was after, then process q applied C.inc() to Ri . If it was before, then
C.inc() is not applied until the next successful CAS. But, as we know that
the CAS in Line 24 also fails, a successful CAS from a process q 0 must have
occurred between Line 22 and Line 24. This CAS occurs on Ri that is at
least the value updated by CAS operation performed previously by process
q. Thus, the sum calculated by q 0 occurs after C.inc() from process p and
this is applied to Ri by process q 0 .

2.5

Discussion

In this chapter, we gave an O(log n) time shared counter implementation
using O(n) space. This is both optimal in time and space. It is an interesting
question to see if this technique can be applied to other problems such as
fetch-and-increment counter using O(n) space.

3

Queueing

With the advent of asynchronous shared memory multiprocessor architectures, different parallel computers provided different mechanisms for communication between processes. The NYU Ultracomputer for instance used a
fetch-and-add synchronization primitive [78]. Shortly after this first wave
of architectures, Maurice Herlihy presented his seminal consensus hierarchy.
Among other results, Herlihy showed that the compare-and-swap synchronization primitive is fundamentally more powerful than fetch-and-add, since
it can implement consensus for infinitely many processes, whereas fetch-andadd is limited to just two [44]. He also showed a universal construction
for implementing concurrent non-trivial data structures using consensus.
Thus, compare-and-swap and other primitives with infinite consensus number are considered most powerful and occupy a top position in the Herlihy’s
hierarchy.
As a result, compare-and-swap primitive is now available in every multiprocessor in the world and data structures have been traditionally designed
using compare-and-swap as base objects [56, 72, 63]. But, Ellen et al. [29]
recently gave a simple O(1) time algorithm to solve consensus for infinitely
many processes by combining the functionality of fundamentally weak primitives onto the same register. The primitives they used were multiply and
decrement, which have a consensus number of one each.

11
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In other words, Ellen et al. [29] showed that weak primitives may replace
strong primitives such as compare-and-swap, without extra cost. But can
weak primitives even help to lower the cost when building concurrent data
structures? We answer this question by designing a sublinear time wait-free
and linearizable concurrent queue using the compare-and-swap primitive
and two additional primitives of consensus number one and two respectively.
As no sublinear solution for a wait-free and linearizable concurrent queue
by using the compare-and-swap primitive only is known, our result shows
the potential of applying low consensus number primitives in the design of
efficient concurrent data structures.
Our queue supports the operations enqueue(x ) and dequeue(). The
enqueue(x ) operation adds an element x to the queue. The dequeue()
operation removes and returns the element y that was added earliest (by the
operation enqueue(y)). The shared memory provides O(nm) registers of size
O(max{log m, log n}) bits each, where n is the number of processes and m is
a bound on the total number of enqueue(x ) operations. The registers support
read, write, compare-and-swap, half-increment and half-max operations. The
half-increment operation increments the value in the first half of the register
if it is less than or equal to the value in the second half of the register. If
the increment happens, the operation returns the value in the first half prior
to the increment, otherwise it returns −1. The half-max operation takes
a single argument and writes it to the second half of the register only if
it is larger than the value already there. This operation does not return
anything. The operation half-increment has a consensus number of two and
the operation half-max has a consensus number of one. We show
√ that the
enqueue(x ) and dequeue() operation for every process is in O( n). This
sublinear bound is better than the known wait-free and linearizable queue
implementations.

3.1

Related Work

Ellen et al. [29] showed how to combine low consensus number primitives,
such as decrement and multiply, to solve consensus for any given number of
processes. In fact, modern hardware supports these low consensus number
primitives along with some other primitives of low consensus number such
as fetch-and-increment, xor and compare-and-swap-if-greater-than (max
register) [49, 48]. It is not surprising that these low consensus number
primitives are better for the tasks that they support atomically. For example,
one can implement a wait-free and linearizable shared counter using fetchand-increment primitive in a single step, where as it takes Ω(log n) steps
to implement it using compare-and-swap [4]. However, we are not aware of
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a non-trivial application of low consensus number primitives to design fast
wait-free data structures such as queues.
Queue designs using both compare-and-swap and fetch-and-add primitive
have been explored before. The one from Morrison et al. [73] is lock-free but
ours is wait-free. The one from Yang et al. [85] is wait-free but the dequeue()
operation takes O(n2 ) steps. They also do memory reclamation, which we
do not. Petrank et al. [63] give a practical wait-free queue implementation
based only on the compare-and-swap primitive. The enqueue(x ) operation
in their implementation takes O(n) steps. It is not known if this time bound
can be improved if we only use the compare-and-swap primitive.
Sublinear time implementations have been proposed earlier, but only
with limited concurrency. For example, David’s algorithm [22] gives an
O(1) implementation for both the enqueue(x ) and dequeue() operations and
supports multiple dequeuers but only a single enqueuer. David’s algorithm
uses fetch-and-add and swap primitives. Jayanti et al. [55] give an O(log n)
implementation of the enqueue(x ) and dequeue() operations that support
multiple enqueuers but only one dequeuer. Their algorithm uses the loadlink/store-conditional primitive, which is closely related to the compare-andswap primitive and also has infinite consensus number.
On the other hand, using the universal constructions of sequential objects
[44, 2], we get a time complexity of O(n). Fatourou et al. [33] give a universal
construction that accesses the shared memory only constant number of times
but executes O(n) local steps. The registers used are of size O(n2 ) bits.
Thus, we do not yet know a sublinear and wait-free queue implementation
that supports multiple enqueuers and dequeuers and uses logarithmic sized
registers. We hope that our work shows that synchronization primitives
apart from compare-and-swap can be fundamentally important for building
efficient concurrent data structures.

3.2

Model

Let us define some frequently used terms. A sequential object is defined
by the four-tuple (S, O, R, T ) where S is the set of states, O is the set of
operations that can be applied on the object to change its state, R is the
set of return values of the operations and T : S × O → S × R is a transition
function that specifies the effect of each operation by specifying the new
state and the return value. As a shorthand, we will sometimes just use the
term object instead of the term sequential object.
A register is a sequential object whose state (value) set is S ⊆ N0 (or a
sequence of bits). It supports the following operations.
1. read(): This returns the current value of the register.
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2. write(s): This updates the value of the register to s.
3. compare-and-swap(s, s 0 ): This changes the value of the register to
s0 if and only if the value was s before the change. A value true is
returned if the value of the register was changed to s0 , otherwise false
is returned.
4. half-increment(): This operation affects only the first half of the bits
in the register. It increments the value in the first half of the register if
it is less than or equal to the value in the second half. If the increment
happens, the operation returns the value in the first half prior to the
increment. Otherwise, it returns −1.
5. half-max(x ): This operation affects only the second half of the bits in
the register. It writes x to the second half of the register only if the
value in the second half is less than x. The operation does not return
anything.
Note that the operations supported by the registers are atomic i.e., if several
processes execute them concurrently, they will be executed one after another.
For the rest of the chapter, whenever we use the word operation, it will be
atomic.
A process consists of local variables and can execute any sequence of
instructions. An instruction is a computation on local variables or an
operation on an object storing the result in a local variable. A schedule
is a sequence of process IDs. A schedule S transforms into an execution
E(S) by replacing each ID in S with the next instruction in the sequence
of instructions that the process ID executes. An implementation of an
object defines a function (sequence of instructions) for every operation on
the object. If a process wants to apply an operation on the object, it must
execute the sequence of operations specified in the corresponding function
(call the function). As a shorthand, instead of saying “calling a function of an
object’s implementation”, we will just say “calling a function on an object”.
We will only consider executions in which a process finishes executing a
function before calling another function on the object. Unlike the operations
on an object, the functions are not atomic.
Consider an execution E. The start of a function call F is the first
instruction in E that belongs to F and involves a non-local computation.
Similarly, the end of a function call F is the last instruction in E that
belongs to F and involves a non-local computation. Given an execution E
and an object O, we define a partial order PO (E) of the function calls on
O. The order PO (E) orders a function call A before a function call B if A
ends before B starts in the execution E. An implementation of an object
O is linearizable if for every execution E, the partial order PO (E) can be
extended into a total order TO (E) so that the return value of the function
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calls that ended in E is same as obtained by applying the transition function
on the order TO (E).
Usually, we get the order TO (E) by picking an instruction in the execution
E, called the linearization point, for each function call and ordering the calls
according to the order of corresponding linearization points in the execution
E. We use the following property of linearizability from [47].
Lemma 3.1. Consider a linearizable implementation I of a sequential object
O. We can obtain another linearizable implementation I 0 of the object O as
follows. We pick a subset S of sequential objects that the implementation I
uses. We replace each operation on an object s ∈ S by calling a corresponding
function of a linearizable implementation of s.
The state of a sequential object queue is a sequence of elements. The
enqueue(x ) operations adds an element x at the end of the sequence. The
dequeue() operation removes and returns the element at the beginning of the
sequence if there is one. Otherwise, it returns −1. We look for a linearizable
and wait-free implementation of a queue that can be simultaneously used by
all the n processes. The processes have IDs 1, 2, . . . , n. We assume a bound
of m on the total number of enqueue(x ) operations.

3.3

A Bird’s Eye View

A conceptual overview of the construction is as follows. We use an array of
size m to store the elements of the queue. Each enqueue(x ) call is assigned
a slot in the array to store the element x. Ideally, we would want that the
slot assignment and storing the element in the array happens atomically. As
we cannot do this, we partition our original problem into the following two
problems.
1. First, we want to implement a linearizable and wait-free set in which
an enqueue(x ) call inserts or announces the element to be enqueued
and is also assigned a slot number in return. One can see this object
as a combination of a set object and counter. We call this object
as the counting set. The purpose of this object is to manage and
order the pending enqueue operations. Concretely, the counting set
stores at most one element per process and supports the following two
operations.
(a) insert(x ): This operation inserts an element x into the set and
returns the number of inserts completed (i.e., also counts apart
from inserting).
(b) remove(i): This operation takes an integer argument i that is
at most the number of insert(x ) operations already completed
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and returns the ith inserted element if it was the latest element
inserted by the corresponding process. Concretely, we have the
following two cases for a legal argument i.
i. The operation returns x if an insert(x ) operation by a process p returned i and p did not issue an insert(y) operation
after insert(x ).
ii. The operation returns ⊥ if an insert(x ) operation by a
process p returned i and p issued an insert(y) operation
after insert(x ).
Although the counting set object closely resembles a counter, we cannot
use the existing counter implementations as they are either not wait-free
or do not support the set semantics [30, 58, 31].
2. Second, we want to implement a linearizable and wait-free queue using
the counting set object from the previous step.
We solve the first problem using recursion
on the number of processes
√
and get the recurrence T (n) = T√(n/2) + n for every function call on the
set. This yields a runtime of O( n) for both the insert(x ) and remove(i)
calls.
Then, we solve the second problem using Lemma 3.1. In particular, we
implement a queue assuming we have the counting set with its atomic operations. We will see that enqueue(x ) can be implemented using the insert(x )
operation plus O(1) additional steps, and dequeue() can be implemented
using the remove(i) operation plus O(1) additional steps. In these implementations, we use the register operations half-max(x ) and half-increment()
to manage the head and the tail of the queue.
In the following section, we describe the algorithm to implement the
counting set, and we analyze it. Section 3.5 describes a queue implementation
using the counting set, and analyzes it. In Section 3.6, we show that the
consensus number of the half-increment() operation is two and that the
consensus number of the half-max(x ) operation is one. In Section 3.7, we
follow up with a discussion on the results and open questions.

3.4

The Counting Set

We first implement a counting set that supports k > 1 processes assuming two
counting set objects that support up to k/2 processes each. Let us call these
counting set objects as Cl and Cr . Later, we use Lemma 3.1 to recursively
replace the operations on Cl and Cr by their corresponding function calls.
The base case of the recursion is just a sequential implementation for a single
process, i.e., k = 1.
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Algorithm 2 gives a conceptual overview of an insert(x ) call that can
be called by k > 1 processes simultaneously. We use the process IDs to
Algorithm 2 Outline of an insert(x ) call.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

function insert(x)
Let I be the ID set of the processes that might call this function
and k = |I|.
Split I into two halves L and R so that |L| ≤ k/2 and |R| ≤ k/2.
Let i be the ID of the process calling this function.
if i ∈ L then
t ← Cl .insert(x )
Aggregate and log the insert(x ) operations completed on Cl and
Cr .
Lookup the log for the return value using t as the key.
else
.i∈R
t ← Cr .insert(x )
Aggregate and log the insert(x ) operations completed on Cl and
Cr .
Lookup the log for the return value using t as the key.
end if
end function

split them into two equal halves, called the left half and the right half. If a
process from the left half calls insert(x ), then it is delegated to the operation
insert(x ) on Cl . Otherwise, it is delegated to the operation insert(x ) on
Cr . To compute the return value for the insert(x ) call, we need to aggregate
the insert(x ) operations performed on the sets Cl and Cr . As this should
be sublinear, we cannot aggregate these operations sequentially. Instead, a
bunch of them are aggregated together. As this must be wait-free as well,
all the processes try to aggregate despite only one being successful. Some
metadata about the successful aggregation is also logged in a history, so that
the other processes can look it up to find their return value.
The remove(i) call is also implemented similarly using recursion. The
base case for k = 1 process is just a sequential implementation. Algorithm 3
gives an overview of the remove(i) call for k > 1 processes. Here, we use
the log to determine whether the insert(x ) call that returned i executed
the insert(x ) operation on Cl or Cr . If it was performed on Cl , then we
perform the remove(i) operation on Cl , otherwise on Cr .
Admittedly, the above descriptions are high-level and they skip several
details. For example, what is exactly stored in the log? How to maintain the
log in sub-linear time ensuring wait-freedom? The following section describes
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Algorithm 3 Outline of a remove(i) call.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

function remove(i)
Lookup the log to find whether the insert(x ) call that returned
i called Cl .insert(x ) or Cr .insert(x ).
Lookup the log to find the value t returned by the corresponding
insert(x ) operation on Cl or Cr .
Accordingly, perform remove(t) operation on Cl or Cr .
end function

the complete algorithm and answers these questions.

3.4.1

Algorithm

Figure 3.1 gives a pictorial overview of the data structures used. If there
is only one process that might call the function, then we just need a single
register P . The register P stores a pair of fields: e and t. The field e stores
the element (or a pointer to it). The field t is the total number of elements
that have been inserted by the process (including the current one). A single
register is sufficient for the base case as there is at most one element per
process.
k>1

k=1

l1 |r1 |l2 |r2

e|t
T
P

L
C

R
Cl

Cr

Figure 3.1: Overview of the data structures used in Algorithm 4.
In case there is more than one process that might call the function, we
need a register C and arrays T , L, R apart from the set objects Cl and Cr .
The register C stores four fields: l1 , r1 , l2 and r2 . Whenever the register C
is updated, these are updated as follows.
1. The fields l2 and r2 are updated with the number of insert(x ) operations completed on the sets Cl and Cr until this update.
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2. The fields l1 and r1 are updated with the values of l2 and r2 i.e., they
store the number of insert(x ) operations completed on the sets Cl
and Cr until the previous update of register C.
The arrays T , L and R maintain the log of updates made to the register C.
When the register C is updated, its content before the update is copied to
appropriate indices of the arrays T , L and R. The array T is indexed by the
total number of insert(x ) operations performed on the set objects Cl and
Cr (l2 + r2 ), array L by the number of insert(x ) operations performed on
Cl (l2 ) and array R by the number of insert(x ) operations performed on
Cr (r2 ).
Algorithm 4 gives the full top-level insert(x ) function. Note that we
also need an operation total() on the set objects Cl and Cr (Lines 16, 17,
23 and 24). This returns the total number of insert(x ) operations that were
performed on the object. The recursive nature of the construction implies
that we also need an implementation for total() apart from insert(x ) and
remove(i). Algorithm 5 gives the listing of total() function. It just returns
the sum of the values l2 and r2 . The auxiliary function new-value used in
Lines 19 and 26 is also defined in Algorithm 5. It updates the fields l2 , r2
and copies them to l1 and r1 .
We postpone the definition of other auxiliary functions log and lookup,
which are used in Lines 18, 25, 29 and 30. Nevertheless, we can already
prove some interesting properties about Algorithm 4.
For k = 1, the j th insert(x ) call is well-defined as there is only a single
process and the insert(x ) function is called again only after the previous
call is finished. We say that this j th insert(x ) call is applied if P.t ≥ j. As
the value P.t is non-decreasing, an insert(x ) call applied once remains so
afterwards.
For k > 1, note that the value C.l2 only comes from tl (Lines 16 and 23).
The value tl is the return value of the operation total() on the set object
Cl . It follows from the definition of this object that any distinct value of tl
or C.l2 is associated with a unique set of insert(x ) operations done on Cl .
These are precisely the first C.l2 insert(x ) operations done on Cl . We say
that an insert(x ) operation on Cl is applied on the register C if it was the
j th insert(x ) operation on Cl and C.l2 ≥ j. As the value l2 written to the
register C is non-decreasing, an insert(x ) operation once applied remains
so afterwards. The same is true for the operation insert(x ) on the object
Cr . We say that an insert(x ) call is applied if the corresponding insert(x )
operation it executes is applied on the register C.
The following lemma shows that every insert(x ) call is applied before it
ends. We assume for now that the functions log and lookup do not write to
the register C (this is indeed true).
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Algorithm 4 The insert(x ) function.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:

function insert(x)
Let I be the ID set of the processes that might call this function
and k = |I|.
if k = 1 then
. Single process implementation
e|t ← P.read()
. Symbol | is used as a field separator
P.write(x |t + 1 )
return t + 1
else
Split I into two halves L and R so that |L| ≤ k/2 and |R| ≤ k/2.
Let id be the ID of the process calling this function.
if id ∈ L then
. Store the value from the insert(x ) operation in r
r ← Cl .insert(x )
else
. id ∈ R
r ← Cr .insert(x )
end if
b ← C.read()
b denotes a local copy of a register R
C
.R
tl ← Cl .total()
tr ← Cr .total()
b)
log(C
b 0 ← new-value(C
b , tl , tr )
C
b, C
b 0)
success ← C.compare-and-swap(C
if success = false then
b ← C.read()
C
tl ← Cl .total()
tr ← Cr .total()
b)
log(C
0
b
b , tl , tr )
C ← new-value(C
b, C
b 0)
C.compare-and-swap(C
end if
log(C .read())
return lookup(r , id ∈ L)
end if
end function

Lemma 3.2. Every insert(x ) call is applied before it ends.
Proof. For k = 1, the lemma holds as the value P.t is incremented by one for
each insert(x ) call. For k > 1, say that a process id calls insert(x ). The
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b , tl , tr ) function.
Algorithm 5 The total() and new-value(C
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

function total()
Let I be the ID set of the processes that might call this function
and k = |I|.
if k = 1 then
e|t ← P.read()
return t
else
b ← C.read()
C
b .l2 + C
b .r2
return C
end if
end function
b , tl , tr )
function new-value(C
b
b
return C .l2 |C .r2 |tl |tr
end function

. Symbol | is used as a field separator

register C is only modified in the Lines 20 and 27. Without loss of generality,
assume that the process id invokes the insert(x ) operation on Cl . Let it
be the j th insert operation on Cl . It follows from the definition of the set
object Cl that the value tl ≥ j for both the Lines 16 and 23. Thus, if the
compare-and-swap operation in Lines 20 or 27 succeed, then the insert(x )
call is applied.
Now, consider the case when the compare-and-swap operation in both the
Lines 20 and 27 fail. As it failed in Line 20, a successful compare-and-swap
operation was executed on the register C between the Lines 15 and 20 by
some other process id 0 . Thus, the Line 16 of the process id 0 may or may not
have executed after the process id executed Cl .insert(x ). If it was after,
then tl ≥ j and we are done. Otherwise, we know that the compare-and-swap
operation in Line 27 also fails. Thus, a compare-and-swap operation from
some other process id 00 executed successfully between the Lines 22 and 27.
Thus, the line tl ← Cl .total() from process id 00 executes after the successful
compare-and-swap operation from the process id 0 and thus, after the process
id executed Cl .insert(x ). Therefore, it holds that tl ≥ j for the process id 00
and the insert(x ) call is applied.
In fact, if we ignore the return value of insert(x ) call for the time being,
we can also show that the calls to insert(x ) and total() are linearizable.
Lemma 3.3. If we ignore the return value from insert(x ), then the functions total() and insert(x ) are linearizable.
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Proof. For k = 1, we have a single process and the calls are trivially linearizable. For k > 1, let the linearization point of total() be Line 7. Using
Lemma 3.2, we know that every insert(x ) call is applied before it ends.
Thus, there exists a compare-and-swap operation that applies the insert(x )
call. Let the linearization point of the insert(x ) call that is applied be the
compare-and-swap operation that applied that call. The linearization point
of insert(x ) call that is not applied is after all the previous linearization
points. Let us call the order of linearization points of insert(x ) and total()
calls as LO and the same order of the corresponding calls as CO.
As all the linearization points are assigned within the duration of their respective calls, the order defined by CO extends the partial order of insert(x )
and total() calls. If multiple calls are assigned the same linearization point
(for example, multiple insert(x ) calls applied by the same compare-and-swap
operation), then we assign them some total order relative to each other not
changing their order relative to the other calls in CO. So, we have a total
order CO on insert(x ) and total() calls that extends their partial order.
Now, we need to check if the return value of these calls is consistent with
the order CO. As the return value of the insert(x ) calls is not the subject
of this lemma, we ignore them. Now, consider a total() call c in the order
CO and the corresponding linearization point p in the order LO. Let j be
the number of insert() calls before c in CO. Then, there are j linearization
points before p in LO and j insert(x ) calls were applied until p. Thus, the
total() call c returns at least j. In fact, it returns exactly j as otherwise
more than j insert(x ) calls are applied until p and there are more than j
calls until c in CO, a contradiction.
But, our insert(x ) call should also return values. The set object specification demands that these be distinct. We know from the previous lemmas
that a successful compare-and-swap operation on the register C applies a
bunch of insert(x ) calls. If the register C was updated with the fields
l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 , then a total of (l2 + r2 − l1 − r1 ) insert(x ) calls were applied.
Of these, there were l2 − l1 insert(x ) calls that executed Cl .insert(x ) and
r2 − r1 insert(x ) calls that executed Cr .insert(x ). The range of return
values for these calls should be t1 + 1, t1 + 2, . . ., t2 where t1 = (l1 + r1 ) and
t2 = (l2 + r2 ). We choose to assign the first l2 − l1 values of the range to
the insert(x ) calls that executed Cl .insert(x ) and the remaining r2 − r1
values to the insert(x ) calls that executed Cr .insert(x ).
The problem in assigning these values is that not all the processes whose
insert(x ) calls are applied might get a chance to read the register C before
it is updated with a new value. Therefore, we had the log function in Lines
18, 25 and 29 that stored the contents of the register C before updating it.
Algorithm 6 shows a way to log these values so that they can be looked up
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later using return value of Cl .insert(x ) or Cr .insert(x ). The values stored
in the array L are used by the insert(x ) calls that executed Cl .insert(x ),
the ones stored in array R are used by the insert(x ) calls that executed
Cr .insert(x ). The array T stores the information to lookup the set object
(Cl or Cr ) on which the insert(x ) operation was executed given the return
value of an insert(x ) call. This array is used by the remove(i) function.
b ) and lookup(r , inL) function.
Algorithm 6 The log(C
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

b)
function log(C
b
l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 ← C
b)
T [l2 + r2 ].write(C
if l2 6= l1 then
b)
L[l2 ].write(C
end if
if r2 6= r1 then
b)
R[r2 ].write(C
end if
end function
function lookup(r, inL)
s←r
if inL = true then
while L[s].read() = ⊥ do
s←s+1
end while
l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 ← L[s].read()
return (l1 + r1 ) + (r − l1 )
else
while R[s].read() = ⊥ do
s←s+1
end while
l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 ← R[s].read()
return (l1 + r1 ) + (l2 − l1 ) + (r − r1 )
end if
end function

The following lemma shows that using these functions we get a linearizable
implementation of the insert(x ) function.
Lemma 3.4. Algorithm 4 is a linearizable implementation of the insert(x )
function.
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Proof. For k = 1, we have a sequential implementation as per the specification. For k > 1, let the linearization point of every insert(x ) call
that is applied be the compare-and-swap operation that applies it. Using
Lemma 3.2, this compare-and-swap operation occurs within the duration of
the insert(x ) call. The linearization points of the insert(x ) that are not
applied are at the end of the execution in some arbitrary order. The resulting
order of LO of linearization points defines an order CO of corresponding
insert(x ) calls, which extends their partial order.
Consider a compare-and-swap operation that applies a bunch of insert(x )
calls. Say that it writes the value l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 to the register C. It follows
from the specification of the object Cl that the corresponding insert(x )
operations on Cl (the ones that were executed by the applied insert(x )
calls) returned values l1 + 1, l1 + 2, . . ., l2 . Similarly, the corresponding
insert(x ) operations on Cr returned values r1 + 1, r1 + 2, . . . , r2 . To extend
the order CO into a total order, we order the bunch of insert(x ) calls that
were applied together by first ordering the insert(x ) calls that executed
Cl .insert(x ) before the ones that executed Cr .insert(x ) and then in the
order of return values of the insert(x ) operations executed by these calls.
The updated order CO still extends the partial order of insert(x ) calls.
Now, consider the j th insert(x ) call in the order CO. Say that the
compare-and-swap operation that applies the insert(x ) call writes l1 |r1 |l2 |r2
to the register C and the insert(x ) call executed Cl .insert(x ). It follows
from the definition of the order CO that Cl .insert(x ) returned (j−r1 ). Using
Lemma 3.2, the insert(x ) call executes the compare-and-swap operation of
Line 27 at the linearization point or afterwards. Thus, the insert(x ) call
gets to execute the log function in Line 29 before it ends and after it is
applied. If the value of the register C does not change until that function is
executed, then the value l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 is written to the register L[l2 ]. If it does,
then between the linearization point and the log function in Line 29 there
was a successful compare-and-swap operation from another process. This
process would again write the value l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 to the register L[l2 ] before
updating the register C.
Thus, the lookup function in Line 30 will find the non-empty value
l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 at index l2 of L when searching forwards from index l1 . Thus, the
value (l1 + r1 ) + ((j − r1 ) − l1 ) = j is returned (Line 18 of Algorithm 6). By
an argument along the same lines, it also holds that the return value is also
j when the insert(x ) call executes Cr .insert(x ) operation.
Note that not every slot in the array L or R is occupied. So, it could take
sometime before the lookup function finds a non-empty slot. As there can be
at most k insert(x ) calls that are not applied yet at any given moment (one
per process), a single compare-and-swap operation applies at most k of them.
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Thus, the lookup function could take O(k) steps in the worst case before it
finds the next non-empty slot. But, we can
√ improve this by patching this
O(k) empty slots with equally spaced O( k) non-empty ones. Algorithm 7
shows the modified log function.
b ) function.
Algorithm 7 The optimized log(C
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

b)
function log(C
b
l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 ← C
b)
update(T , l1 + r1 , l2 + r2 , C
if l2 6= l1 then
b)
update(L, l1 , l2 , C
end if
if r2 6= r1 then
b)
update(R, r1 , r2 , C
end if
end function
b)
function update(A,
i1 , i2 , C
√
i ← i1 + b kc
while i ≤ i2 do
b
A[i].write(
√C)
i ← i + b kc
end while
b)
A[i2 ].write(C
end function

The following lemma shows that the insert(x ) calls are linearizable even
b ) function.
if we use the optimized log(C
b
Lemma 3.5. Algorithm 4 using Algorithm 7 for log(C
√) is a linearizable
implementation of the insert(x ) function and takes O( k) steps.
Proof. The correctness proof is same as in Lemma 3.4 except that the√log
function not√
only writes the value l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 on L[l2 ] but also at L[l1 +i·b kc],
1 ≤ i ≤ l2 /b kc. The lookup still finds the value l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 when searching
forwards from index l1 .
At any given moment, there can be at most k insert(x ) calls that
are not finished (one per process). Using Lemma 3.2, there are at most
k insert(x ) calls that are not applied at any given moment. Thus, a
single compare-and-swap operation can apply at most k insert(x ) calls and
l2 − l1 ≤ k. Therefore, if we copy the value l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 at equal distance
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√
of O( k) between the indices l1 and l2√(log function), then the lookup
functions√finds the value in at most O( k) steps. The log function also
takes O( k) steps and everything else
√ in the insert(x ) call takes O(1) steps.
Thus, the insert(x ) call takes O( k) steps.
To complete our implementation, we also need the remove(i) function.
The idea is to lookup the array T to find whether to execute Cl .remove(i)
or Cr .remove(i). Algorithm 8 gives the implementation of the remove(i)
b ) in Line 13 just ensures that the latest update to
function. The call log(C
the register C was logged.
Note that we did not define the return value in case the argument i is
even greater than the number of insert(x ) operations performed on the
counting set. This is not a problem as we never make such a call. In the
following lemma, we show that the remove(i) function is linearizable. We
will assume that the remove(i) function is called only after the insert(x )
function that returned i is applied. We will prove this assumption to be true
later when we use the counting set.
Lemma√3.6. The remove(i) function from Algorithm 8 is linearizable and
takes O( k) steps.
Proof. For k = 1, we have a sequential implementation that is as per the
specification. For k > 1, let the linearization point of every remove(i) call
be Line 12. The order of these linearization points, along with those defined
previously for insert(x ) and total() calls, defines a total order CO on the
calls that extends their partial order.
As per the usage constraints, the ith insert(x ) call in CO is applied
before the linearization point of a call remove(i). Say, that the ith insert(x )
call executed the operation Cr .insert(x ) and the register C was updated
to l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 when it was applied. From the definition of the linearization
points of insert(x ) calls, the operation Cr .insert(x ) returned i − (l1 + r1 ) −
(l2 − l1 ) + r1 . Thus, if the remove(i) call finds the value l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 in Line 18,
it will return the correct element in Line 23.
There could be a successful compare-and-swap operation on the register C
between the linearization point of the ith insert(x ) call and the linearization
point of the remove(i) call. In that case, the value l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 is written
√
to the register T [l2√+ r2 ] and also to the registers T [(l1 + r1 ) + j · b kc],
1 ≤ j ≤ (l2 + r2 )/b kc. If there was no such compare-and-swap operation,
b ) in Line 13. Again,
then the remove(i) call does the same by calling log(C
as at most k insert(x ) calls are applied by a single compare-and-swap
operation, we have (l2 + r2 ) − √
(l1 + r1 ) ≤ k. Thus, the loop of Line 15 will
find the value l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 in O( k) steps. The argument is similar for the
case when the ith insert(x ) call executes Cl .insert(x ).
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Algorithm 8 The remove(i) function.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

20:
21:
22:

23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

function remove(i)
Let k be the number of processes that might call this function.
if k = 1 then
e|t ← P.read()
if i < t then
return ⊥
else
P.write(⊥|t)
return e
end if
else
b ← C.read()
C
b)
log(C
h←i
while T [h].read() = ⊥ do
h←h+1
end while
l1 |r1 |l2 |r2 ← T [h].read()
if (l1 + r1 < i ≤ (l1 + r1 ) + (l2 − l1 ) then
. The insert(x ) call that returned i executed Cl .insert(x ).
Determine the value returned by the operation Cl .insert(x ).
i0 ← i − (l1 + r1 ) + l1
return Cl .remove(i 0 )
else
. The insert(x ) call that returned i executed Cr .insert(x ).
Determine the value returned by the operation Cr .insert(x ).
i0 ← i − (l1 + r1 ) − (l2 − l1 ) + r1
return Cr .remove(i 0 )
end if
end if
end function

3.4.2

Analysis

Note that we still do not yet have an implementation using register operations.
We need to use the previous implementations recursively to get down from
n processes to 1 process. The following lemma shows the way.
Lemma 3.7. There is a linearizable and wait-free implementation of the
counting set using register operations where the insert(x ) and remove(i)
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√
calls take O( n) steps each and the total() call takes O(1) steps.
Proof. Let I be an implementation that consists of Algorithm 4, Algorithm 5,
Algorithm 7, Algorithm 8 and the lookup function from Algorithm 6. Assume
that we have a wait-free and linearizable implementation Ik/2 of the counting
set using register operations for k/2 ≥ 1 processes.
We know from Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 that the implementation I is linearizable. So, we can use Lemma 3.1 to replace the
operations on the objects Cl and Cr in the implementation I with calls to
corresponding functions of implementation Ik/2 and we get a linearizable
implementation using register operations for k processes.
The number of steps taken by the insert(x ) and remove(i) calls in
the resulting
√ implementation can be expressed by the recurrence T (k)
√=
T (k/2)+O( k). Solving this for k = n and T (1) = O(1) gives T (n) = O( n).
The total() operation is not recursive and is in O(1). Thus, the resulting
implementation is also wait-free.
If m is the total number of insert(x ) operations performed on the
counting set, then we require the arrays T , L and R to have O(m) slots.
The space requirements can be expressed by the recurrence T (n) = O(m) +
2T (n/2) where T (1) = O(m). This gives T (n) = O(nm). Also, we have
that the size of the registers C, T , L and R should be large enough to hold
the value m. If we assume that the element x or ‘pointer’ to it in the call
insert(x ) can be stored in O(log n) bits, we can state the following corollary.
Corollary 3.8. The counting set in Lemma 3.7 can be implemented using
O(nm) registers of size O(max{log m, log n}) bits each where m is a bound
on the number of insert(x ) calls.

3.5

The Queue

The queue is implemented as an array. The enqueue(x ) call tries to write
an element at the head and the dequeue() call removes the element at the
tail if the queue is non-empty. To manage the tail and the head indices, we
store them in a single register TH and use the operations half-increment()
and half-max(i) on the register. Algorithm 9 specifies the effect of these
operations if the value of the first field in the TH register is t and the value
of the second field is h.
Algorithm 10 gives the implementation of the queue using the TH register,
a counting set object S and an array A to store the queue elements. The
register TH is initialized to 1|0. The set S is empty initially. The enqueue(x )
call starts by inserting the element into the counting set and gets a slot
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Algorithm 9 Effect of operations half-max(i) and half-increment() on a
register TH having a value t|h.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

function half-increment()
r ← −1
if t ≤ h then
r←t
t←t+1
end if
return r
end function

. r stores the return value

function half-max(i)
h ← max{h, i}
end function

Algorithm 10 The dequeue() and enqueue(x ) function.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

function dequeue()
i ← TH .half-increment()
if i = −1 then
return i
else
x ← S.remove(i)
if x 6= ⊥ then
return x
else
return A[i].read()
end if
end if
end function
function enqueue(x)
i ← S.insert(x )
A[i].write(x )
S.remove(i)
TH .half-max(i)
end function

number in return (Line 15). It then stores the element in the queue array
at the assigned slot (Line 16), removes the element from the counting set
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to indicate that it is done (Line 17) and updates the head (Line 18). The
dequeue() call gets the next available slot number if the queue is non-empty
(Line 2). The call then removes the element from the counting set using
the slot number (Line 6). If the remove operation on the counting set
returns an element, the dequeue() call returns it (Line 8). Otherwise, the
corresponding enqueue(x ) call already stored the element in the queue array
and the dequeue() call can read and return the element from the queue array
(Line 10).
Before we show the correctness, we first prove the following assumption
about the usage of the remove(i) function.
Lemma 3.9. It holds for Algorithm 10 that remove(i) is only called after
the insert(x ) call that returns i is applied.
Proof. The remove(i) operation is called either in Line 6 or Line 17. Clearly,
the claim holds for the call in Line 17 as the corresponding insert(x ) call is
finished after Line 15 and hence applied using Lemma 3.2. For the call in
Line 6, i 6= −1 at that point. Thus, we have that TH .h ≥ i. This implies that
there was an enqueue(x ) call that executed half-max(j ) where j ≥ i. Thus,
a call S.insert(x ) returned a value j ≥ i and was applied using Lemma 3.2.
Thus, the insert(x ) call that returned i was also applied.
Lemma 3.10. Algorithm 10 is a linearizable implementation of a queue.
Proof. Let every completed enqueue(x ) call be linearized at the point of
execution of Line 15. If the enqueue(x ) call is incomplete, let i be the
value returned in Line 15. In case TH .h ≥ i at the end of the execution,
the incomplete enqueue(x ) call is again linearized at Line 15. Otherwise,
the incomplete enqueue(x ) call is linearized after all other calls. Let every
dequeue() call be linearized at the point of execution of Line 2. The resulting
order LO of linearization points defines a total order CO on the corresponding
calls that extends their partial order.
We now prove that the return values of the calls is same as per the order
CO. As an enqueue(x ) call does not return anything, there is nothing to
check. Consider a dequeue() call and its linearization point p in the order
LO. Let t|h be the value of TH register before the linearization point p
(before Line 2 is executed). There are two cases depending on whether the
call returns −1 or a value from Line 6 or Line 10.
Say that the call returns −1. Then, an enqueue(x ) call wrote the value h
to the second field of the register TH in Line 18. As S.insert(x ) in Line 15
returns a different value each time, there are h enqueue(x ) linearization
points in LO before p. As the dequeue() call returns −1, we have t > h.
Moreover, there are exactly h dequeue() linearization points until p so that
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the corresponding calls returned an element from Line 6 or Line 10. If the
element returned was from Line 6, then it was non-empty (6= ⊥). If it was
returned from Line 10, then it received an empty response (= ⊥) in Line 6
because some other call already removed that element from S. That call
can only be an enqueue(x ) call because only one dequeue() call executes
S.remove(i) in Line 6 for a fixed i. And, an enqueue(x ) call removes an
element from S in Line 17 only after writing it to the array A in Line 16.
Thus, an element returned from Line 10 of a dequeue() call was also nonempty (6= ⊥). Thus, there are h dequeue() linearization points before p in
the order LO so that the corresponding dequeue() calls returned a non-empty
value. Therefore, the return value is also −1 as per the order CO.
Now, consider the other case when the dequeue() call returns an element
y from Line 6 (S.remove(t)) or Line 10 (A[t].read()). As argued above, we
have y 6= ⊥. Moreover, there are t − 1 linearization points of dequeue()
calls before p that returned a non-empty element. Thus, we have to show
that enqueue(y) call is the tth one in the order CO. If the call returns
S.remove(t), then this value was inserted by an operation S.insert(x ) that
returned t because of the counting set specification. Thus, this was executed
by an enqueue(x ) call that is the tth one in CO and x = y. If the dequeue()
call returns A[t].read(), then S.remove(t) was executed by some other call
c. This cannot be another dequeue() call as S.remove(i) is called only
by the dequeue() call that receives i in Line 2. Thus, c is an enqueue(x )
call. Therefore, c executed A[t].write(x ) and received t in Line 15. Thus,
enqueue(x ) call c is the tth one in CO and x = y.
As before, we can use Lemma 3.1 to replace the operations on the
set object with calls to its linearizable implementation. Note that the
enqueue(x ) and dequeue() functions execute O(1) steps besides the counting
set operations. Thus, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.11. Algorithm 10 gives a wait-free and linearizable implementation of
√ queue using register operations where enqueue(x ) and dequeue()
take O( n) time steps. The implementation requires O(nm) registers of size
O(max{log n, log m}) bits each where m is a bound on the total number of
enqueue(x ) calls.

3.6

The Consensus Numbers

Here, we show that the consensus number of the half-max(i) operation
is one and the consensus number of the half-increment() operation is
two. We first show that we can solve consensus among one process using
the half-max(i) operation and two processes using the half-increment()
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operation. The case for the half-max(i) operation is trivial as every operation
can solve consensus among one process (itself) by just deciding on its input
value. For the half-increment() operation, we initialize a register R to
the value 0|2. Each process then announces its input value and executes
the half-increment() operation on the register R. If the operation returns
0, the process decides on its input value. If the operation returns 1, the
process decides on the input value of the other process. Both the processes
decide on the same input value as the semantics of the half-increment()
operation ensure that only one process gets the return value of 0. To show
that the half-max(i) operation cannot solve consensus among two processes
and that the half-increment() operation cannot solve consensus among
three processes, we use the standard indistinguishability arguments.
Let us first define some terms. The configuration of the system is the
value of the local variables of each process and the value of shared registers.
The initial configuration consists of the initial value of the shared registers
and the input value of 0 or 1 for each process. A given configuration is
called a bivalent configuration if there are two possible executions from the
configuration so that in one of the executions all the processes terminate
and decide 1 and in the other all the processes terminate and decide 0. A
configuration is called 0-valent if in all the possible executions from the
configuration, all the processes terminate and decide 0. Similarly, we define
a 1-valent configuration. A configuration is called univalent if it is either
0-valent or 1-valent. A configuration is called critical if it is bivalent and
a step by any process changes it to a univalent configuration. The initial
configuration is bivalent as a process with input 1 will decide 1 if it is the
only process that takes steps, and a process with input 0 will decide 0 if it
is the only process that takes steps. As the terminating state is univalent,
every correct consensus algorithm must reach a critical configuration. Now,
we can show the respective consensus numbers by contradiction.
Consider the half-max(i) operation. Assume that it can solve consensus
for processes A and B. Then, a critical configuration c is reached. Say that
the next step sA by the process A gives a 0-valent configuration c0 . Then,
the next step sB by the process B gives a 1-valent configuration c1 . We have
the following cases.
1. The steps sA and sB are operations on different registers: In this
case, the configurations obtained by taking the step sB on c0 and by
taking the step sA on c1 are indistinguishable to both A and B. Thus,
A running alone on these configurations decides the same value, a
contradiction.
2. One of the steps sA or sB is a read operation: Say sA is the read
operation. Then, the configuration obtained by taking the step sB on
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c0 is indistinguishable from c1 to the process B. The reason is that
the read operation sA only changes A’s local state. Thus, B running
alone on these configurations decides the same value, a contradiction.
3. The steps sA and sB are half-max(i) operations on the same register:
In this case, the configurations obtained by taking the step sB on c0
and by taking the step sA on c1 are indistinguishable to both A and
B as the half-max(i) operation is commutative and does not return
anything. Thus, A running alone on them decides the same value, a
contradiction.
Therefore, the critical configuration c cannot be reached and the operation
half-max(i) cannot solve consensus for two processes.
Let us now consider the half-increment() operation. Assume that it can
solve consensus for three processes A, B and C. Then, a critical configuration
c is reached. Say, that the next step sA by the process A gives a 0-valent
configuration c0 and that the next step sB by the process B gives a 1-valent
configuration c1 . As per the reasoning in case of half-max(i) operations,
the steps sA and sB cannot be operations to different registers. Also, neither
of them can be a read operation. So, the only case left is that both sA
and sB are half-increment() operations to the same register R. In this
case, consider the configuration obtained by executing the step sB on c0
and the configuration obtained by executing the step sA on c1 . Due to the
specification of the half-increment() operation, the value of the register R
is same in both these configurations. Thus, the process C running alone on
these configurations decides the same value, a contradiction.

3.7

Discussion

If we look back at our queue design, then we used registers supporting
the compare-and-swap operation, and another register (the TH register)
that supports the half-increment and half-max operations. The problem
is that these low consensus number operations are not supported by the
modern hardware. But, closely related operations fetch-and-increment and
compare-and-swap-if-greater-than (max) are supported [49, 48]. It is an
interesting question if there is a theoretical basis for choosing a certain set of
low consensus number primitives to implement in hardware. In terms of space
usage, we are conceptually using an infinite array (arrays T , L and R of the
counting set can be merged with the queue array A). One can try to improve
this as a future work by upgrading the logging mechanism to a dynamic one
from a static one. However, our goal is to show as a proof-of-concept that
low consensus number primitives can also be fundamentally powerful for
designing concurrent data structures. Moreover, the problem of designing
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a sublinear wait-free queue with unbounded concurrency seems hard even
with infinite arrays. David’s algorithm [22], for example, gives a bounded
concurrency queue with infinite arrays.
Also, we could consider the register TH as a separate object and ask the
question whether it is possible to implement such a object in sublinear time
using only compare-and-swap operations? Or, by also using a breadth of
other read-modify-write operations such as decrement, multiply, xor, etc.,
that are commonly supported in hardware. In general, we wonder whether
we should focus on designing our concurrent data structures using a specific
primitive with infinite consensus number (in particular compare-and-swap)
or all the primitives that the modern hardware may provide, essentially
ignoring their consensus numbers!

4

Atomics

Any multiprocessor chip needs to support some atomic or synchronization
instructions, such as compare-and-swap or fetch-and-add, to coordinate
among several concurrent processes that can take steps asynchronously at
different rates. As it is not possible to support every other synchronization
instruction on a multiprocessor, the choice of instructions to support is
important. Herlihy [44] gave an elegant way to make such a choice based
on consensus numbers. The consensus number of an object is defined as
the maximum number of processes n among which binary consensus can be
solved using any number of instances of the object and read-write registers.
In binary consensus, each process is given an input of either 0 and 1. Each
process must output the same value (agreement) within a finite number of
its steps (termination) so that the output value is an input value of some
process (validity).
Using objects of consensus number n, Herlihy gave a generic and universal
construction to construct a linearizable and wait-free implementation of any
concurrent data structure or object, such as stacks or queues, shared among n
processes. Linearizability implies that although each operation takes several
steps to complete, it appears to take effect instantaneously at some point
between its invocation and termination. The wait-free property implies that
every process completes its operation within a finite number of its steps
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irrespective of the speed of other processes.
So, a compare-and-swap object, which updates the current value of the
object to a given new value if and only if the current value is equal to a given
expected value, has an infinite consensus number and is an advanced object
to be supported by a multiprocessor. On the other hand, consensus number
two objects such as fetch-and-add or fetch-and-multiply are elementary ones.
Moreover, as it was later shown in [77] that it is provably impossible to
implement an advanced object from any number of reasonable elementary
ones, a multiprocessor should support an advanced object.
However, Ellen et al. [29] recently observed that the above classification
treats a synchronization instruction as an individual object but in reality the
instructions supported by a multiprocessor can be applied on every memory
location, without any restriction that forbids the application of more than
one instruction to a memory location. Based on the observation, they also
give simple examples where a register supporting two elementary instructions
can be used to solve binary consensus for any given number of processes in
constant number of steps per process. Using Herlihy’s universal construction,
it then follows that it is possible to construct any concurrent data structure
or object by only using elementary synchronization instructions.
The above possibility relies on the universal construction, which is inefficient both in number of steps taken by a process and the number of shared
registers used, and is therefore not used in practical implementations. One
may conjecture that the elementary instructions are only good enough for
solving binary consensus but are fundamentally limited to produce efficient
implementations as can be obtained by widely used advanced instructions
like compare-and-swap. In fact, in a followup work by Gelashvili et al. [39],
the authors ask a similar question: “The practical question is whether we
can really replace a compare-and-swap instruction in concurrent algorithms
and data-structures with a combination of weaker instructions.”.
By weaker or elementary instructions, we refer to instructions of consensus
number at most two, or ideally one. We define the consensus number of an
instruction as the consensus number of an object that supports the instruction
and a read operation that returns the state of the object. This models that an
instruction can be applied on a memory location along with a read operation
that returns the value of the location. It is crucial to add such a read
operation to the object when defining consensus number of an instruction
as otherwise, one can define instructions that seem to be advanced but still
have consensus number one. For instance, consider the compare-and-swap
instruction without a return value and an object that supports such an
instruction without any read operation. The consensus number of such an
object is one because there is no way to read what the object computes.
Moreover, we define the read operation to return the complete state of the
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object as reading a memory location returns its value or all the bits stored at
that location. Thus, elementary instructions with consensus number one can
be seen as a “write-type” instruction because objects or memory locations
that only support read and write operations also have consensus number
one. The challenge is to find the limits of elementary instructions with
respect to efficiently simulating compare-and-swap, which is primarily used
for practical implementations of concurrent objects or data structures and
has been proven to yield efficient implementations.
In this chapter, we show that it is possible to simulate a compare-and-swap
instruction using two elementary instructions and the simulation is efficient
in the number of steps taken by each process and the number of shared
registers or memory locations used per process. Concretely, we introduce
two instructions half-max and max-write of consensus number one each. We
show that using read-write registers and registers that support half-max and
max-write, we can construct a linearizable and wait-free implementation of a
compare-and-swap register so that every compare-and-swap operation takes
O(1) steps. The size of the registers required is logarithmic in the length
of the execution. The total number of shared registers required is O(n)
in a system with n processes or O(1) shared registers per process. Thus,
any O(T ) step algorithm using compare-and-swap and read-write registers
can be transformed into an O(T ) step algorithm that only uses elementary
instructions of consensus number one supported on reasonably large registers.
We give a couple of extensions of the above algorithm such as optimizing
the number of shared objects used when several compare-and-swap registers
are needed instead of one.
A good thing about these elementary instructions is that they can be much
better than the advanced compare-and-swap instruction. We compare the
throughput of the elementary instructions half-max and max-write against
the throughput of compare-and-swap in a highly concurrent setting and
show that the throughput of the elementary instructions can be larger by a
factor proportional to the number of processes. Moreover, we also consider
the problem of simulating the max-write-or-add instruction – an elementary
instruction similar to the max-write instruction – using the compare-andswap instruction. We show that it takes Ω(log n) steps for such a simulation,
where n is the number of processes.

4.1

Related Work

One of the most central question in concurrent computing has been to
quantify the computing ability of synchronization instructions. Herlihy [44]
originally defined the consensus number of an object as the maximum number
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of processes n that can solve consensus using a single instance of the object
and any number of read-write registers. As a consequence of this definition,
an object that has higher consensus number or is higher in the Herlihy’s
hierarchy cannot be implemented using an object that has a lower consensus
number or is lower in the Herlihy’s hierarchy. Jayanti [50] defined robustness
of a hierarchy as the property that an object at a higher level in the hierarchy
cannot be implemented using any number or combination of objects lower
in the hierarchy. He gave an example of an object such that k instances
of the object along with read-write registers can solve consensus for k + 1
processes. Thus, Herlihy’s hierarchy would not be robust if the consensus
number definition is restricted to use only a single object.
A natural fix is to allow any number of instances of the object in the
definition of consensus number, which is also the accepted definition and the
one that we use [45]. Under this definition, Chandra et al. [20] show that
Herlihy’s hierarchy is robust for two objects out of which one is a consensus
object and the other one is an arbitrary object. Ruppert [77] showed that
Herlihy’s hierarchy is robust for read-modify-write and readable objects,
where a readable object returns some part or complete state of the object
and a read-modify-write object returns the complete current state of the
object and updates it according to a deterministic function in a single atomic
step. These objects capture a large class of synchronization instructions
but not all. All these results assume that when a set of objects are used
to implement another object, the synchronization operations supported by
different objects are not merged onto a same object.
Ellen et al. [29] observed that if one relaxes the above assumption and does
not treat a set of synchronization instructions as a set of individual objects
but as a single object supporting the set of synchronization instructions,
then Herlihy’s hierarchy is again not robust. They propose a space based
hierarchy in which the computational capability of a set of synchronization
instructions is quantified by the minimum amount of space required to
solve obstruction free consensus among n processes. Obstruction freedom
guarantees that a process returns the output eventually if it is allowed to
take steps alone without being obstructed by other processes. A set of
synchronization instructions is considered powerful if they require small
space to solve obstruction free consensus. Their work has led to some
more followup work to understand the capability of a set of synchronization
instructions from different perspectives when the instructions are assumed
to be supported on the same register.
In [39], the authors give a lock-free implementation of a log data structure
by only using x86 instructions of consensus number at most two. They report
that the performance achieved was similar to that of a compare-and-swap
based implementation. Their log data structure can be used to implement any
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object, including compare-and-swap, but the progress guarantee is lock-free
and does not exclude starvation of a process unlike our wait-free algorithm.
The log data structure can be seen as a universal construction and the
question remains if specific implementations using compare-and-swap can
also be done using elementary instructions without any sacrifice. Also, we do
not restrict ourselves to instructions supported on modern architecture as our
goal is to find if it is even theoretically possible to efficiently compete with an
advanced instruction like compare-and-swap using elementary instructions
only, regardless of the task that we choose to do and not just a universal
construction. In [59], we observed that a set of low consensus number
instructions supported on the same register can help to improve the step
complexity of solving the fundamental
synchronization task of designing a
√
wait-free queue from O(n) to O( n) for n processes.
In this chapter, we look at the capability of a set of elementary instructions
supported on the same register with respect to their ability to efficiently
simulate an advanced instruction like compare-and-swap. We chose to
simulate compare-and-swap not only because of its infinite consensus number
but also because it is ubiquitous and has been shown to yield efficient
implementations [53, 72, 55]. Our result then implies that a set of elementary
instructions can produce equally efficient implementations like compare-andswap, if not better. In [42], the authors give a blocking implementation of
comparison instructions, which includes compare-and-swap, by just using
read-write registers and constant number of remote memory references. Their
focus is to use read-write registers and hence wait-freedom is impossible to
achieve. Overall, there is no prior work that shows that a set of elementary
instructions are at least as good as compare-and-swap registers with respect
to the number of steps taken for completing any arbitrary synchronization
task.

4.2

An Overview of the Method

Our method is based on the observation that if several compare-and-swap
operations attempt to simultaneously change the value in the register, only
one of them succeeds. So, instead of updating the final value of the register
for each operation, we first determine the single operation that succeeds and
update the final value accordingly. This is achieved by using two consensus
number one instructions: max-write and half-max.
The max-write instruction takes two arguments. If the first argument is
greater than or equal to the value in the first half of the register, then the
first half of the register is replaced with the first argument and the second
half is replaced with the second argument. Otherwise, the register is left
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unchanged. In any case, no value is returned. This instruction helps in
keeping a version number along with a value.
The half-max instruction takes a single argument and replaces the first
half of the register with that argument if the argument is larger. Otherwise,
the register remains unchanged. Again, no value is returned in any case. This
instruction is used along with the max-write instruction to determine the
single successful compare-and-swap operation out of several concurrent ones.
The task of determining the successful compare-and-swap operation can be
viewed as a variation of tree-based combining (as in [31, 58] for example).
The difference is that we do not use a tree as it would incur Θ(log n) overhead
on step complexity. Instead, our method does the combining in constant
number of steps as we will see later.
In the following section, we formalize the model and the problem. In Section 4.4, we give an implementation of the compare-and-swap operation using
registers that support the half-max, max-write, read and write operations.
In Section 4.5, we prove its correctness and show that the compare-and-swap
operation takes O(1) steps for every process. In Section 4.6, we argue that
the consensus numbers of the max-write and half-max instructions are both
one. In Section 4.7, we give a couple of extensions of the basic algorithm.
In Section 4.8, we analyze the throughput of the half-max, max-write and
compare-and-swap instructions under high concurrency. In Section 4.9, we
give a generic family of elementary instructions. The max-write instruction
can be viewed as a member of this generic family. In Section 4.10, we pick
an elementary instruction max-write-or-add from the above generic family
and show that simulating it requires Ω(log n) steps using compare-and-swap
and read-write registers. Finally, we conclude and discuss the results in
Section 4.11.

4.3

Model

A sequential object is defined by a set of operations that can be performed on
the object. Each operation takes zero or more arguments, updates the state
or value of the object according to a specified set of rules and optionally
returns a value. The value of the object is a sequence of bits, or just an
integer.
A register is a sequential object and supports the operations read, write,
half-max and max-write. The read() operation returns the current value of
the register. The write(v) operation updates the value of the register to v.
The half-max(x) operation replaces the value in the first half of the register,
say a, with max{x, a} and does not return any value. The max-write(x | y)
operation replaces the first half of the register, say a, with x and second half
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of the register with y if and only if x ≥ a. In any case, the operation does
not return any value. The register operations are atomic, i.e., if different
processes execute them simultaneously, then they execute sequentially in
some order. In general, atomicity is implied whenever we use the word
operation in the rest of the chapter.
An implementation of a sequential object is a collection of functions, one
for each operation defined by the object. A function specifies a sequence of
instructions to be executed when the function is executed. An instruction is
an operation on a register or a computation on local variables, i.e., variables
exclusive to a process.
A process executes a sequence of instructions. The processes have identifiers 1, 2, . . . , n. When a process executes a function, it is said to call that
function. A schedule is a sequence of process identifiers. Given a schedule S,
an execution E(S) is the sequence of instructions obtained by replacing each
process identifier in the schedule with the next instruction to be executed by
the corresponding process.
Given an execution and a function called by a process, the start of the
function call is the point in the execution when the first register operation of
the function call appears. Similarly, the end of the function call is the point
in the execution when the last register operation of the function call appears.
A function call A is said to occur before another function call B, if the call A
ends before the call B starts. Thus, the function calls of an implementation
of an object O form a partial order PO (E) with respect to an execution E.
An implementation of an object O is linearizable if there is a total order
TO (E) that extends the partial order PO (E) for any given execution E so
that the actual return value of every function call in the order TO (E) is equal
to the return value determined by applying the specification of the object to
the order TO (E). The total order TO (E) is usually defined by associating a
linearization point with each function call, which is a specific point in the
execution when the call takes effect. An implementation is wait-free if every
function call returns within a finite number of steps of the calling process
irrespective of the schedule of the other processes.
Our goal is to develop a wait-free and linearizable implementation of
the compare-and-swap register. It supports the read operation and the
compare-and-swap operation. The read operation returns the current value
of the register. The compare-and-swap operation takes two arguments a and
b. It updates the value of the register to b if the value in the register is a
and leaves it unchanged otherwise. If the value is updated, a true value is
returned and false otherwise.
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Figure 4.1: An overview of data structures used by Algorithm 11.

4.4

Algorithm

Figure 4.1 shows the (shared) registers that are used by the algorithm. There
are the arrays A and R of size n each. The ith entry of the array A consists
of two fields: the field c keeps a count of the number of compare-and-swap
operations executed by the process i, the field val is used to store or announce
the second argument of the compare-and-swap operation that the process
i is executing. The ith entry of the array R consists of the fields c and ret.
The field ret is used for storing the return value of the cth compare-and-swap
operation executed by the process i. The register V stores the current value
of the compare-and-swap object in the field val along with its version number
in the field seq. The fields seq, pid and c of the register P respectively
store the next version number, the process identifier of the process that
executed the latest successful compare-and-swap operation and the count of
compare-and-swap operations issued by that process. For all the registers,
the individual fields are of equal sizes except for the register P . The first
half of this register stores the field seq where as the second half stores the
other two fields, pid and c.
Algorithm 11 gives an implementation of the compare-and-swap register.
To execute the read function, a process simply reads and returns the current
value of the object as stored in the register V (Lines 2 and 3). To execute the
compare-and-swap function, a process starts by reading the current value of
the object (Line 6). If the first argument of the function is not equal to the
current value, then it returns false (Lines 7 and 8). If both the arguments
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are same as the current value, then it can simply return true as the new
value is equal to the initial one (Lines 10 and 11).
Algorithm 11 The compare-and-swap and the read functions. The symbol |
is a field separator. The symbol is a variable that is not used. The variable
id is the identifier of the process executing the function. At initialization,
we have c = 0 and V = (0 | x), where x is the initial value of the compareand-swap object.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

function read()
( | val ) ← V.read()
return val
end function
function compare-and-swap(a, b)
(seq | val) ← V.read()
if a 6= val then
return false
end if
if a = b then
return true
end if
c←c+1
A[id ].write(c | b)
R[id ].write(c | false)
P.max-write(seq + 1 | id | c)
P.half-max(seq + 2)
(seq | pid | cp) ← P.read()
(ca | val ) ← A[pid ].read()
if seq is even and cp = ca then
R[pid ].max-write(ca | true)
V.max-write(seq | val )
end if
( | ret) ← R[id ].read()
return ret
end function

Otherwise, the process competes with the other processes executing the
compare-and-swap function concurrently. First, the process increments its
local counter (Line 13). Then, the new value to be written by the process is
announced in the respective entry of the array A (Line 14) and the return
value of the function is initialized to false by writing to the respective entry
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in the array R (Line 15). The process starts competing with the other
concurrent processes by trying to announce its identifier in P using the
max-write operation (Line 16). The competition is finished by writing a
version number larger than used by the competing processes (Line 17).
Once the winner of the competing processes is determined, the winner
and the value announced by it is read (Lines 18 and 19), the winner is
informed that it won after appropriate checks (Lines 21, 20) and the current
value is updated (Line 22). The value to be returned is then read from
the designated entry of array R (Line 24). A closer look at the algorithm
reveals that the half-max and max-write operations are only combined on the
register P . All other registers either only use max-write (and not half-max)
or are only read-write registers.
In the following section, we analyze Algorithm 11 and show that it is a
linearizable and an O(1) step wait-free implementation of the compare-andswap object.

4.5

Analysis

Let us first define some notation. We refer to a field f of a register X by
X.f . The term X.fki is the value of the field X.f just after the process i
executes Line k during a call. We omit the call identifier from the notation
as it will be always clear from the context. Similarly, vki is the value of a
variable v, that is local to the process i, just after it executes Line k during
a call. The term X.fe is the value of a field X.f at the end of an execution.
To prove that our implementation is linearizable, we first need to define
the linearization points. The linearization point of the compare-and-swap
function executed by a process i is given by Definition 4.1. There are
four main cases. If the process returns from Line 8 or Line 11, then the
linearization point is the read operation in Line 6 as such an operation does
not change the value of the object (Cases 1 and 2). Otherwise, we look for
the execution of Line 22 that wrote the sequence number V.seq i6 + 2 to the
field V.seq for the first time. This is the linearization point of the process i if
its compare-and-swap operation was successful, as determined by the value
of P.pid (Case 3a). Otherwise, the failed compare-and-swap operations are
linearized just after the successful one (Case 3b). The calls that have not
taken effect are linearized after all the other linearization points (Case 4).
Definition 4.1. The linearization point of a compare-and-swap call by a
process i is defined as follows.
1. If V.val i6 6= ai5 , then the linearization point is the point when i executes
Line 6.
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2. If V.val i6 = ai5 = bi5 , then the linearization point is the point when i
executes Line 6.
3. If V.val i6 = ai5 6= bi5 and V.seq e ≥ V.seq i6 + 2, then let p be the point
when Line 22 is executed by a process j so that V.seq j22 = V.seq i6 + 2
for the first time.
(a) If pid j18 = i, then the linearization point is p.
(b) If pid j18 6= i, then the linearization point is just after p.
4. If V.val i6 = ai5 6= bi5 and V.seq e < V.seq i6 + 2, then the linearization
point is at the end, after all the other linearization points in some
order.
Note that we assume in Case 3 that if V.seq e ≥ V.seq i6 + 2, then there is
an execution of Line 22 by a process j with the value V.seq j22 = V.seq i6 + 2.
So, we first show in the following lemmas that this is indeed true.
Lemma 4.2. The value of V.seq is always even.
Proof. We have V.seq = 0 at initialization. The modification only happens
in Line 22 with an even value.
Lemma 4.3. Whenever V.seq changes, it increases by 2.
Proof. If V.seq was changed to x by a process i, then x must be even (Lines
22 and 20). So, a process j wrote x to P.seq and either x = V.seq j6 + 1 or
x = V.seq j6 + 2 (Lines 16 and 17). As V.seq j6 is even by Lemma 4.2 and x is
even too, it must be that x = V.seq j6 + 2. As V.seq always increases, we have
V.seq ≥ x − 2 before i modifies it. Also V.seq is always even by Lemma 4.2,
so we have V.seq = x − 2 before i modifies it and the value increases by
2.
Lemma 4.4. The linearization point as given by Definition 4.1 is welldefined.
Proof. The linearization point as given by Definition 4.1 clearly exists for
all the cases except for Case 3. For Case 3, we only need to show that if
V.seq e ≥ V.seq i6 + 2, then there exists an execution of Line 22 by a process
j so that V.seq j22 = V.seq i6 + 2. As V.seq i6 is even by Lemma 4.2 and the
value of V.seq only increases in steps of 2 by Lemma 4.3, it follows from
V.seq e ≥ V.seq i6 + 2 that V.seq i6 + 2 was written to V.seq at some point.
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To show that the implementation is linearizable, we need to prove two
main statements. First, the linearization point is within the start and the
end of the corresponding function call. Second, the value returned by a
finished call is the same as defined by the sequence of the linearization points
up to the linearization point of the call. In the following two lemmas, we
show the first of these statements.
6 bi5 is true for a compare-andLemma 4.5. If the condition V.val i6 = ai5 =
swap call by a process i, then the value of V.seq is at least V.seq i6 + 2 at the
end of the call.
Proof. We define a set of processes S = {j : V.seq j6 = V.seq i6 }. Consider the
process k ∈ S that is the first one to execute Line 20. As the first field of
P.seq is always modified by a max operation and process k writes V.seq i6 + 2
to that field, we have seq k20 = seq k18 ≥ V.seq i6 + 2. If seq k18 > V.seq i6 + 2, then
V.seq k18 ≥ V.seq i6 + 2 and we are done.
So, we only need to check the case when seq k18 = V.seq i6 + 2. As V.seq i6
is even by Lemma 4.2, so is seq k20 = seq k18 . Moreover, the process pid k18 ∈ S
as some process(es) (including k) executed Line 16. As A[pid k18 ].c always
increases whenever modified (Line 14), we have ca k19 ≥ cp k18 . But, if ca k19 >
cp k18 , then the process pid k18 finished even before the process k, a contradiction.
So, it holds that ca k19 = cp k18 and the process k executes Line 22.
Now, the execution of Line 22 by the process k either changes the value
of V.seq or does not. If it does, then V.seq k22 = V.seq i6 + 2 and we are done.
Otherwise, someone already changed the value of V.seq to at least V.seq i6 + 2
because of Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.6. The linearization point as given by Definition 4.1 is within
the corresponding call duration.
Proof. The statement is true for Cases 1 and 2 as the instruction corresponding to the linearization point is executed by the process i itself.
For Case 3, we analyze the case of finished and unfinished calls separately.
Say that the call is unfinished. As V.seq e ≥ V.seq i6 + 2 and V.seq i6 is the
value of V.seq at the start of the call, the linearization point as given by
Definition 4.1 is after the call starts. Now, assume that the call is finished.
We know from Lemma 4.5 that the value of V.seq is at least V.seq i6 + 2 when
the call ends. So, the point when Line 22 writes V.seq i6 + 2 to V.seq is within
the call duration.
We know from Lemma 4.5 that if the call finishes, then we have V.seq e ≥
V.seq i6 + 2. So, if V.seq e < V.seq i6 + 2, then the call is unfinished and it is
fine to linearize it at the end as done for Case 4.
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Now, we need to show that the value returned by the calls is equal to
the value determined by the order of linearization points. We show this in
the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.7. Assume that x = seq i18 = seq j18 for two distinct processes i and
j and that x is even. Then, it implies that pid i18 = pid j18 and cp i18 = cp j18 .
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that the process i executes Line 18
before the process j does so. As x = seq i18 = seq j18 by assumption, the only
way in which the field P.pid can change until the process j executes Line 18,
is by a max-write operation on P with x as the first field. This is not possible
as x is even and the max-write on P is only executed with an odd value of
the first field (Line 16). So, it holds that pid i18 = pid j18 . Similarly, we have
cp i18 = cp j18 .
Lemma 4.8. As long as the value of V.seq remains the same, the value of
V.val does not change.
Proof. Say that a process i is the first one to write a value x to V.seq. The
value written to the field V.val by the process i is val i19 . To have a different
value of V.val with x as the value of V.seq, another process j must execute
Line 22 with seq j18 = x but val i19 6= val j19 . As seq j18 = x = seq i18 , it follows
from Lemma 4.7 that pid j18 = pid i18 and cp i18 = cp j18 . As the condition in
Line 20 is true for both the processes i and j, it then follows that ca i19 = ca j19 .
As the field A[pid j18 ].val is updated only once for a given value of A[pid j18 ].c
(Line 14), it holds that val i19 = val j19 and the claim follows.
Lemma 4.9. Say that seq i18 = x is even and pid i18 = j during a call by a
process i, then V.seq j6 = x − 2 for some call by the process j.
Proof. As seq i18 = x, some process h modified P by executing Line 16 or
Line 17 with x as the first argument. As x is even and V.seq h6 is even by
Lemma 4.2, the process h modified P by executing Line 17. So, it holds that
V.seq h6 = x − 2. Also, process h executed Line 16 with x − 1 as the first field.
As pid i18 = j, the process j also executed Line 16 with x − 1 as the first field
after the process h did so. So, it holds that V.seq j6 = x − 2.
Lemma 4.10. For every even value x ∈ [2, V.seq e ], there is an execution of
Line 22 by a process i so that seq i18 = x and the first such execution is the
linearization point of some call.
Proof. Consider an even value x ∈ [2, V.seq e ]. Then, we know from Lemma 4.3
that x is written to V.seq by an execution of Line 22. Let p be the point of
first execution of Line 22 by a process j so that seq j18 = x. So, it holds for
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the process pid j18 = h that V.seq h6 = x − 2 using Lemma 4.9. As point p is
the first time when x is written to the field V.seq, it holds that V.seq j22 = x.
Thus, p is the linearization point of the process h by Definition 4.1.
Lemma 4.11. The value V.val is only modified at a Case 3a linearization
point.
Proof. Let q be a Case 3a linearization point. Say that the value of V.seq is
updated to x ≥ 2 at q. Let p be the first point in the execution when the
value of V.seq is x − 2. Using Lemma 4.10, we conclude that p is either a
linearization point (for x − 2 ≥ 2) or the initialization point (for x − 2 = 0).
Using Lemma 4.8, the value of V.val is not modified between p and q.
We want to use the above lemma in an induction argument on the
linearization points to show that the values returned by the corresponding
calls are correct. First, we introduce some notation for k ≥ 1. The term
L.val k is the value of the abstract compare-and-swap object after the kth
linearization point. The terms V.seq k and V.val k , respectively, are the values
of V.seq and V.val after the kth linearization point. These terms refer to the
respective values just after the initialization when k = 0. For k ≥ 1, the
term L.ret k is the expected return value of the call corresponding to the kth
linearization point. The following two lemmas prove the correctness using
induction on the linearization points and checking the different linearization
point cases separately.
Lemma 4.12. After k ≥ 0 linearization points, we have L.val k = V.val k
except for Case 4 linearization points. For k ≥ 1, the L.ret k values are false
for Case 1, true for Case 2, true for Case 3a and false for Case 3b.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on k. For the base case of k = 0,
the claim is true as V.val is initialized with the initial value of the compareand-swap object. Let LP k be the kth linearization point for k ≥ 1 and say
that it corresponds to a call by a process i. We have the following cases.
Case 1: Let LP k0 be the linearization point previous to LP k . By induction
hypothesis, it holds that L.val k0 = V.val k0 . By Lemma 4.11, the value of
V.val does not change until LP k . As we have a read operation at LP k , it
holds that V.val k0 = V.val k . By Definition 4.1, we know that V.val k 6= a5i .
So, it holds that L.val k0 = V.val k0 = V.val k 6= a5i . Thus, it follows from the
specification of the compare-and-swap object that L.val k = L.val k0 = V.val k .
Moreover, we have L.ret k = false as L.val k0 = V.val k 6= a5i .
Case 2: Again, we let LP k0 be the linearization point previous to LP k . As
argued in the previous case, it holds that V.val k0 = V.val k . By Definition 4.1,
we know that V.val k = a5i = b5i . So, it holds that L.val k0 = V.val k0 =
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V.val k = a5i . Thus, it follows from the object’s specification that L.val k =
b5i = V.val k . Further, we have L.ret k = true as L.val k0 = a5i .
Case 3a: Consider the point LP k0 when the value V.seq k − 2 was written
to V.seq for the first time. As V.seq k is even by Lemma 4.2, it follows from
Lemma 4.10 that LP k0 is a linearization point or the initialization point.
Using definition of Case 3a, LP k is the first point when the value V.seq k
was written to the field V.seq. So, we have V.seq i6 = V.seq k0 . Thus, it
holds that V.val i6 = V.val k0 by Lemma 4.8. Therefore, V.val i6 = L.val k0 as
L.val k0 = V.val k0 by induction hypothesis. Using the definition of Case 3a,
it also holds that a5i = V.val i6 . Thus, we have a5i = L.val k0 and L.val k = b5i .
Now, assume that the instruction at LP k was executed by a process j.
Using the definition of Case 3a, we have i = pid j18 . As LP k is the first time
when the value of V.seq is V.seq k = V.seq i6 + 2, we conclude that the process i
is not finished until LP k by using Lemma 4.5. As seq j18 = V.seq k = V.seq i6 +2,
0
it is true that some process i0 has V.seq i6 = V.seq i6 and that the process
j
executed Line 16 until LP k . As i = pid 18 , the process i0 = i. Moreover, the
process i did this during the call corresponding to the linearization point
LP k as it follows from Lemma 4.5 that there is a unique call for any process
h given a fixed value of V.seq h6 . Thus, the process i already executed Line 14
with b5i as the value of the second field. This field has not changed as the
call by process i is not finished until LP k . So, we have val j19 = b5i and that
V.val k = b5i as well. Because a5i = L.val k0 as shown before, we also have
L.ret k = true.
Case 3b: Let LP k0 be the first point when the value V.seq k is written to
V.seq (LP k0 is just before the point LP k as defined by Case 3b). Let i and j
be the processes that execute the calls corresponding to the points LP k and
LP k0 respectively. By definition of Case 3b, we have V.seq i6 = V.seq k0 − 2.
As process j wrote V.seq k0 to V.seq, we have V.seq j6 = V.seq k0 − 2 as well.
So, we have V.val i6 = V.val j6 using Lemma 4.8. Using definition of Case 3a
and Case 3b, respectively, we have a5j = V.val j6 =
6 b5j and a5i = V.val i6 . So,
we have a5i 6= b5j . We have b5j = L.val k0 as argued in the previous case,
so L.val k = L.val k0 . By induction hypothesis, we have L.val k0 = V.val k0 .
Moreover, there are no operations after LP k0 and until LP k by definition of
Case 3b. So, we have V.val k0 = V.val k and thus L.val k = V.val k . Also, we
have L.ret k = false as a5i 6= b5j = L.val k0 .
Lemma 4.13. If the kth linearization point for k ≥ 1 corresponds to a
finished call by a process i, then the value returned by the call is L.ret k .
Proof. Say the kth linearization point is a Case 1 point. Using its definition,
the value returned by the corresponding call is false as the condition in
Line 7 holds true. Using Lemma 4.12, we have L.ret k = false as well for
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Case 1. Next, assume that the kth linearization point is a Case 2 point.
Then, the value returned by the corresponding call is true as the condition
in Line 10 is true by definition. Using Lemma 4.12, we have L.ret k = true
as well for Case 2.
Now, consider that the kth linearization point is a Case 3a point. Say
that the process j executes the operation at the linearization point. As
pid j18 = i by definition of Case 3a, the process i already executed Line 16
with the first field as V.seq k − 1. So, the process i also initialized R[i] to
(cp j18 | false) in Line 15. Moreover, the process j wrote the value (cp j18 |true)
to R[i] afterwards using a max-write operation. Thus, the value of R[i].ret
after LP k is true. This field is not changed by i until it returns. And, other
processes only write true to the field. So, the call returns true which is equal
to the value L.ret k given by Lemma 4.12.
Next, consider that the kth linearization point is a Case 3b point. Let p
be the point when the process i initializes R[i] to a value (x | false) during the
call (Line 15). Consider a process j that tries to write true to R[i].ret after
p (by executing Line 21). So, it holds that pid j18 = i and that seq j18 is even.
Now, we consider three cases depending on the relation between seq j18 and
V.seq k . First, consider that seq j18 > V.seq k . As pid j18 = i and seq j18 is even,
we have V.seq i6 = seq j18 −2 using Lemma 4.9. So, we have V.seq i6 > V.seq k −2.
This cannot happen until i finishes as V.seq i6 = V.seq k − 2 for the current call
by i using the definition of Case 3b. Second, consider that seq j18 = V.seq k .
Using the definition of Case 3b, there is a process h so that pid h18 =
6 i
and seq h18 = V.seq k . As seq j18 = V.seq k by assumption, we have pid j18 6= i
using Lemma 4.7. This contradicts our assumption that pid j18 = i. Third,
consider that seq j18 < V.seq k . As pid j18 = i and seq j18 is even, we have
V.seq i6 = seq j18 − 2 using Lemma 4.9. So, we have V.seq i6 < V.seq k − 2. This
corresponds to a previous call by the process i as V.seq i6 = V.seq k − 2 for the
current call by i. So, it holds that ca j19 < x and execution of Line 21 has
no effect. Thus, the process i returns false for Case 3b which matches the
L.ret k value given by Lemma 4.12.
If the kth linearization point is a Case 4 point, then we know from
Lemma 4.5 that the call is unfinished and we need not consider it.
We can now state the following main theorem about Algorithm 11.
Theorem 4.14. Algorithm 11 is a wait-free and linearizable implementation
of the compare-and-swap register where both the compare-and-swap and read
functions take O(1) steps.
Proof. We conclude that the compare-and-swap function as given by Algorithm 11 is linearizable by using Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.13. The read
operation is linearized at the point of execution of Line 2. Clearly, this
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is within the duration of the call. To check the return value, let LP k be
the linearization point of the read operation and LP k0 be the linearization
point previous to LP k . Then, we have V.val k = V.val k0 using Lemma 4.11.
So, it holds that V.val k = L.val k0 using Lemma 4.12. Moreover, both the
compare-and-swap and read functions end after executing O(1) steps and
the implementation is wait-free.

4.6

Consensus Numbers

In this section, we prove that each of the max-write and the half-max
instructions has consensus number one. Note that these are two separate
claims. One, that it is impossible to solve consensus for two processes
using read-write registers and registers that support the max-write and read
operation. Second, that it is impossible to solve consensus for two processes
using read-write registers and registers that support the half-max and read
operation. Trivially, both operations can solve binary consensus for a single
process (itself) by just deciding on the input value. To show that these
operations cannot solve consensus for more than one process, we use an
indistinguishability argument.
First, we define some terms. A configuration of the system is the value of
the local variables of each process and the value of the shared registers. The
initial configuration is the input 0 or 1 for each process and the initial values
of the shared registers. A configuration is called a bivalent configuration if
there are two possible executions starting from the configuration so that in
one of them all the processes terminate and decide 0 and in the other all
the processes terminate and decide 1. A configuration is called 0-valent if
in all the possible executions starting from the configuration, the processes
terminate and decide 0. Similarly, a configuration is called 1-valent if in
all the possible executions starting from the configuration, the processes
terminate and decide 1. A configuration is called a univalent configuration if
it is either 0-valent or 1-valent. A bivalent configuration is called critical if
the next step by any process changes it to a univalent configuration. Consider
an initial configuration in which there is a process X with the input 0 and a
process Y with the input 1. This configuration is bivalent as X outputs 0 if
it is made to run until it terminates and Y outputs 1 if it is made to run
until it terminates. As the terminating configuration is univalent, a critical
configuration is reached assuming that the processes solve wait-free binary
consensus.
Assume that the max-write operation can solve consensus between two
processes A and B. Then, a critical configuration C is reached. Without
loss of generality, say that the next step sa by the process A leads to a
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0-valent configuration C0 and that the next step sb by the process B leads to
a 1-valent configuration C1 . In a simple notation, C0 = Csa and C1 = Csb .
We have the following cases.
1. sa and sb are operations on different registers: The configuration
C0 sb is indistinguishable from the configuration C1 sa . Thus, the
process B decides the same value if it runs until termination from the
configurations C0 sb and C1 sa , a contradiction.
2. sa and sb are operations on the same register and at least one of them
is a read operation: Without loss of generality, assume that sa is a read
operation. Then, the configuration C0 sb is indistinguishable to C1 with
respect to B as the read operation by A only changes its local state.
Thus, the process B decides the same value if it runs until termination
from the configurations C0 sb and C1 , a contradiction.
3. sa and sb are write operations on the same register: Then, the configuration C0 sb is indistinguishable from the configuration C1 as sb
overwrites the value written by sa . Thus, the process B will decide the
same value if it runs until termination from the configurations C0 sb
and C1 , a contradiction.
4. sa and sb are max-write operations on the same register R: Say that the
arguments of these operations are a | x and b | y for A and B respectively.
Without loss of generality, assume that b ≥ a. Then, there are the
following two cases.
(a) Operation sb does not modify the register R. Thus, operation
sa will also leave it unchanged as b ≥ a. Also, the contents of
R in C1 sa is the same as in C0 because sb did not modify R
by assumption. So, the configuration C1 sa is indistinguishable
from the configuration C0 with respect to A and it will decide the
same value if run until termination from the two configurations,
a contradiction.
(b) Operation sb modifies the register R. In this case, the configuration C0 sb is indistinguishable from C1 as b ≥ a and the operation
sb will overwrite both the fields of the register R. Thus, the
process B will decide the same value from these configurations, a
contradiction.
So, the critical configuration cannot be reached and the processes A and B
cannot solve consensus using the max-write instruction. Thus, its consensus
number is one.
For the half-max instruction, we do a similar case analysis. The first
three cases are the same as in the case of max-write instruction. For the last
case, assume that sa and sb are half-max operations on the same register R.
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Say that the argument of these operations are a and b for processes A and B
respectively. Assume without loss of generality that b ≥ a. Say that (v|w) is
the value of register R in C. Then, the value of R in both the configurations
C0 sb and C1 is (max{v, b}|w) whether or not B modifies R in sb . So, B will
decide the same value if run until termination from these configurations, a
contradiction. Thus, the critical configuration cannot be reached and the
processes A and B cannot solve consensus using the half-max instruction.
Thus, its consensus number is one as well.

4.7

Extensions

In this section, we discuss a couple of extensions of the previous algorithm.
First, we know that the compare-and-swap instruction returns either true
or false depending on whether the value is updated or not. Instead, one
may want to return the value of the register prior to the application of the
instruction. Let us call this variant read-compare-and-swap.
The presented algorithm can be modified to also accommodate this
requirement. If the algorithm returns just after reading the value val from
the register V at the start, then we know that the linearization point is
the read operation on V . So, we can return the value val . If the algorithm
returns the value ret at the end, there are two cases. If ret is true, then the
compare-and-swap operation had been successful and the value val can be
returned as the prior value.
If ret is false, then the operation was unsuccessful and we need to return
the value that got written to V successfully and led to the failure of the
current operation. To do that, we make another read on V to check the
current value. However, the value of V might have already been updated
several times in the meantime and the current value read from V might be
equal to the comparison value a. We cannot return this value, since then the
operation should be successful and the value returned ret should be true. To
fix this, we can keep both the current and the previous value of val in the
register V . We can then return one of these values, whichever is not equal
to the comparison argument a of the operation. So, we have the following
corollary.
Corollary 4.15. There is a wait-free and linearizable implementation of the
read-compare-and-swap register using elementary instructions so that both
the read-compare-and-swap and read functions take O(1) steps.
Second, the algorithm that we presented simulates a single compare-andset register using O(n) registers that support the half-max, max-write, read
and write instructions. If m compare-and-swap registers are to be simulated,
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then a straightforward approach requires O(mn) registers. However, we can
improve this if we observe that there is at most one pending operation per
process even if m compare-and-swap registers have to be simulated. The
arrays A and R store the information about the latest pending call per
process so there is no need to allocate them for every compare-and-swap
register. Only the registers P and V need to be allocated separately. As the
counter value c used in the first half of each entry of array A or R is always
increasing, we will be conceptually running m instances of the presented
algorithm using O(m+n) registers. Actually, if one observes closely, the three
fields used in the register P are useful only when multiple compare-and-swap
registers are implemented. Otherwise, we can use a single counter replacing
both c and seq. So, we also have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.16. There is a wait-free and linearizable implementation of m
compare-and-swap registers using O(n + m) registers supporting elementary
instructions so that both the compare-and-swap and read functions take O(1)
steps.

4.8

Throughput

In this section, we analyze the throughput of compare-and-swap versus
half-max and max-write in a highly concurrent setting. We assume that
there are n processes in the system that communicate to the memory via an
interconnect. We compare the throughput of the following two scenarios.
1. Each process executes a sequence of m compare-and-swap operations
to the same memory location.
2. Each process executes a sequence of operations so that a read operation
alternates with either a max-write or a half-max operation to the same
memory location. The number of non-read operations is m for each
process.
In the second scenario, we assume that a process executes a read operation
after each of the elementary operations as they do not return a value in our
case. We assume that a batch of instructions — at most one instruction
from each process — can enter the interconnect in each step for updating the
memory. The interconnect takes tb steps to process a batch of instructions.
We call an instruction as compact if the corresponding function satisfies the
following: given any sequence S of function calls, there is a smaller sequence
S 0 of function calls from S and having the same effect as the sequence S.
Thus, we have the following result.
Lemma 4.17. Half-max and max-write are compact instructions whereas
compare-and-swap is not.
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Proof. Consider a sequence S of half-max operations. We consider a smaller
sequence S 0 so that an operation with the largest argument, say half-max(l ),
is in S 0 . Let the current value of the register be (a|b). Thus, applying the
sequence S or S 0 results in the same value (max{a, l}, b) of the register.
Consider a sequence S of max-write operations. Let max-write(l |w ) be
the last operation in S with the largest value of the first argument. We
construct a smaller sequence S 0 where max-write(l |w ) is the last operation
with the value l as the first argument. Let the current value of the register be
(a|b). If l ≥ a, then applying the sequence S or S 0 results in the same final
value (l|w) as l is the largest value of the first argument and max-write(l |w )
is the last operation in S or S 0 with l as the first argument. If l < a, then
neither the operations in S or S 0 change the value of the register as the first
argument of all the operations is strictly smaller than a.
Consider a set S of compare-and-swap operations so that all the 2|S|
arguments of the operations are unique values. Assume for contradiction
that compare-and-swap is compact. Then, there is a smaller sequence S 0
that has the same effect as the sequence S. So, there is a compare-and-swap
operation that is in the sequence S but not in the sequence S 0 . Let (af , bf )
be the argument of that operation. If the current value of the register is
af , then applying the sequence S results in the final value bf , since all the
argument values are unique and consequently, all the operations before and
after the one with the argument (af , bf ) are unsuccessful. However, applying
the sequence S 0 does not change the value of the register as none of those
operations have first argument as af . So, the final value remains af 6= bf , a
contradiction.
Say that the underlying interconnect is such that the time tb to process
a batch of instructions is composed of stages, where the batch size decreases
in subsequent stages and the stages are pipelined. We define the concurrent
throughput of compare-and-swap as the average number of instructions that
are processed and applied to the memory in a single step of the first scenario.
Similarly, the concurrent throughput of half-max and max-write is the average
number of instructions that are processed and applied to the memory in
a single step of the second scenario. The following theorem quantifies the
concurrent throughput of the instructions.
Theorem 4.18. The concurrent throughput of compare-and-swap is tnb and
that of half-max and max-write for a pipelined interconnect is 6+tnb /m .
Proof. For compare-and-swap, each process executes a sequence of m operations so a total of mn operations are executed. However, the next batch of
instructions cannot enter the interconnect unless the current batch of instructions is processed and the resulting value is returned since compare-and-swap
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is not a compact instruction by Lemma 4.17. Thus, each batch takes tb steps
mn
and mtb steps are taken in total. So, the throughput is mt
= tnb .
b
Consider the case of half-max and max-write operations. Each process
executes 2m operations including the read operations. We divide each batch
of instructions to be processed into three batches so that each batch contains
only a single type of instruction, i.e., read, half-max or max-write. As these
are compact instructions by Lemma 4.17, the next batch of instructions can
enter the pipeline without waiting for the current batch of instructions to
finish processing. Thus, the total number of steps to process all the mn
mn
non-read operations is 3·2m+tb . So. the throughput is 6m+t
= 6+tnb /m .
b
If m >> n, then the throughput values are approximately n6 for the
elementary instructions versus tnb for compare-and-swap, which is lower by
a factor of t6b . The quantity tb is usually proportional to the number of
processes for current systems [23].

4.9

More Elementary Instructions

In Section 4.6, we argued that both the half-max and max-write instructions
have consensus number of one. In this section, we consider a generic family
of similar instructions that also have consensus number one. Consider the
instruction max-write-or- (a | b | c). Say the current value in the register
is (a0 | b0 | c0 ). If (a ≥ a0 ), then the new value of the register is (a | b | c0 ).
Otherwise, the new value of the register is (a0 | b0 | c0 c), where is some
binary operation that is both commutative and associative. Commutative
means that x y = y x, i.e., the order of the operands does not affect the
result. Associative means that x (y z) = (x y) z, i.e., the order of
applying operations on a given sequence of operands does not affect the result.
Addition or multiplication are a couple of examples of . The instruction
does not return a value. In other words, the instruction is like the max-write
instruction on the first two fields and also modifies the third field using the
commutative operation if the max-write is “unsuccessful”.
We claim that the instruction max-write-or- has consensus number one,
where is a commutative and an associative operation. It is trivial to solve
consensus for only one process. Thus, we have to show that it is impossible
to solve consensus for more than one process using read-write registers and
registers that support the max-write-or- and the read instructions. Consider
a system of two processes A and B that want to solve binary consensus
using read-write registers and registers that support the max-write-or- and
the read instructions. As argued in Section 4.6, the initial configuration of
the system is bivalent and a critical configuration C must be reached. Let
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sa be the next step taken by the process A in the configuration C and sb
be the next step taken by the process B in the configuration C. We also
assume without any loss of generality that the step sa leads to a 0-valent
configuration C0 and the step sb leads to a 1-valent configuration C1 . In
symbolic notation, we have C0 = Csa and C1 = Csb . We consider the
following cases depending on the type of operations sa and sb .
1. sa and sb are operations on different registers: Then, we let A take its
next step sa on the configuration C1 = Csb and B take its next step
on the configuration C0 = Csa . The resulting configurations C1 sa and
C0 sb are indistinguishable to either of the processes A or B as sa and
sb are operations on different registers. Thus, A decides that same
value when run until termination from the configurations C1 sa and
C0 sb , contradicting that C1 is 1-valent and C0 is 0-valent.
2. sa and sb are operations on the same register and at least one of them is
a read operation: Let us assume without any loss of generality that sa is
a read operation on a register R, which is either a read-write register or
one that supports the max-write-or- . Now, we let B take its next step
sb on the configuration C0 = Csa . Regardless of the operation sb , the
contents of the register R are identical in the configurations C1 = Csb
and C0 sb , since sa is a read operation. Thus, these configurations
are indistinguishable to B and it decides the same value if run until
termination from these configurations, a contradiction.
3. sa and sb are write operations on the same register: Say that sa is a
write operation on a read-write register R. Then, we let A take its
next step on the configuration C1 . The contents of R are identical in
both the configurations C0 and C1 sa . Registers other than R remain
unchanged. So, the configurations C0 and C1 sa are indistinguishable
with respect to either A or B. Thus, A decides the same value if run
until termination from the configurations C0 and C1 sa , a contradiction.
4. sa and sb are max-write-or- on the same register: Say that sa is
a max-write-or- (xa | ya | za ) operation on a register R and sb is a
max-write-or- (xb | yb | zb ) operation on the same register R. Let us
assume without any loss of generality that xb ≥ xa . Let x0 | y0 | z0 be
the value of the register R in the configuration C. Then, we have the
following cases.
(a) xb < x0 : Then, we let B take its next step on the configuration
C0 = Csa and let A take its next step on the configuration
C1 = Csb . We claim that the contents of R are identical in
these configurations, i.e., the configurations C0 sb and C1 sa . As
xb ≥ xa by assumption and xb < x0 , we have xa < x0 . So, in the
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configuration C0 sb = Csa sb , both the operations sa and sb will not
change x0 | y0 in R and only apply on z0 . Thus, the final value
of R in the configuration C0 sb is x0 | y0 | (z0 xa ) xb . Similarly,
the value of R in the configuration C1 sa is x0 | y0 | (z0 xb ) xa .
Both these values of R are identical since the operation
is
commutative and associative. The values of other registers do not
change either. Thus, either of the processes, say A, will decide the
same value when run until termination from the configurations
C0 sb and C1 sa , a contradiction.
(b) xb ≥ x0 and xa < x0 : Again, we let B execute sb on the configuration C0 = Csa and let A execute sa on the configuration
C1 = Csb . We claim that the value of the register R is identical in the configurations C0 sb and C1 sa . First, consider the
configuration C0 sb . As xa < x0 by assumption, the value of the
register R in the configuration C0 = Csa is x0 | y0 | z0 za . Executing sb on it changes R to xb | yb | z0 za as xb ≥ x0 . Second,
consider the configuration C1 sa . The value of R in the configuration C1 = C0 sb is xb | yb | z0 as xb ≥ x0 by assumption. As
xa < x0 ≤ xb by assumption, executing sa on C1 only applies
on z0 and changes R to xb | yb | z0 za . Thus, the value of
R is identical in the configuration C0 sb and C1 sa . As the other
registers remain unmodified, process A terminates with identical
values from both of these configurations, a contradiction.
(c) xb ≥ x0 and xa ≥ x0 : We let B execute sb on the configuration
C0 = Csa and claim that the value of R is identical in the
configurations C0 sb and C1 = Csb . In the configuration C1 , the
value of the register R is xb | yb | z0 since xb ≥ x0 by assumption.
In the configuration C0 , the value of the register R is xa | ya | z0
as xa ≥ x0 . If B executes its next step sb on the configuration
C0 , the value of R changes again as xb ≥ xa by assumption. So,
the new value of R is xb | yb | z0 , which is identical to R’s value in
the configuration C1 . As the other registers remain unmodified,
the configurations C0 sb and C1 are indistinguishable to both A
and B. So, the process A will decide the same value when run
until termination from these configurations, a contradiction.
Thus, it is impossible to reach a critical configuration and then terminate
with a correct value using read-write registers and max-write-or- registers
shared among at least two processes. So, the consensus number of the
max-write-or- instruction is one.
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Step Complexity Overhead of Compare-and-Swap

Consider the max-write-or-add instruction, i.e., the max-write-or- instruction where the operation = +. Clearly, this instruction can be used with
the half-max instruction to simulate the compare-and-swap in O(1) steps
by Theorem 4.14, since the max-write-or-add instruction always performs
max-write on the first two fields. However, consider that we have to simulate
a max-write-or-add instruction and the available registers are read-write and
compare-and-swap. What is the best step complexity that we can achieve?
In this section, we show that a wait-free implementation of max-write-oradd register using read-write and compare-and-swap registers takes at least
Ω(log n) steps, where n is the number of processes sharing the registers. We
use the lower bound of solving the wakeup problem [34] using read-write
and load-link/store-conditional registers. The load-link/store-conditional
registers are advanced registers like compare-and-swap and support the
following operations:
1. LL( ): Returns the current value of the register.
2. SC(v): If successful, the operation writes v to the register and returns
true. Otherwise, the operation is unsuccessful and does not change the
value of the register and returns false. If executed by a process p, the
operation is successful if no other process performed a successful SC
operation on the register since the latest LL operation on the register
by the process p. Otherwise, the operation is unsuccessful.
The wakeup problem intuitively requires some process to detect the time
when all the other processes in the system have taken at least one step (or
woke up). Formally, all the processes terminate in a finite number of steps,
returning either 0 or 1. When all the processes terminate, at least one of
them returns 1, and every process takes at least one step before any process
returns 1. Jayanti et al. [52] showed that it takes at least Ω(log n) steps to
solve the wakeup problem using LL/SC and read-write registers. We can
use this result to show a lower bound of implementing max-write-or-add
operation using LL/SC and read-write registers.
Lemma 4.19. A wait-free implementation of max-write-or-add takes Ω(log n)
steps using LL/SC and read-write registers.
Proof. We solve the wakeup problem using max-write-or-add operation in
O(1) steps as follows. Initialize a register R with 1 | ⊥ | 0. Each process
executes max-write-or-add(0 | ⊥ | 1) on the register R and then reads it. If
the value returned is 1 | ⊥ | n, then return 1 else return 0.
Clearly, each max-write-or-add operation adds one to the third field of
R. Consider the last max-write-or-add operation executed on R. The value
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of R before that is 1 | ⊥ | n − 1. So, no process returns 1 before the last
max-write-or-add operation is executed on R. Afterwards, the value of R is
1 | ⊥ | n and the first process to execute a read later on R returns 1. By that
time, all the processes have executed at least one step.
If an o(log n) wait-free implementation of max-write-or-add is possible
using LL/SC and read-write registers, then wait-free wakeup can be solved
in o(log n) steps using LL/SC and read-write registers, a contradiction.
One can easily implement a compare-and-swap register in O(1) steps
using LL/SC registers [6]. Thus, we conclude the following.
Theorem 4.20. A wait-free implementation of max-write-or-add takes
Ω(log n) steps using compare-and-swap and read-write registers.
Proof. Assume an o(log n) implementation was possible. As compare-andswap can simulated in O(1) steps using LL/SC [6], an o(log n) implementation
is also possible using LL/SC and read-write registers, which contradicts
Lemma 4.19.

4.11

Discussion

One issue of Algorithm 11 is that it uses unbounded sequence numbers. Thus,
the algorithm only works if the size of the registers is at least logarithmic in
the total number of compare-and-swap operations executed. Actually, the
growth in sequence numbers can be much slower as out of the two unbounded
counter types, one of them counts the total number of compare-and-swap
operations executed per process and the other one counts the total number of
successful compare-and-swap operations only. We still think that the result
helps us to understand the capability of a set of elementary instructions with
respect to their ability to efficiently simulate compare-and-swap.
Using our results, we can compare the following two systems: (1) Supports
the elementary instructions max-write-or-add, half-max, read and write, and
(2) Supports compare-and-swap, read and write. Using Theorem 4.14, any
synchronization problem that can be solved on system (2) in O(T ) steps can
also be solved by the system (1) in O(T ) steps. Since the simulation is waitfree, it can also be used for synchronization problems where wait-freedom
is not required. On the other hand, due to Theorem 4.20, we can conclude
that a synchronization task solvable in O(T ) time on system (1) might be
impossible to solve in O(T ) time by system (2). For example, consider the
synchronization task of implementing a shared counter or a max register
[8, 9].
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There are practical factors other than the step complexity and the
number of shared registers used. For example, the half-max and the maxwrite operations do not return a value. Thus, they can spend less time in
traversing the interconnect and have less latency. In this chapter however,
we show that a set of two elementary instructions can compare well against
compare-and-swap with respect to step complexity and also the throughput
in a highly concurrent setting. This highlights the capability of a set of
elementary instructions and shows another aspect in choosing the best
synchronization instructions to support in general.

5

Synchronization

The Arrow [25] and Ivy [69] protocols were originally designed to solve the
cache-coherence or the synchronization problem in a multiprocessor system.
In such a system, several processes may want to modify a memory location
or a shared data item. To avoid having multiple and incoherent copies of
the data item, the access to modify the data is granted sequentially to the
requesting processes so that only one of them can modify the data at a time.
Formulating in abstract terms, the core problem is how to coordinate access
to a shared resource or a token. The challenge is that a node requesting
the resource has to find its location using a distributed directory protocol.
Multiple independent instances of the distributed directory protocol in
parallel can be used to coordinate access to multiple data items.
Due to the abstract nature of the problem, it can be applied in various
settings. For example, it can be used to coordinate access to a mobile server or
a set of servers. Another example is a service that globally orders transactions
that are concurrently issued by arbitrary nodes. Such a transaction ordering
service is nowadays known as a “blockchain”. While the focus of blockchain
research is on fault-tolerance, the focus of distributed directory research
is on efficiency, which in turn heavily depends on the network topology.
Eventually, the two areas may merge.
In an asynchronous and reliable network, where the messages are eventu-
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ally delivered and not lost, both the Arrow and Ivy protocols ensure that
every request to the shared resource or the token is eventually satisfied. We
briefly describe the operation of these protocols when the requests to the
token are sequential, i.e., there is at most one outstanding request in the
network at any time. In such a scenario, Arrow and Ivy both maintain a
rooted directed tree. The root of the tree stores the token, and the edges of
the tree are directed towards the root. When a node requests the token, the
tree is re-rooted to the requesting node as it is the new bearer of the token.
Both Arrow and Ivy follow different rules to re-root the tree. Let r be
the current root of the tree and r0 be the node that issued the new request.
The Arrow protocol re-roots the tree by reversing all directed edges (i.e.,
“arrows”) on the path from r0 to r. The Ivy protocol re-roots the tree by
making r0 the parent of every node on the path from r0 to r. In other words,
Arrow only changes the direction of the edges but not the edges themselves,
which makes the Arrow protocol perfectly suited for tree topologies. Ivy
on the other hand constantly changes the topology, short-cutting whenever
possible, which makes the Ivy protocol more suitable for general graphs. If
we have concurrent requests, understanding both protocols becomes more
involved, and in particular Ivy becomes nontrivial.
In this chapter, we introduce the Arvy protocol, which is a natural
generalization of the Arrow and Ivy protocols. The tree modification rule
used by Arrow or Ivy are specific instances of the rule used by the Arvy
protocol. For example, if r0 , . . . , v, w, . . . , r is the path from r0 to r in the
sequential case, then in order to re-root the tree to r0 , Arvy may change
the parent of w to v as in Arrow, or to r0 as in Ivy, or to any other node
between r0 and v. This flexibility makes Arvy really a family of protocols,
where Arrow and Ivy are just special cases.
As our main contribution, we show that Arvy is correct. Concretely, Arvy
eventually satisfies every request to the shared resource in an asynchronous
network. While Arvy’s correctness is natural if the requests are issued
sequentially, it is exciting that Arvy continues to be correct when the
requests are issued concurrently in an asynchronous network.
We can measure the performance of a distributed directory protocol using
the competitive ratio. The idea is to compare the cost of the given protocol,
which does not know the location of future requests, to the cost of the best
protocol that already knows the future requests at initialization. Concretely,
the cost of the protocol for a given sequence of requests is the total distance
traversed by the messages to satisfy all the requests. The optimal cost for
a given sequence of requests is the minimum cost incurred by any protocol
that knows that sequence of requests already. The competitive ratio is an
upper bound on the ratio of the cost of the protocol and the optimal cost
for every sequence of requests.
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As a second contribution, we illustrate the benefits of Arvy by analyzing
its competitive ratio on rings. We show that Arvy achieves a constant
competitive ratio on a ring of n nodes using constant space per node, where,
interestingly, both Arrow and Ivy have an Ω(n) competitive ratio. More
complex distributed directory protocols exist, e.g. [79], but they do not yield
a constant competitive ratio on rings using constant space per node.

5.1

Related Work

Raymond’s tree based mutual exclusion algorithm [76] predates the similar
Arrow protocol by Demmer and Herlihy [25]. The Arrow protocol has
inspired lots of research, since it is not only practical but also theoretically
interesting. Kuhn et al. [64] show that the competitive ratio of Arrow is
O(log D), where D is the diameter of the spanning tree used by Arrow. In
their work, the cost used in the competitive ratio also takes into account the
arrival and waiting time of the requests. Ghodselahi et al. [40] show that
running Arrow on a probabilistic distribution over the right family of trees,
as obtained from an FRT embedding [32], yields an expected competitive
ratio of O(log n) on a general graph of n nodes. As these results show, the
performance of the Arrow protocol is limited by the quality of the tree or
the distribution of trees [40] chosen initially. However, the network topology
may be such that no single tree is good for every pair of points (as in a ring
for example). The Arvy protocol, on the other hand, offers flexibility by
allowing to change the tree during the operation of the protocol.
Li and Hudak’s Ivy protocol [69] was discovered before the Arrow protocol.
While the original work on Arrow already included a correctness proof,
Ivy’s correctness for concurrent requests is more involved and is treated by
Bouabdallah et al. [17] in a separate work. However, the invariant proof
about messages in transit and parent pointers misses some cases. As Ivy is
a special case of Arvy, and we show that Arvy is correct in all cases, the
correctness of Ivy is directly implied. Ginat et al. [41] show that Ivy has
O(log n) amortized cost per request on a complete graph of n nodes with
unit weight edges.
A separate line of research for solving the distributed directory problem
is based on sparse covers [11] or similar structures. A sparse cover of a graph
is a collection of connected components of the graph such that every node is
in some component. The radius of the sparse cover is the maximum radius
of a connected component in the collection. The degree of the sparse cover
is the maximum number of connected components in which any given vertex
appears. The protocols based on sparse covers typically work by building a
hierarchy of sparse covers of increasing radii but low degree. A request to a
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shared resource is then satisfied by keeping the interaction between the nodes
up to the level in the hierarchy, whose radius is just large enough. Examples
of such solutions are [12, 18, 46] and [79]. These solutions are usually quite
involved as each node has to simultaneously operate at O(log n) levels in
the hierarchy, where n is the number of nodes in the network. For example,
when these solutions are used on a ring of n nodes, then they additionally
need O(log n) space per node and only achieve O(log n) competitive ratio.
However, Arvy can achieve constant competitive ratio on rings by only using
constant space per node and is much simpler.

5.2

Model

We consider a connected network G = (V, E) where V is the set of nodes
in the network and E is the set of edges connecting them. A node in the
network can send a message to a neighboring node, receive a message from a
neighboring node, do some computation, and store some data. Routing is
considered to be solved using standard methods, i.e., a message sent from
a source to a destination will find the destination on the shortest path.
The messages can be delayed arbitrarily but they are never lost, i.e., every
message is eventually delivered.
The nodes in the network share a single token. Each node can request
the token at any time. A request is identified by the pair (v, t), where a node
v ∈ V requests the token at a time t. A request (v, t) is considered satisfied
as soon as v receives the token at a time t0 ≥ t. We assume that a node does
not issue another request before the last request is satisfied. The task is to
design an algorithm for every node so that every token request is satisfied.
The nodes cannot make any assumption about future requests except that a
node has at most one outstanding request as mentioned before.
The assumption regarding at most one outstanding request per node is
only needed for simplicity. It can be taken care of by letting the further
requests wait until the token arrives, at which point the all outstanding
requests can be satisfied in one fell swoop. Note that there is no bound on
message delays, and that the nodes can only assume that a message sent will
eventually be delivered. The following section describes the Arvy protocol,
which solves this problem.

5.3

The Arvy Protocol

Algorithms 12 and 13 give the pseudocode of the Arvy protocol. The idea
is that each node v keeps a pointer to a parent node p(v), which points in
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Algorithm 12 The Arvy Protocol: The parent pointer p(v) of each node
v is initialized so that they form a rooted tree pointing towards a root r
and p(r) = r. The next pointer n(v) = ⊥ for every node v initially. The
initial location of the token is at the root. Node v does not issue a duplicate
request if it has one outstanding.
. v requests the token

4:

procedure RequestToken(v)
Send message “find by v” to p(v)
p(v) ← v
end procedure

5:

procedure ReceiveMessage(w, v, u)

6:

f ← p(w)
p(w) ← NewParent(v)
if f 6= w then
Send (forward) “find by v” message to f
else
n(w) = v
if w has the token then
SendToken(w)
end if
end if
end procedure

1:
2:
3:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

procedure ReceiveToken(v)
Use token to satisfy outstanding request
SendToken(v)
end procedure
procedure SendToken(w)
if n(w) 6= ⊥ then
Send “token” to n(w)
n(w) = ⊥
end if
end procedure

. w receives a “find by v”
message from u

. v receives the “token”

. w sends the “token”

the direction of the token Additionally, each node v may also have a next
pointer n(v) to a next node that is waiting for the token.
Initially, the parent pointers form a rooted tree so that the pointers are
directed towards the root and the root points to itself. The token is situated
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Algorithm 13 The NewParent(v) used in Algorithm 12
1:
2:
3:

procedure NewParent(v)
Return v OR any node that had received and forwarded v’s current
“find by v” message
end procedure

at the root and the next pointers are empty when the algorithm starts. If
a node v wants the the token, it sends a “find by v” message to its parent
and also changes its parent pointer p(v) to v, since v expects to receive the
token soon (Lines 2 and 3). If a node w receives a “find by v” message from
a node u, it first changes its parent pointer p(w) to either the source of
the message v or any other node that had received and forwarded the “find
by v” message (Line 7). We do not make any assumption on the decision
procedure of the new parent except that it will return some node that was
visited by the “find by v” message. Depending on the specific implementation,
additional parameters may be required. Our pseudocode omits these details
for simplicity. Whether the “find by v” message is forwarded or not depends
on the value of p(w) or f when the message is received (Line 6). If f 6= w,
then w just forwards the “find by v” message to f assuming that f is the
way to the token (Line 9). If f = w, then we are hoping that w either has
the token or will have the token soon. If w has the token, then it simply
sends the token to v (Line 13). Otherwise, it sets its next pointer n(w) to v
so that it can forward the token to v once it is received (Line 11).
The token handling itself is easy. If a node v receives the token (Line 17),
then it first uses it (Line 18), sends it to the next node n(v) if one exists
(Line 23) and then clears n(v) (Line 24).
We show a sample execution in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for five nodes. Initially,
the token is at node a (Figure 5.1a). Then, a request to the token by node
d is forwarded by c (Figures 5.1b and 5.1c). However, node e requests the
token before “find by d” message reaches its destination (Figure 5.1d). The
request by e passes through c and ends up as the next pointer of d (Figures
5.1e and 5.1f). Note that the new parent pointer of node d is e and the
structure has changed. The “find by d” message is still stuck on way to a
from c. Meanwhile, node b requests the token and is received by a, which
sets its next pointer to b (Figures 5.2a and 5.2b). The “find by d” is finally
received by a but now it is forwarded again and ends at b (Figure 5.2c and
Figure 5.2d). The structure has changed again as the new parent of node a
is d. The token is then sent around according to the next pointers, i.e., node
a passes it to b, node b to d and node d to e (Figures 5.2e and 5.2f). The
token could have been sent around earlier. Also, many other structures are
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d
(b) d requests the token

(a) Initial state

a

a

d,

d,

c

c

c

b

c

b

e

e

d

e

d

(c) c receives “find by d”

(d) e requests the token

a

a

d,
c

c
d,

c

c

b

e,

c

b

d
(e) c receives “find by e”

e

e d

e

(f) d receives “find by e”

Figure 5.1: An example sequence of events on a graph of five nodes. The
caption mentions the event and the figure shows the effect of the event. The
outgoing black arrow from a node is its parent pointer. If the next pointer of
a node is not empty, then its value is shown in green besides the node. The
black box represents the token. A red arrow is a message in transit from the
tail to the head of the arrow. The values above the red edge are the possible
values of the new parent when the corresponding message is received. The
network edges used for routing are not shown.
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possible depending on which node is chosen as a parent when a message is
received.

a

a b
d,
c

b

c
d,

c

b

e d

c

b

e

e d

(a) b requests the token

e

(b) a receives “find by b”

a b

d,

c,

a

a b

c

b

e d

d

c

b

e

e d

(c) a receives “find by d”

e

(d) b receives “find by d”

a
a

c

b

c

b
d
e d

(e) b receives the token

e

d

e

(f) d and e receive the token

Figure 5.2: Example sequence of events continued from Figure 5.1
One can see from the example that the structure is highly dynamic. It
is not obvious if a request message always finds the destination and is not
forwarded forever. It is also not obvious if the token is passed around to
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every requesting node and does not miss a request or repeat one. In the
following section, we prove that such situations do not occur.

5.4

Correctness Analysis

To analyze the algorithm, we first define the state of the system. The
configuration of the system is the state of each node, the find messages in
transit and the location of the token. The state of a node v is the value of the
variables n(v) and p(v). A find message in transit is a find message that was
sent from a node u to a node v and is not yet received and processed by v.
The location of the token is either a node u or the pair (u, v) when the token
was sent by a node u to a node v but not yet received by v. The configuration
changes when events occur. An event occurs when a node requests the token,
receives a message, sends the token or receives the token. A separate event
for sending a message is not required as that occurs only as a consequence
of requesting the token or receiving a message. It is possible that two (or
more) events occur at two (or more) different nodes concurrently. In such a
case, we give the following lemma to show that the final configuration does
not depend on the order of application of these events.
Lemma 5.1. Let E be a set of concurrent events on a configuration C. Let
π1 and π2 be two different permutations of E. Then, the configuration C1
obtained after applying the events in the order π1 is same as the configuration
C2 obtained after applying them in the order π2 .
Proof. As the events are concurrent, there is at most one event in E per
node. Let ev ∈ E be an event at a node v and eu ∈ E be an event at another
node u 6= v. Say that ev is a send or receive token event. Then, the event eu
must be a request token or receive message event as eu occurs concurrently
to ev and there is only one token in the network. The change in the state
caused by ev depends on n(v) or the location (w, v) of the token. Neither
of these can be modified by the send or receive message event eu . Thus,
the change caused by a send or receive token event ev is same whether a
concurrent event eu is applied before or after ev .
Now, consider that ev is a request token or a receive message event.
Then, the change in the state caused by ev only depends on p(v) or both
p(v) and the message m received by v. Neither of these can be affected if
eu is a send token event or a receive token event or a request token event
or a receive message event at another node. Thus, the change caused by a
request token or a receive message event ev is same whether a concurrent
event eu is applied before or after ev .
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Therefore, we can choose a fixed permutation π of events in E and the
effect of applying the events according to the order π1 or π2 is same as if
the events were applied in the order π. So, the configuration C1 = C2 .
To show the correctness, we need to show that every token request
is satisfied eventually. Basically, we need to show that a find request is
eventually received by a node v with p(v) = v so that the request is not
forwarded again, and that once the find request from a node stops being
forwarded, the node eventually receives the token. We start by establishing
some essential invariants about the configuration. We need to precisely define
some terms to state those invariants.
We order the events into a total order as per their time of occurrence
and breaking ties by node identifiers. Using Lemma 5.1, final configuration
is not affected. We define an execution as an alternating sequence of events
and configurations C0 , e1 , C1 , e2 , C2 , . . ., where C0 is the initial configuration
and Ci is the configuration after the ith event ei has occurred. A black edge
is a directed edge (v, p(v)) corresponding to a parent pointer of a node v. A
red edge is a directed edge (v, w) corresponding to a “find by u” message in
transit from node v to w. Thus, there is one-to-one correspondence between
black edges and parent pointers, and between red edges and find messages.
Given a red edge r = (v, w), we define head (r) = w and tail (r) = v. A
node v has a self-loop if its black edge points to itself or p(v) = v. We assume
that a node does not request the token again if the node already requested
the token and did not receive it yet. Note that a new “find by u” message
is produced only when the node u requests the token. The find message
is only forwarded by the other nodes until it is received by a node w with
p(w) = w, which is the only way by which u receives the token. Thus, there
is at most one “find by u” message for a given node u in any configuration.
So, given a red edge r corresponding to a “find by u” message, we can define
the producer of r, prod (r), as the node u.
Let Ci be the configuration after the first i ≥ 0 events of an execution
σ have occurred. Given a red edge r in the configuration Ci , we define
visited i (r) as the set of nodes including prod (r) and the nodes that already
received the find message corresponding to r during the first i events of σ.
We say that a node w is waiting for a node u if n(u) = w or if n(v) = w and
v is waiting for u. We define waiting i (u) as the set of nodes that are waiting
for u in the configuration Ci . As the producer of a red edge r is unique,
we also use waiting i (r) as the set of nodes that are waiting for prod (r). A
directed graph is a directionless tree if the graph is a tree when the directed
edges are replaced by undirected edges. A directionless tree separates into
two parts when a directed edge r from v to w is deleted. The part including
v is called the source component of r or src(r) and the part including w is
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called the destination component of r or dst(r).
a

c

b

e

d
(a) (b, a) → (a, b), (c, a) → (a, c)

a

a

c

b

d
(b) (b, a) → (a, b), (c, a) → (a, d)

c

b

e

d

e

(c) (b, a) → (a, b), (c, a) → (a, e)

g 6 obtained from Figure 5.2a by replacing the red
Figure 5.3: The graphs BG
edges r1 = (b, a) and r2 = (c, a) with the green edges in G6 (r1 ) and G6 (r2 )
respectively.
We show the following three properties for every reachable configuration.
First, the black edges and the red edges form a directionless tree. Second, if
we replace each red edge r by a green edge (head (r), u), where u is a node
visited by r or a node waiting for prod (r), then the resulting graph is also a
directionless tree. Third, the source component of each red edge r contains
the nodes visited by r and the nodes waiting for prod (r). Let Bi be the set
of all the black edges except the self-loops and Ri be the set of red edges in
Ci . Let BR i be the graph of all the nodes V and the edges Bi ∪ Ri . Given
a red edge r ∈ Ri , the set of green edges Gi (r) corresponding to the red
edge r are the green edges (head (r), u), where u ∈ visited i (r) ∪ waiting i (r).
Let Gi be a set of green edges that are obtained by replacing each red edge
e i be the set of all possible
r ∈ Ri by a single green edge gr ∈ Gi (r). Let G
g
e i . See
values of Gi . Let BG i be the graphs BG i (V, Bi U Gi ) for all Gi ∈ G
Figure 5.3 for an example. Note that all these terms are defined with respect
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to a configuration reached in a specific execution σ. However, we omit σ
from the notation to avoid clutter and because the execution being referred
to will always be clear from the context.
Lemma 5.2. The following statements are true for any execution σ of
Algorithm 12 on a set V of nodes.
1. The graph BR i is a directionless tree.
g i is a directionless tree.
2. Each graph BG i ∈ BG
3. For each red edge r, we have visited i (r) ∪ waiting i (r) ⊆ src i (r).
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on the events. Initially, we only
have black edges in the configuration C0 , that form a directed tree. There
are no red edges in the initial configuration so Part 1, Part 2 and Part 3 of
the claim are true for C0 . Suppose the claim is true for Ci for i ≥ 0. We
check if the claim remains true for Ci+1 after the event ei+1 occurs.
Send or receive token: If the event ei+1 is a send token or receive token,
then the claim remains true as the black and red edges remain unchanged.
Request token: Consider that ei+1 is a request token event by a node v for
which p(v) = w. Then, the node v sends find message to w and sets p(v) = v.
As a result, the graph BR i+1 is obtained from BR i by changing the color
of the black edge (v, w) to red. As BR i is a directionless tree by induction
hypothesis, so is BR i+1 and Part 1 remains true. Note that for a red edge
r ∈ Ri , we have visited i (r) = visited i+1 (r) and waiting i (r) = waiting i+1 (r).
e i is the set of all possible ways to replace all the red edges
Thus, the set G
in BR i+1 , except the red edge (v, w), by green edges. Also, the red edge
(v, w) can only be replaced by the green edge (w, v) as the node v just
requested the token and visited i+1 ((v, w)) ∪ waiting i+1 ((v, w)) = {v}. So,
g i+1 can be generated by enumerating through all BG i ∈ BG
gi
the graphs BG
and replacing the black edge (v, w) by the green edge (w, v). As the graphs
g i are directionless trees by induction hypothesis, the graphs BG
g i+1 are
BG
also directionless trees and Part 2 remains true. For Part 3, we note that
BR i+1 is obtained from BR i by changing the color of the single edge (v, w) to
red. Thus, for every red edge r ∈ Ri , we have src i (r) = src i+1 (r). Moreover,
we have visited i (r) = visited i+1 (r) and waiting i (r) = waiting i+1 (r) for all
r ∈ Ri . Thus, for all r ∈ Ri+1 \{(v, w)}, Part 3 holds by induction hypothesis.
For (v, w) ∈ Ri+1 , we have visited i+1 ((v, w)) ∪ waiting i+1 ((v, w)) = {v} ⊆
src i+1 ((v, w)) and Part 3 is true for all r ∈ Ri+1 .
Receive message by a node with a self-loop: Consider that ei+1 is a find
message received by a node w with a self-loop and a node v sent that find
message. Let r be the red edge (v, w) in Ci .
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For Part 1, we first note that parent p(w) is updated to a node u ∈
visited i (r). So, deleting the red edge r from BR i and adding the edge (w, u)
yields the graph BR i+1 . By Part 1 of the induction hypothesis, the graph
BR i is a directionless tree and therefore, removing the red edge r from
BR i breaks it into two parts, say A and B. Using Part 3 of the induction
hypothesis, visited i (r) ⊆ src i (r) and so u ∈ src i (r). Thus, adding the edge
(w, u) after removing the red edge r from BR i connects the parts A and B
again. So, the graph BR i+1 is a directionless tree and Part 1 remains true.
For Part 2, we consider two cases. In the first case, suppose that there
is no red edge r0 such that w ∈ waiting i (r0 ). So, we have visited i (r00 ) =
visited i+1 (r00 ) and waiting i (r00 ) = waiting i+1 (r00 ) for each red edge r00 ∈
g i for which the red edge r was
Ri \{r}. Consider the set of graphs BG 0i ⊆ BG
g i+1 can
replaced by the green edge (w, u). Therefore, the set of graphs BG
0
g
be obtained from BG i ⊆ BG i by taking the ones with the green edge (w, u)
g i are directionless trees by
and changing its color to black. As the graphs BG
g
induction hypothesis, the graphs BG i+1 are directionless trees as well and
Part 2 remains true when there is no red edge r0 so that w ∈ waiting i (r0 ).
Next, consider the second case when there is a red edge r0 so that
w ∈ waiting i (r0 ). Observe that such an edge r0 is unique. Indeed, if there
are red edges r10 and r20 =
6 r10 so that w ∈ waiting i (r10 ) and w ∈ waiting i (r20 ),
then there are nodes w1 and w2 for whom n(w1 ) = n(w2 ) := q, but the node
q does not issue another find request until the previous one is satisfied, so
e ⊆ BG
gi
either n(w1 ) or n(w2 ) is ⊥, a contradiction. Consider the graph G
so that the red edge r was replaced with the green edge (w, u) and the red
edge r0 was reversed into a green edge, i.e.,
e = {BG | BG ∈ BG
g i , (w, u) ∈ E(BG), g 0 ∈ E(BG)} ,
G
where E(X) denotes the set of edges of a graph X and g 0 is the green edge
e be the graphs obtained from G
e by changing the
(head (r0 ), tail (r0 )). Let H
color of the green edge (w, u) to black. Note that visited i (r00 ) = visited i+1 (r00 )
and waiting i (r00 ) = waiting i+1 (r00 ) for each r00 ∈ Ri \{r, r0 }. Therefore, we
have
g i+1 = {H 0 | V (H 0 ) = V, E(H 0 ) = E(H)\{g 0 } ∪ {gr0 },
BG
e .
gr0 ∈ Gi+1 (r0 ), H ∈ H}
e are directionless trees as they differ from the graphs
The set of graphs H
e ⊆ BG
g i in the color of a single edge and the graphs BG
g i are directionless
G
trees by the induction hypothesis. Thus, we only need to show that replacing
e with any green edge gr0 ∈ Gi+1 (r0 ) yields a
the edge g 0 in each graph H
e so that
directionless tree. Assume for contradiction that there exists H ∈ H
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replacing g 0 with a green edge from Gi+1 (r0 ) does not yield a directionless
e are directionless trees as they are obtained from G
e ⊆ BG
gi
tree. The graphs H
g i are directionless trees by
by only changing the color of an edge and BG
e that has a node q ∈ src H (g 0 )
induction hypothesis. So, there is a graph H ∈ H
such that q ∈ visited i+1 (r0 ) ∪ waiting i+1 (r0 ) because replacing g 0 with a
green edge from Gi+1 (r0 ) does not yield a directionless tree. Therefore,
e that has a node q ∈ src G (g 0 ) such that q ∈
there is also a graph G ∈ G
0
0
visited i+1 (r ) ∪ waiting i+1 (r ) as H and G only differ in the color of a single
edge. Consider such a graph G with the smallest number of changed red
edges, where a red edge r00 ∈ BR i is considered unchanged if it is replaced
with the reversed green edge (head (r00 ), tail (r00 )). Let R0 ⊆ Ri be the set of
red edges that were changed in BR i to obtain the graph G, i.e., not counting
a red edge if it was reversed into a green edge. Let GR 0 be the set of green
edges that replaced the edges R0 and G0 be the graph obtained from BR i
by replacing the red edges R0 with the green edges GR 0 . Pick some r00 ∈ R0
and let gr 00 be the corresponding replacement green edge in GR 0 . Let G00 be
the graph obtained by replacing the red edges in R0 \{r00 }.
Note that r0 ∈
/ R0 as the green edge g 0 in G is just the reversed red
0
edge r and this does not count as a changed edge. So, the red edge r0
is contained in both G0 and G00 . Also, both G0 and G00 are directionless
trees as they are obtained by replacing a subset of red edges Ri with the
green edges, and reversing the remaining red edges into green edges yields
g i , which are directionless trees by induction hypothesis.
a member of BG
Let q ∈ src G (g 0 ) be a node such that q ∈ visited i+1 (r0 ) ∪ waiting i+1 (r0 ). As
G and G0 are the same trees if we ignore the direction and color of the
edges and r0 is the reversed edge g 0 , we also have q ∈ dst G0 (r0 ). So, we have
q ∈ src G00 (r0 ), otherwise, we can remove r00 from R0 , contradicting its minimal
size. As per our assumption, we have q ∈ visited i+1 (r0 ) ∪ waiting i+1 (r0 ).
We have visited i+1 (r0 ) = visited i (r0 ) as the event ei+1 does not involve
r0 and waiting i+1 (r0 ) = waiting i (r0 ) ∪ waiting i (r) as w ∈ waiting i (r0 ) by
assumption. If the node q ∈ visited i (r0 ) ∪ waiting i (r0 ), then replacing g 0 in
g i , which
the graph G with a green edge from Gi+1 (r0 ) yields a member of BG
are directionless trees. So, it must be that q ∈ waiting i (r) ⊆ src i (r) using
Part 3 of the induction hypothesis. Now, we consider different configurations
of G00 depending on the location of q and r0 relative to r00 .
First, suppose that {q, r0 } ⊆ src G00 (r00 ), i.e., both q and r0 lie in the
source component of r00 in G00 . Then, replacing r00 by a green edge cannot
make q ∈ dst G0 (r0 ). Indeed, if we replace r00 in G00 with a green edge, we get
G0 , which is a directionless tree. So, the replaced green edge is (head (r00 ), u00 )
for some u00 ∈ src G00 (r00 ). As q ∈ src G00 (r00 ) by assumption, the location of
q with respect to r0 does not change, i.e., we have q ∈ src G0 (r0 ) because
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q ∈ src G00 (r0 ). Thus, it is not possible that {q, r0 } ⊆ src G00 (r00 ). Second, we
also cannot have {q, r0 } ⊆ dst G00 (r00 ) due to the same argument as in the
previous case. Third, suppose that q ∈ src G00 (r00 ) and r0 ∈ dst G00 (r00 ). As
q ∈ src G00 (r0 ), we have head (r00 ) ∈ src G00 (r0 ). So, after replacing the red
edge r00 with green edge (head (r00 ), u00 ) for some u00 ∈ src G00 (r00 ), we get the
directionless tree G0 and q ∈ src G0 (r0 ), a contradiction.
Fourth, suppose that q ∈ dst G00 (r00 ) and r0 ∈ src G00 (r00 ). Say that r00 was
replaced with a green edge (head (r00 ), u00 ) to yield G0 , where q ∈ dst G0 (r0 ).
Then, the node u00 ∈ dst G00 (r0 ). Also, the node w = head (r) ∈ dst G00 (r00 ),
otherwise, we have w ∈ src G00 (r00 ) and we can replace the black edge (w, u)
in G00 with the green edge (w, q) to obtain a graph T , where q ∈ waiting i (r).
The graph T is not a directionless tree as there is an edge (w, q) between
(src T (r00 ), dst T (r00 )) apart from the edge r00 itself. However, the graph T
must be a directionless tree as each of the remaining red edge in T can
g i , which
be replaced with a reversed green edge to yield a member of BG
are directionless trees. So, it must be that w ∈ dst G00 (r00 ). However,
if w ∈ dst G00 (r00 ), then the edges r0 and r00 in G00 can be respectively
replaced with the green edges (head (r0 ), w) and (head (r00 ), u00 ) to yield a
graph T , which is not a directionless tree as there are two paths, namely
(head (r0 ), w) and (head (r00 ), u00 ), between dst T (r00 ) and dst T (r0 ). Recall that
w ∈ waiting i (r) by assumption. So, the graph T must be a directionless tree
as replacing each of the remaining red edges in T with a reversed green edge
g i , which are directionless trees by induction hypothesis.
yields a graph in BG
So, it is also not possible that q ∈ dst G00 (r00 ) and r0 ∈ src G00 (r00 ) and Part 2
of the claim remains true.
For Part 3, we check if the claim remains true for each red edge r0 ∈
Ri \{r} as the red edge r is replaced with a black edge in BR i+1 . As the event
ei+1 involves r =
6 r0 , we have visited i+1 (r0 ) = visited i (r0 ) for r0 ∈ Ri \{r}.
We have two cases depending on whether r0 ∈ dst i (r) or r0 ∈ src i (r). First,
suppose that r0 ∈ dst i (r). Then, we have src i+1 (r0 ) = src i (r0 ) whether
w ∈ src i (r0 ) or w ∈
/ src i (r0 ). If w ∈
/ src i (r0 ), then w ∈
/ waiting i (r0 ) by Part 3
0
of the induction hypothesis and waiting i (r ) = waiting i+1 (r0 ). As each term
in Part 3 of the claim remains unchanged, it remains true. If w ∈ src i (r0 ),
then we have src i+1 (r0 ) = src i (r0 ) ⊇ src i (r). So, we have src i+1 (r0 ) =
src i (r0 ) ∪ src i (r) ⊇ waiting i (r0 ) ∪ waiting i (r) using induction hypothesis.
We also have waiting i+1 (r0 ) ⊆ waiting i (r0 ) ∪ waiting i (r) as it is possible
that w ∈ waiting i (r0 ). Thus, we get waiting i+1 (r0 ) ⊆ src i+1 (r0 ). Moreover,
we already have src i+1 (r0 ) = src i (r0 ) and visited i+1 (r0 ) = visited i (r0 ). So,
we have visited i+1 (r0 ) ⊆ src i+1 (r0 ) using induction hypothesis and Part 3
remains true when r0 ∈ dst i (r).
Second, suppose that r0 ∈ src i (r). Then, we have four possibilities
depending on the location of the nodes v and u with respect to r0 .
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1. Suppose that {v, u} ⊆ dst i (r0 ). Then, we have src i+1 (r0 ) = src i (r0 ) as
the red edge (v, w) in BR i is replaced with the black edge (w, u) and
neither v ∈ src i (r0 ) nor u ∈ src i (r0 ). Also, we have waiting i+1 (r0 ) =
waiting i (r0 ) as {v, w} ⊆ dst i (r0 ) and thus, w ∈
/ src i (r0 ) ⊇ waiting i (r0 )
by induction hypothesis. Moreover, we already have visited i+1 (r0 ) =
visited i (r0 ). As all the terms involved in Part 3 remain unchanged, it
remains true.
2. Suppose that {v, u} ⊆ src i (r0 ). Then, src i+1 (r0 ) = src i (r0 ) as (v, w)
is replaced with (w, u) to obtain BR i+1 and {v, u} ⊆ src i (r0 ). If w ∈
/
waiting i (r0 ), then we have waiting i+1 (r0 ) = waiting i (r0 ). Moreover, we
already have visited i+1 (r0 ) = visited i (r0 ) and thus, Part 3 remains true
as all the three terms remain unchanged. If w ∈ waiting i (r0 ), then
waiting i+1 (r0 ) = waiting i (r0 ) ∪ waiting i (r). If waiting i (r) ⊆ src i (r0 ),
then waiting i+1 (r0 ) ⊆ src i (r0 ) = src i+1 (r0 ) using induction hypothesis.
Moreover, we have visited i+1 (r0 ) = visited i (r0 ) ⊆ src i (r0 ) = src i+1 (r0 )
already and thus, Part 3 remains true. If waiting i (r) * src i (r0 ), then
there is a node q ∈ dst i (r0 ) so that q ∈ waiting i (r). But, then we
can replace the edges r and r0 in BR i with the green edges (w, q) and
(head (r0 ), w) respectively to get a graph T , which is not a directionless
tree as there are two paths, namely (w, q) and (head (r0 ), w), between
dst i (r0 ) and dst i (r), a contradiction to Part 2 of the claim for i + 1.
Thus, Part 3 remains true in this case.
3. Suppose that v ∈ dst i (r0 ) and u ∈ src i (r0 ). Then, we have have
src i (r0 ) ⊆ src i+1 (r0 ) as the red edge (v, w) is replaced with the black
edge (w, u) to obtain BR i+1 . Since w ∈
/ src i (r0 ) ⊇ waiting i (r0 ), we
have waiting i+1 (r0 ) = waiting i (r0 ) ⊆ src i (r0 ) and src i (r0 ) ⊆ src i+1 (r0 ).
Also, we know that visited i+1 (r0 ) = visited i (r0 ) ⊆ src i (r0 ). So, we have
visited i+1 (r0 ) ⊆ src i+1 (r0 ) as well.
4. Suppose that v ∈ src i (r0 ) and u ∈ dst i (r0 ). If dst i (r) ∩ (visited i+1 (r0 ) ∪
waiting i+1 (r0 )) = φ, then visited i+1 (r0 ) ∪ waiting i+1 (r0 ) ⊆ src i+1 (r0 )
again as the edge (v, w) is replaced with the black edge (w, u) to
obtain BR i+1 . Suppose there is a q ∈ dst i (r) ∩ (visited i+1 (r0 ) ∪
waiting i+1 (r0 )) 6= φ. Then, we can replace the red edges r and r0 with
the green edges (w, u) and (head (r0 ), q) respectively to yield a graph T ,
which is not a directionless tree as there are two paths, namely (w, u)
and (head (r0 ), q), between dst i (r) and dst i (r0 ), contradicting Part 2 for
i + 1. Therefore, we have visited i+1 (r0 ) ∪ waiting i+1 (r0 ) ⊆ src i+1 (r0 )
when r0 ∈ src i (r) as well and Part 3 of the claim is true for i + 1.
Receive message by a node without a self-loop: Lastly, consider that the
event ei+1 is a receive message event by a node w from a node v, where
p(w) = p. Let r be the red edge (v, w) in BR i and s be the edge (w, p).
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Using Part 3 of the induction hypothesis, we have u ∈ visited i (r) ⊆ src i (r).
The graph BR i+1 is obtained from BR i by replacing the red edge (v, w) with
the black edge (w, u) and changing the color of the black edge (w, p) to red.
As BR i is a directionless tree by Part 1 of the induction hypothesis, so is
BR i+1 .
e ⊆ BG
g i in which r was replaced with
For Part 2, consider the graphs G
the edge (w, u), i.e.,
e = {BG | BG ∈ BG
g i , (w, u) ∈ E(BG)} .
G
e be the graphs obtained from G
e by changing the color of the green edge
Let H
(w, u) to black. As visited i (r0 ) ∪ waiting i (r0 ) = visited i+1 (r0 ) ∪ waiting i+1 (r0 )
for each r0 ∈ Ri \{r}, we have
g i+1 = {H 0 | V (H 0 ) = V, E(H 0 ) = E(H)\{(w, p)} ∪ {(p, q)},
BG
e .
(p, q) ∈ Gi+1 (r), H ∈ H}
g i+1 that is not a
Assume for contradiction that there is a graph BG ∈ BG
e are directionless trees as they differ from
directionless tree. The graphs H
e ⊆ BG
g i in only the color a single edge (w, u) and BG
g i are directionless
G
e in which there is a
trees by induction hypothesis. So, there is a graph H ∈ H
node q ∈ dst H (s) such that q ∈ visited i+1 (r) ∪ waiting i+1 (r) = visited i (r) ∪
waiting i (r) ∪ {w} because replacing (w, p) with (p, q) ∈ Gi+1 (r) does not
yield a directionless tree as per the assumption for contradiction. Then, there
e having a node q with the same property. Consider
is also a graph G ∈ G
such a graph G that can be obtained from BR i by changing the smallest
number of red edges into green edges, where a red edge is considered to be
changed if the replaced green edge is not the reversed one. Let R0 ⊆ Ri
be the set of red edges that were changed to get G from BR i and let GR 0
be the green edges that replaced R0 . Let G0 be the graph obtained from
BR i by replacing the red edges in R0 with the green edges GR 0 and keeping
the remaining red edges Ri \R0 unchanged, i.e., the graph G0 is same as G
except that the edges Ri \R0 have different color and opposite direction. Fix
a red edge r0 ∈ R0 and let gr 0 ∈ GR 0 be the corresponding replacement green
edge. Let G00 be the graph obtained by replacing the red edges R0 \r0 by the
corresponding green edges in GR 0 \gr 0 .
Note that both G0 and G00 are directionless trees as they are obtained
by replacing a subset of the edges Ri , and each of the remaining red edges
g i , which are
can be reversed into a green edge to yield a member of BG
directionless trees by induction hypothesis. Let q be the node with the
property that q ∈ dst G (s) and q ∈ visited i (r) ∪ waiting i (r) ∪ {w}. Using
the definitions of G and G0 , they are the same trees ignoring the directions
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and colors of the edges. So, the node q ∈ visited i (r) ∪ waiting i (r) ∪ {w}
also satisfies q ∈ dst G0 (s). As R0 is the smallest number of red edges that
must be changed in BR i to get the graph G that has a node q ∈ dst G (s)
such that q ∈ visited i (r) ∪ waiting i (r) ∪ {w}, it cannot be that q ∈ dst G00 (s),
otherwise, the edge r0 can be removed from R0 , contradicting its minimum
size. So, we have q ∈ src G00 (s) and we look for the location of r0 in G00 that
can make q ∈ dst G0 (s) after r0 is replaced with a green edge gr0 ∈ Gi (r0 ),
i.e., an edge (head (r0 ), p0 ) for some p0 ∈ visited i (r0 ) ∪ waiting i (r0 ) ⊆ src i (r0 ).
We define the set of nodes A00 = dst G00 ((w, u)), C 00 = dst G00 ((w, p)) and
B 00 = src G00 ((w, u)) ∩ src G00 ((w, p)). So, we have q ∈ A00 or q ∈ B 00 . We
consider three cases depending on the location of r0 .
First, consider that r0 ∈ C 00 . Then, either p ∈ dst G00 (r0 ) or p ∈ src G00 (r0 ).
In either case, replacing r0 with a green edge gr0 ∈ Gi (r0 ) does not change the
position of q ∈ A00 ∪ B 00 with respect to the edge s or (w, p), i.e., q ∈ src G0 (s).
As q ∈ dst G0 (s), it cannot be that r0 ∈ C 00 .
Second, consider that r0 ∈ B 00 . Then, either w ∈ dst G00 (r0 ) or w ∈
src G00 (r0 ). If w ∈ dst G00 (r0 ), then either q ∈ dst G00 (r0 ) or q ∈ src G00 (r0 ). In
either case, the positions of q with respect to the edge s remains unchanged
after replacing r0 with a green edge gr0 ∈ Gi (r0 ), i.e., q ∈ src G0 (s), contradicting the assumption that q ∈ dst G0 (s). So, it is not possible that r0 ∈ B 00
and w ∈ dst G00 (r0 ). Next, suppose that w ∈ src G00 (r0 ) and r0 ∈ B 00 as before.
Again, either q ∈ src G00 (r0 ) or q ∈ dst G00 (r0 ). If q ∈ src G00 (r0 ), then replacing
r0 with a green edge gr0 ∈ Gi (r0 ) implies q ∈ src G0 (s), a contradiction. If
q ∈ dst G00 (r0 ), then we replace the green edge (w, u) with (w, q) and reverse
the remaining red edges in G00 into green edges to obtain a graph T . Note
g i , as q ∈ visited i (r) ∪ waiting (r) ∪ {w} by definition of q, and
that T ∈ BG
i
q 6= w since q ∈ dst G00 (r0 ) and w ∈ src G00 (r0 ) by assumption, implying that
q ∈ visited i (r) ∪ waiting i (r) and (w, q) ∈ Gi (r). But, the graph T is not
a directionless tree as there is an edge (w, q) between src G00 (r0 ) ∩ B 00 and
gi,
dst G00 (r0 ) apart from the reversed edge r0 , a contradiction since T ∈ BG
which are directionless trees by induction hypothesis.
Third, consider that r0 ∈ A00 . We have two cases, either u ∈ dst G00 (r0 )
or u ∈ src G00 (r0 ). If u ∈ dst G00 (r0 ), then irrespective of q ∈ dst G00 (r0 ) or
q ∈ src G00 (r0 ), after replacing r0 we have q ∈ src G0 (s), a contradiction. If
u ∈ src G00 (r0 ) and q ∈ src G00 (r0 ), then after replacing r0 with a green edge
from Gi (r0 ), we again have q ∈ src G0 (s), a contradiction. If u ∈ src G00 (r0 )
and q ∈ dst G00 (r0 ), then replacing r0 by the edge (head (r0 ), q 0 ) ∈ Gi (r0 ) can
make q ∈ dst G0 (s) if q 0 ∈ dst G00 (s). However, in that case we can replace the
edges (w, u) and r0 by the edges (w, q) and (head (r0 ), q 0 ) respectively, and
gi,
reverse the remaining red edges into green edges, to get a graph T ∈ BG
which are directionless trees. However, the graph T is not a directionless tree
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as there are two paths, namely (q, w, p) and (head (r0 ), q 0 ), between dst G00 (r0 )
e in which there is
and C 00 , a contradiction. Therefore, there is no G ∈ G
g i+1 are
a q ∈ dst G (s) such that q ∈ visited i (r) ∪ waiting i (r) ∪ {w} and BG
directionless trees, establishing Part 2 of the claim for i + 1.
We check Part 3 of the claim for the red edges r and r0 6= r depending on
whether r0 ∈ A, r0 ∈ B or r0 ∈ C, where A = src i (r), B = dst i (r) ∩ src i (s)
and C = dst i (s). As the event ei+1 is a message receive event by a node
without a self-loop, we have waiting i+1 (r00 ) = waiting i (r00 ) for all r00 ∈ Ri .
Also, the event ei+1 involves r so visited i+1 (r0 ) = visited i (r0 ) for r0 6= r. First,
we check the claim for r. We have visited i+1 (r) = visited i (r)∪{w} ⊆ A∪B =
src i+1 (r) using visited i (r) ⊆ src i (r) from the induction hypothesis. Also,
we have waiting i+1 (r) = waiting i (r) ⊆ A ⊆ src i+1 (r) using waiting i (r) ⊆
src i (r) = A from Part 3 of the induction hypothesis. So, Part 3 remains true
for r. Second, consider r0 ∈ C. It could be that p ∈ src i (r0 ) or p ∈ dst i (r0 ).
In either case, we have src i+1 (r0 ) = src i (r0 ). Moreover, we already have
visited i+1 (r0 ) = visited i (r0 ) and waiting i+1 (r0 ) = waiting i (r0 ). Therefore,
Part 3 remains true as all the three terms in the claim remain unchanged.
Third, consider r0 ∈ B. Irrespective of whether w ∈ src i (r0 ) or w ∈ dst i (r0 ),
we have src i+1 (r0 ) = src i (r0 ) and the claim remains true as in the previous
case.
Fourth, consider r0 ∈ A. Suppose that {u, v} ⊆ dst i (r0 ) or {u, v} ⊆
src i (r0 ). Then, we have src i+1 (r0 ) = src i (r0 ) and the claim remains true
as in the previous case. Next, suppose that u ∈ src i (r0 ) and v ∈ dst i (r0 ).
As the edge (v, w) was replaced with (w, u) to obtain BR i+1 , we have
src i+1 (r0 ) = src i (r0 ) ∪ B ∪ C or src i (r0 ) ⊆ src i+1 (r0 ). Moreover, we already
have visited i+1 (r0 ) ∪ waiting i+1 (r0 ) = visited i (r0 ) ∪ waiting i (r0 ) and so, the
claim remains true using induction hypothesis. Lastly, suppose that u ∈
dst i (r0 ) and v ∈ src i (r0 ). We have the following three cases.
1. Consider that (visited i (r0 )∪waiting i (r0 ))∩(B ∪C) = φ. Then, we have
visited i (r0 ) ∪ waiting i (r0 ) ⊆ (A ∩ src i (r0 )) using induction hypothesis.
As we already have visited i+1 (r0 ) ∪ waiting i+1 (r0 ) = visited i (r0 ) ∪
waiting i (r0 ), the claim remain true.
2. Consider a node q ∈ ((visited i (r0 ) ∪ waiting i (r0 )) ∩ B) 6= φ. Then,
we can replace r and r0 by the green edges (w, u) and (head (r0 ), q)
respectively, and reverse the remaining red edges into green edges, to
g i , which are directionless trees. However, the
yield a graph T ∈ BG
graph T is not a directionless tree as there are two paths, namely (w, u)
and (head (r0 ), q), between A and B, a contradiction.
3. Consider a node q ∈ ((visited i (r0 ) ∪ waiting i (r0 )) ∩ C) 6= φ. Then,
we can replace r and r0 by the green edges (w, u) and (head (r0 ), q)
respectively, and reverse the remaining red edges into green edges, to
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g i , which are directionless trees. However, the
yield a graph T ∈ BG
graph T is not a directionless tree as there are two paths, namely
(u, w, p) and (head (r0 ), q), between A and C, a contradiction.
Therefore, Part 3 remains true for each r00 ∈ Ri when ei+1 is a receive
message event by a node without a self-loop and the claim remains true for
any event ei+1 .
Using the properties of the configuration established above, we can
now show that a find request is always satisfied with the token. Given a
configuration Ci for i ≥ 0, we define previous i (w) of a node w as a node u
such that n(u) = w if such a u exists. Otherwise, we define previous i (w) = ⊥.
Observe that previous i (w) is unique for i ≥ 0. Indeed, a node w does not issue
another find request until the current one is satisfied with the token, which is
sent by another node, say w0 . When w0 sends the token, then n(w0 ) is set to
⊥. So, there is at most a single node u such that n(u) = w. Let p0 , p1 , . . . , pk
be a sequence of nodes such that p0 = v and pj = previous i (j − 1) for
1 ≤ j ≤ k. Observe that the values pj for 0 ≤ j ≤ k are all distinct.
Indeed, if they are not, then we have a smallest sequence of distinct nodes
q0 , q1 , . . . , qk0 such that qj = previous i (q(j−1) mod k0 ) for 0 ≤ j ≤ k0 . Let eh ,
h ≥ 1 be the latest event prior to ei that resulted in such a configuration of
the nodes qj , 0 ≤ j ≤ k0 . Then, the event eh was a find message received by
a node qb and produced by qa , where b = (a − 1) mod k and 0 ≤ a ≤ k0 . Also,
the previous configuration Ch−1 is such that qj = previous h−1 (q(j−1) mod k0 )
for 0 ≤ j ≤ k0 , j 6= a. Using definition of waiting h−1 (qa ) and Lemma 5.2,
we have qb ∈ waiting h−1 (qa ) ⊆ src h−1 (r), where r is the red edge (qa , qb ).
However, we have qb ∈ dst h−1 (r) by definition of r, a contradiction. So, for
every node v and i ≥ 0, we can consider the sequence v = p0 , p1 , . . . , pk ,
where pj+1 = previous i (pj ), previous i (pk ) = ⊥ and define top i (v) = pk . The
following lemma is an important consequence of the definition.
Lemma 5.3. Let w be a node with a self-loop and w0 = top i (w) for i ≥ 0.
Then, either w0 has the token, or the token was already sent to w0 , or there
is a red edge r ∈ Ri such that prod (r) = w0 .
Proof. We describe the state S(v) of a node v as a subset of {L, T, N }, where
L means that v has a self-loop, T means that v has the token, and N means
that n(v) 6= ⊥. Initially, the state of every node is either {L, T } or {}. Each
state can undergo four possible transitions, which are send token, receive
token, request token and receive message, with the restriction that a node
does not request the token if it already has the token or an outstanding token
request. Thus, one can conclude from the transition diagram that there are
only five possible reachable states, which are {L, T }, {}, {T, N }, {L} and
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{N }. Also, if S(v) = {L} or S(v) = {N }, then the node v requested the
token but has not received it yet.
First, suppose that w0 = w. By assumption, node w has a self-loop. So,
we have S(w) = {L, T } or S(w) = {L} as w has a self-loop. If S(w) = {L, T },
then w has the token and the claim is true. If S(w) = {L}, then node w
requested the token. Thus, node w sent a find message. If the message was
not received by a node u with a self-loop, then we have a r ∈ Ri such that
prod (r) = w and the claim holds. If the message was received by a node
u, then n(u) was set to w. Since w = top i (w0 ), we have previous i (w) = ⊥.
So n(u) was reset to ⊥ after it was set to w and the token was sent to w,
establishing the claim.
Second, suppose that w0 6= w. Using definition of top i (w), we have
n(w0 ) 6= ⊥. Thus, out of the five reachable states, either S(w0 ) = {N, T } or
S(w0 ) = {N }. If S(w0 ) = {N, T }, then w0 has the token. If S(w0 ) = {N },
then we already have that w0 requested the token. As in the previous case,
we have that either there is an edge r ∈ Ri such that prod (r) = w0 or the
token was already sent to w0 .
Theorem 5.4. Every find request is received by a node with a self-loop.
Proof. Using Lemma 5.2, a find message corresponding to a red edge r is
received by a given node v at most once as after v receives the message, say
event ek , we have v ∈ visited i (r) ⊆ src i (r) for all Ci , i ≥ k. As the number
of nodes is limited by n, the find message is eventually received by a node v
that does not forward it. So, the node v must have a self-loop.
Theorem 5.5. Every token request is satisfied.
Proof. Suppose that node v requests the token. Then, node v sends a
find message, which is received by a node w with a self-loop, say event
ei , by Theorem 5.4. If w0 := top i (w) has the token or the token was sent
to it, then v receives the token once the nodes w = q0 , q1 , . . . , qk = w0
have used it, where qj = previous i (qj−1 ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Otherwise, we
conclude using Lemma 5.3 that w0 has a find message in the network.
Using Theorem 5.4, the find message is received by a node w00 with a
self-loop, say event ej , and |waiting j (top j (v))| > |waiting i (top i (v))|. So,
whenever top i (v) does not have the token, an event ej occurs later, and
|waiting j (top j (v))| > |waiting i (top i (v))|. As soon as |waiting j (top j (v))| = n,
the token is at top j (v). Otherwise, there is a red edge r ∈ Rj such that
prod (r) = top j (v) by Lemma 5.3. As |waiting j (top j (v))| = n, every node
and specifically head (r) ∈ waiting j (r). This is a contradiction because
head (r) ∈ dst j (r) and waiting j (r) ⊆ src j (r) by Lemma 5.2. Thus, node
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top j 0 (v) must have received the token for j 0 < j and consequently, node v
receives the token as well.

5.5

NewParent for Rings

In this section, we apply Algorithm 12 to ring networks by designing an
appropriate NewParent function. For simplicity, we consider a ring with
n nodes and unit weight edges, where n is even. The idea is that we split
the ring into two semi-circular parts and connect them via a “bridge”. The
semi-circular parts consist of parent pointers that coincide with the ring edges
where as the bridge is a parent pointer into the other semi-circular part and
may not necessarily coincide with a ring edge. If the find message does not
cross the bridge, then the new parent is just the node that forwarded or sent
the find message. If it does, then the new parent is the producer of the find
message. So, the new bridge now connects the node that received the find
message and the producer of that find message. A node v needs to maintain
whether the edge (v, p(v)) is a bridge and include this information when it
sends a find message. We omit this from the pseudocode for simplicity.
Algorithm 14 NewParent function for rings with even number of nodes
n and edges of unit weight. Let the nodes be v1 , v2 , . . . vn starting from a
node v1 in clockwise direction. Initially, we have p(vi ) = vi+1 for 1 ≤ i < n2 ,
p(vi ) = vi−1 for n2 < i ≤ n and p(vn/2 ) = vn/2 . We initialize n(vi ) = ⊥ for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Initially, the “bridge” is the edge (vn/2+1 , vn/2 ).
1:

procedure NewParent(v, u)

2:

if (u, w) is the “bridge” then
new “bridge” is (w, v).
return v
else
return u
end if
end procedure

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

. Called when w receives “find by v”
message from u

We analyze the algorithm on a sequence of nodes σ that request the
token, by comparing against an optimal algorithm that can freely access
an oracle to ask the current position of the token. Thus, the cost OP T (σ)
of the optimal algorithm is at least the sum of the shortest paths between
the consecutive requests. If ARVY (σ) is the cost of the Arvy protocol
with the NewParent function above, then we define the competitive ratio
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r such that ARVY (σ) ≤ rOPT (σ) + c for every request sequence σ and
a constant c. Obviously, lower competitive ratio implies the performance
is close to the optimal case when each request takes the shortest path to
the current location of the object. Observe that on a sequence of requests,
Algorithm 14 ensures that there is a black edge between every pair (vi , vi+1 )
of nodes for i 6= n/2. The bridge, which is the black edge between a node
in A = {vi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n2 } and a node in B = {vj | n2 + 1 ≤ j ≤ n}, changes
whenever a find request crosses the bridge. However, out of the two ends
of the bridge, one end is always in set A and the other is always in set B.
If the set A contains the token, then we often refer to A as the side of the
token and B as the other side of the token. Similarly, we define these terms
when B contains the token, and A does not. We use uv or vu to denote
the shortest distance between the nodes u and v. The length of the bridge
between the nodes u and v is uv.
Theorem 5.6. The Arvy protocol along with the bridge heuristic has a
competitive ratio of 5 on rings of unit weight edges.
Proof. We prove the claim by managing coins. We assume that each request
gives us 5t coins, where t is the optimal cost of the request, and use these
coins to pay the cost of the Arvy protocol. Initially, the bridge vn/2+1 vn/2
has length 1, the token is at vn/2 and we keep 2 coins on the bridge. After
every request, we maintain the following coin invariant: the bridge has 2l
coins if its length is l, and each (unit) edge on the path from the token
position to the end of the bridge on the token side has 4 coins. Let r be the
current position of the token. Let f be the end of the bridge on the token
side.
First, consider that the next request is at a node r0 on the token side. So,
the cost of Arvy is rr0 , which is also the optimal cost. Thus, we get 5 · rr0
coins, out of which we use rr0 to pay for Arvy and put 4 · rr0 coins on the
path from r to r0 , 4 coins on each edge. As we had 4 coins on each edge
from f to r from the invariant, we have 4 coins on each edge from f to r0 ,
which is the new token position. Also, neither the bridge, nor the coins on it
changed. So, the coin invariant holds.
Second, consider that the next request is at a node r0 on the other side
of the token. Let f 0 be the end of the bridge on the other side of the token.
Thus, the bridge f 0 f is replaced by r0 f as the request originated at r0 . The
Arvy cost is r0 f 0 +f 0 f +f r as the current token position is r and the bridge of
length f 0 f has to be crossed. Additionally, we need 2·r0 f coins to keep on the
new bridge. The optimal cost is rr0 and thus, we get 5 · rr0 coins. Using the
invariant, we have 4 · rf coins on the path from r to f and 2 · f 0 f coins on the
bridge, making a total of 5·rr0 +4·rf +2·f 0 f available coins. As rr0 +rf ≥ r0 f
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using triangle inequality, we have 5·rr0 +4·rf ≥ 3·(rr0 +rf )+rf ≥ 3·r0 f +rf .
Therefore, we have 3 · r0 f + rf + 2 · f 0 f available coins. Then, we use 2 · r0 f
coins to keep on the new bridge. As r0 is also the end of the new bridge on
the token side, the coin invariant holds. To pay for the Arvy cost, which
is r0 f 0 + f 0 f + f r, we have r0 f + rf + 2 · f 0 f coins left. We use rf + f 0 f
coins to pay for that part of the Arvy cost. Now, we only need to pay r0 f 0
towards the Arvy cost using r0 f + f 0 f coins. Using triangle inequality, we
have r0 f + f 0 f ≥ r0 f 0 and we can also pay r0 f 0 towards the Arvy cost.
The above result can be easily extended to weighted rings. We initialize
the parent pointers as follows. We start with a set of n − 1 edges of the ring.
These edges form a tree. We choose a tree edge as the bridge so that the
total weight of the tree edges on either side of the bridge is less than W/2,
where W is the total weight of all the edges that form the ring. The proof of
the previous theorem still holds if the number of coins used on an edge are
increased proportionally to its weight. So, we can also state the following
result.
Theorem 5.7. The Arvy protocol along with the bridge heuristic has a
competitive ratio of 5 on rings.
But, what about the competitive ratio of Arrow or Ivy on rings? In the
framework of Algorithm 12, the Arvy protocol reduces to the Arrow protocol
if the new parent returned in Line 7 is always u and to Ivy if the new parent
returned is always v. It is not hard to see that Arrow’s competitive ratio
is Ω(n) on rings. It is known that any spanning tree on a ring has a pair
of points with stretch Ω(n) [75], where stretch is the ratio of the distance
between the points on the spanning tree and the shortest distance between
the points on the ring. A request sequence that alternates across such a
pair of points results in a competitive ratio of Ω(n), since the spanning tree
remains fixed during the operation of Arrow protocol.
We can also show an Ω(n) lower bound for Ivy on rings. Consider that
the ring contains unit weight edges and n nodes v1 , v2 , . . . , vn . The initial
spanning tree consists of the directed edges vi → vi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1
and a self-loop at vn , which is the root and holds the token. Consider the
sequence σ of requests v1 , v2 , v3 , . . . , vn . A request vi moves the token to vi
so every request in the sequence takes unit cost optimally. Thus, the optimal
cost OPT (σ) = n. For ivy, the tree is a star rooted at v1 after the request
v1 . Every request after v2 kills a spoke of the star and the tree returns to
the initial tree at the end of the sequence. The first request by v1 traverses
round the ring from the node vn and incurs a cost of n. Afterwards, every
edge (v1 , vi ) for 2 ≤ i < n is traversed twice and the edge (v1 , vn ) is traversed
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once. Thus, Ivy’s cost
IVY (σ) = n + 2 · Σn−1
i=2 d(v1 vi ) − 1
= Θ(n2 ).
As OPT (σ) = n, the competitive ratio of Ivy on rings is Ω(n) and we can
state the following result.
Lemma 5.8. The competitive ratio of the Arrow or Ivy protocol is Ω(n) on
rings of size n.

5.6

Discussion

In this chapter, we propose the Arvy distributed directory protocol, which
is a generalization of both classic directory protocols: Arrow and Ivy. We
show that Arvy is correct, i.e., each request finds the shared token in an
asynchronous and reliable network where the requests to the token can be
issued concurrently. We remark that in the original Arrow or Ivy protocols,
the parent pointers except the self-loops, must coincide with an edge of the
original network. The Arvy generalization gets rid of this assumption, which
implies, for instance, that Ivy would also work correctly on networks that
are not complete.
We show that Arvy has a constant competitive ratio on a ring of n nodes,
where Arrow or Ivy have Ω(n) competitive ratio. Thus, the protocol not only
preserves the simplicity of Arrow or Ivy protocols but is also more efficient.
Arvy also has low space overhead per node, an uncommon feature of state
of the art protocols. It would be interesting to analyze the competitive ratio
of the protocol for other networks. In general, we think that the protocol is
not only practical but also opens up very interesting theoretical questions
for future research.

6

Agreement

Many modern networks have long service times and it may not be possible
to know the size of the network or a bound on the number of failures in
advance. Consider, for example, a database cluster that requires frequent
node scaling because of changing load, or a wireless sensor network that
experiences a changing number of faulty or disconnected nodes over time.
Nakamoto’s blockchain [74] is a prominent example where the network is
permissionless, i.e., the network is open to any number of nodes. So, the
number of participants and consequently, the number of failures also change
over time. Agreement is a fundamental distributed computing primitive for
fault-tolerant networks, however, much of the existing literature assumes
that the size n of the network and/or the upper bound f on the number of
failures is known to every node [10, 7, 21, 82, 71].
In this chapter, we consider fault-prone systems where the nodes do not
know the number of nodes n and the maximum number of Byzantine nodes f
and study fundamental agreement problems for such systems, in particular:
• Reliable broadcast — ensures that a message is either accepted by
every correct node or no correct node [80];
• Rotor-coordinator — selects f + 1 leaders for the correct nodes;
• Consensus — every correct node has a binary input and the correct
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nodes output a common binary value that is an input of some correct
node [66];
• Approximate agreement — each correct node has a real number input
and has to output a real number that is strictly within the correct
input values [27].
Since a correct node does not know n and f and a Byzantine node may not
announce itself to everyone, there might be more Byzantine nodes in the
system than what a correct node thinks. Thus, it may not be possible to
achieve a resiliency of n > 3f , which can be achieved when the nodes know
n and f . When f is known and the identifiers are consecutive, it is easy to
agree on a set of f + 1 nodes, and consequently ensure the presence of a
single correct leader node in the set. This is an important subroutine while
solving consensus. However, since the set of identifers are non-consecutive
and not every node hears from the same set of nodes, it is really not clear
how to agree on a set of f + 1 identiifers without actually solving consensus.
We show, however, that these problems can be solved without affecting
resiliency even when n and f are not known. Specifically, we give algorithms
for solving the above problems in synchronous systems with the resiliency of
n > 3f , which is optimal for approximate agreement, reliable broadcast and
consensus.
An advantage of designing algorithms without the knowledge of n and f
is their application to networks where the set of participants change over time.
We illustrate this by extending some of the algorithms to solve Byzantine
agreement in dynamic networks. In case of dynamic networks, single shot
problems where a node acts on one input and terminates with one output
are not very useful. So, we consider, for instance, an agreement task where
nodes are required to totally order the events in a system and design an
algorithm for that task.

6.1

Related Work

If the nodes do not know n and f , then the synchronous assumption is
necessary. Otherwise, if the network is asynchronous and the message delays
are unbounded, agreement is impossible even with probabilistic termination,
as we show later. There is a line of work that deals with this problem using
oracles or failure detectors [19, 43, 3]. The idea is that a failure detector
supplies information about the number of participants. But, these works
also assume that every node knows f . In [81], the authors consider an
asynchronous dynamic system with a failure detector where n and f are
unknown, but the failure detector assumed eventually removes the Byzantine
nodes.
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Several ways of improving the robustness of synchronous systems with
Byzantine failures have also been explored. For example, Gallet et al. [24]
examine a system that can allocate the same identifier to multiple nodes. In
[13, 37, 16], the authors examine a synchronous system with mobile Byzantine
faults — those which hop from one node to another across rounds. In [67, 68],
the authors consider self-stabilizing agreement problems in the presence of
Byzantine faults, i.e., the correct nodes have to recover from arbitrary initial
state even when the other Byzantine nodes maliciously prevent the correct
nodes from recovering.
The Byzantine agreement problems have a long history since the work
by Lamport et al. [66]. They gave a f + 1 round algorithm with exponential
in n message complexity for n > 3f . They also showed that the resilience of
n > 3f is optimal. Berman et al. [14] later improved the message complexity
to polynomial in n, while keeping optimal resilience, and increasing the
number of rounds by a small constant. Garay et al. [38] further improved
the round complexity to exactly f + 1, while retaining optimal resilience
and polynomial message complexity. The algorithm by Berman et al. [14]
is well known as the king algorithm and is still commonly used [67, 26, 1].
The approximate agreement algorithm was introduced by Dolev et al. [27]
and is a useful primitive in designing distributed algorithms [70, 28, 84]. It
also requires n > 3f and has optimal resiliency [36]. Srikanth et al. [80]
introduced the reliable broadcast abstraction and its use in dealing with
Byzantine failures for n > 3f . As they remark, this resiliency is optimal
as the reliable broadcast abstraction can be used to solve consensus. The
algorithms for approximate agreement, reliable broadcast and consensus in
this chapter generalize the ones from Dolev et al. [27], Srikanth et al. [80]
and Berman et al. [14] respectively.
A rotor-coordinator, as also used in [14], is an approach to deal with at
most f Byzantine faults by rotating through f + 1 coordinator nodes, thus
ensuring that one coordinator would be correct. The rotor-coordinator can
be easily implemented by rotating through f + 1 nodes when f is known
and the identifiers are consecutive. However, it is one of the main bottleneck
when n and f are unknown and the identifiers are also non-consecutive.

6.2

Contributions

It is not so difficult to observe that if all the correct nodes broadcast in a
round, then each correct node v receives less than nv /3 messages from the
Byzantine nodes — where nv is the number of messages received by the
node v — irrespective of whether the Byzantine nodes broadcast or not.
This observation helps in removing dependency on n and f from the classic
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known algorithms. However, this observation is not sufficient by itself. Many
of the classic algorithms run for fixed f + 1 rounds, selecting a different
leader in each round. This is a non-trivial problem in our setting, since
f is not a common knowledge and also the identifiers are not consecutive.
Algorithm 16 for rotor-coordinator essentially solves this problem.
The classical models studied in the literature do not allow the Byzantine
nodes to lie about the number of participants in the network since it is
assumed to be known by every node. Our system model allows the Byzantine
nodes to send conflicting information so that the correct nodes never have
a consistent information about the number of participants. Therefore, the
algorithms designed are robust against a wider range of malicious behavior.
This is especially useful for large dynamic systems where it may not be
possible to consistently initialize every node with the value of n and f .
On the other hand, participants are assumed to have access to consistent
clocks after initialization, since the computation is assumed to proceed in
rounds. So, some consistent initialization (synchronization) is still needed.
This is somewhat necessary, since we also show that Byzantine consensus
cannot be solved if the system is asynchronous and the participants do not
know n and f . This implies that blockchain systems, which are designed for
asynchronous networks and unknown n and f , cannot solve consensus unless
some synchronization is assumed.

6.3

Model

The system consists of n nodes, out of which at most f are faulty nodes.
The faulty nodes can behave in anyway whatsoever, also known as Byzantine
behavior. We call the non-Byzantine nodes correct. The nodes have unique
identifiers, which are not necessarily consecutive. Each node knows its
identifier only at initialization apart from a possible input and does not
know any global information like n or f . The system is synchronous and
the computation proceeds in rounds. In each round, every node receives
the messages that were sent to it in the previous round, does some local
computations, and then sends again messages to the other nodes to be
consumed in the following round. A correct node can broadcast a message to
all the nodes or send a message to a specific node that sent a message to the
node before. The identifier of a node is included in the message it sends so
the receiver of the message can decipher its sender. Thus, a Byzantine node
cannot forge its identifier when communicating directly. However, it can
help other Byzantine nodes to do so indirectly by claiming to have received
messages from other, possible non-existent, nodes. Byzantine nodes can send
duplicate messages across rounds but duplicate messages from the same node
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in a round are simply discarded.
Note that the only way for a correct node to know about the existence
of another node is to receive a message from that node. A Byzantine node
may get itself known to only a subset of nodes, however, it can behave as
if it already knows all the nodes without having received messages from
them. In the rest of the chapter, we will sometimes refer to the above model
as the id-only model for brevity. We give the following algorithms in the
id-only model for n > 3f : reliable broadcast in Section 6.4, rotor-coordinator
in Section 6.5, consensus in Section 6.6, and approximate agreement in
Section 6.7. In Section 6.8, we show that to solve agreement with probabilistic
termination, when n and f are unknown, synchronous assumption is necessary.
In Section 6.9, we give a faster consensus algorithm and a version, where
several consensus algorithms can be run in parallel. In Section 6.10, we give
algorithms for achieving approximate agreement and total ordering of events
in a dynamic network. In Section 6.11, we discuss the results and some
further interesting questions.

6.4

Reliable Broadcast

Reliable broadcast [80] is an abstraction to deal with the messages sent by
the Byzantine nodes. The idea is to enforce that a Byzantine node cannot
send contradictory information to different nodes. It can still send around
false information but the abstraction ensures that the same false information
is seen by all the correct nodes. Concretely, let s be a designated node that
may or may not be correct and (m, s) be a message broadcast by s. The
message (m, s) is reliably broadcast when the following three properties are
satisfied.
1. Correctness: If s is correct, then each correct node accepts (m, s).
2. Unforgeability: If a correct node accepts a message (m, s) and s is a
correct node, then the message (m, s) was broadcast or sent to all the
nodes by the node s.
3. Relay: If a correct node accepts the message (m, s) in a round r, then
each correct node accepts the message (m, s) by the round r + 1.
Algorithm 15 gives an algorithm for a node v to reliably broadcast a
message (m, s) sent by a node s in the first round. Note that in Line 10,
the value nv is not the number of messages received in the round r but
the number of nodes that sent at least one message to v until the current
round r. Also, the algorithm does not terminate as the idea is to use this
mechanism as a subroutine in another algorithm that implements its own
termination mechanism, as we will see in early terminating consensus, where
few additional messages per round are used to detect termination. In the
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following lemmas, we show that the algorithm satisfies the three properties
of the reliable broadcast. We will again assume that n > 3f .
Algorithm 15 Reliable broadcast algorithm for a node v to broadcast a
message (m, s) sent by a node s in the first round. Each iteration of the loop
is a single round.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

if v = s then
. Round 1
Broadcast (m, s)
else
Broadcast present
end if
if Received (m, s) from s then
. Round 2
Broadcast echo(m, s)
end if
for r ← 1 to ∞ do
. Rounds 3 to ∞
Let nv be the number of nodes that sent at least one message to v
until the round r.
if Received at least nv /3 echo(m, s) messages and not accepted (m, s)
already then
Broadcast echo(m, s)
end if
if Received at least 2nv /3 echo(m, s) messages and not accepted
(m, s) already then
Accept (m, s)
end if
end for

Lemma 6.1. If n > 3f , then Algorithm 15 satisfies the correctness property
of the reliable broadcast.
Proof. If the node s is correct, it sends the message (m, s) to all the nodes
during the initial broadcast (Line 2). Every good node receives the message
and broadcasts echo(m, s) in the next round (Line 7). Let g be the number of
good nodes. Then, in the third round, every correct node receives g echo(m, s)
messages. Moreover, the value of nv ≤ n in the third round as n is the
maximum number of nodes that can send a message to v. As n > 3f , we have
g > 2f or 3g > 2(f + g) = 2n. Thus, we have g > 2n/3 ≥ 2nv /3. Therefore,
every correct node accepts the message in the third round (Line 15).
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Lemma 6.2. If n > 3f and a correct node v receives at least nv /3 copies
of a message m from distinct nodes in a round r, then at least one of those
messages was sent by a correct node.
Proof. Let fv00 be the number of faulty nodes that sent m to v in the round
r. Since every correct node transmits a message in the first round (Lines 2
and 4), we have nv ≥ g, where g is the number of good nodes. So, we can
write nv = g + fv0 , where fv0 is the number of faulty nodes that sent at least
one message to v until the round r. Using fv00 ≤ fv0 and nv = g + fv0 , the
number of correct nodes G that sent a message to v in the round r are at
least nv /3 − fv00 ≥ (g − 2fv0 )/3. As g > 2f , we have G > 2(f − fv0 )/3 or at
least one as f ≥ fv0 . So, at least one correct node sent the message m to v
in the round r.
Lemma 6.3. If n > 3f , then Algorithm 15 satisfies the unforgeability
property of the reliable broadcast.
Proof. We need to show that if a correct node accepts a message (m, s) and
s is a correct node, then the message (m, s) was broadcast by s. If a message
(m, s) was accepted by a correct node v in a round ra , then v received at least
2nv /3 echo(m, s) messages in the round ra . Thus, the number of correct
nodes from which v received the echo(m, s) messages in round ra are at least
2nv /3 − fv00 ≥ nv /3 − fv00 , where fv00 is the number of messages received by
v from the faulty nodes in the round ra . Using Lemma 6.2, at least one of
the echo(m, s) messages received by v in the round ra was sent by a correct
node.
Let rf be the first round when an echo(m, s) message was sent by a
correct node u. Thus, in the round rf , the node u either received at least
nu /3 echo(m, s) messages or received the message (m, s) from s (Lines 12 or
7). If u received at least nu /3 echo(m, s) messages, then using Lemma 6.2,
there is at least one correct node that sent an echo(m, s) message in the
previous round. Since rf is the first round when a correct node sends an
echo(m, s) message, the node u must have received the message (m, s) from s
in the round rf . Thus, node s indeed sent the message (m, s). As s is correct,
the message (m, s) was broadcast to all the nodes in the first round.
Lemma 6.4. If n > 3f and a correct node v receives at least 2nv /3 copies
of a message m in a round r, then every correct node u receives at least nu /3
copies of m in the round r.
Proof. As v receives at least 2nv /3 messages, at least 2nv /3 − fv00 of them
were sent by the correct nodes, where fv00 is the number of messages received
by v from the faulty nodes in the round r. Let fv0 be the number of faulty
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nodes from which v received at least one message until the round r. Then,
we have 2nv /3 − fv00 = 2(g + fv0 )/3 − fv00 , where g is the number of good nodes.
As fv00 ≤ fv0 and fv0 ≤ f by definition, we have 2(g + fv0 )/3 − fv00 ≥ (2g − f )/3.
Using n > 3f or g > 2f , we have (2g − f )/3 = (g + (g − f ))/3 > (g + f )/3.
Thus, at least (g + f )/3 correct nodes broadcast the message m and every
correct node receives at least (g + f )/3 copies of m in the round r. For a
correct node u, we have (g + f )/3 ≥ (g + fu )/3 = nu /3, where fu is the
number of faulty nodes from which u has received at least one message until
the round r.
Lemma 6.5. If n > 3f , then Algorithm 15 satisfies the relay property of
the reliable broadcast.
Proof. Let r be the first round in which a correct node v accepts the message
(m, s). Then, we show that every correct node accepts the message (m, s)
by the round r + 1.
As v accepts the message (m, s) in round r, it received at least 2nv /3
echo(m, s) messages. Using Lemma 6.4, each correct node u receives at
least nu /3 echo(m, s) messages in the round r. So, every correct node
broadcasts echo(m, s) message in the round r (Line 12) and each one of
them receives g echo(m, s) messages in the round r + 1. As g > 2f , we have
3g > 2(f + g) = 2n. Thus, we have g > 2n/3 ≥ 2nu /3 for every correct node
u. Therefore, every correct node accepts the message (m, s) in the round
r + 1.
Using Lemma 6.1, Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.5, all the properties of the
reliable broadcast are satisfied and we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.6. If n > 3f , then Algorithm 15 satisfies the properties of the
reliable broadcast in the id-only model.

6.5

Rotor-Coordinator

The purpose of Rotor-Coordinator is to have a common coordinator node
in each round, where the coordinator node is trusted by everyone in that
round. After f + 1 different coordinators are selected, everyone is sure that
at least one of those f + 1 selected coordinators was correct, since there are
at most f faulty nodes. Algorithm 16 gives the algorithm for selecting a set
of f + 1 different coordinators, each one in a separate round.
The idea is that every correct node broadcasts its willingness to become
a coordinator initially, when the faulty nodes may or may not participate
(Line 3). Every correct node v keeps a set of candidate coordinators Cv ,
which it updates in a reliable broadcast fashion (Lines 10 and 14). In each
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Algorithm 16 Rotor-Coordinator algorithm for a node v. The sets Cv and
Sv are used by v to store process identifiers. The set Cv is ordered by the
process identifiers in increasing order. We use |Cv | for the size of Cv and
Cv [i] for its ith member, where i ≥ 0. The set Bv holds messages before they
are broadcast by v at the end of a round. Note that each iteration of the
loop is a single round.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

Cv ← φ
. Set of candidate coordinators
Sv ← φ
. Set of selected coordinators
Broadcast init
. Round 1
Broadcast echo(p) if received init from p
. Round 2
for r ← 0 → ∞ do
. Rounds 3 up to termination
Bv ← φ
Let nv be the number of nodes that sent at least one message to v
until the round r.
if Received at least nv /3 echo(p) and p ∈
/ Cv
then
Bv ← Bv ∪ {echo(p)}
end if
if Received at least 2nv /3 echo(p) and p ∈
/ Cv
then
Cv ← Cv ∪ {p}
end if
p ← Cv [r mod |Cv |]
. Select the next coordinator as p.
Let p0 be the coordinator selected in the previous round.
if Received opinion(x) from p0 then
Accept x as the coordinator’s opinion
end if
if p ∈ Sv then
break
end if
Sv ← Sv ∪ {p}
if v = p then
. Check if v itself is the coordinator.
Let ov be v’s current opinion.
Bv ← Bv ∪ {opinion(ov )}
. Broadcast v’s opinion at the end
end if
Broadcast Bv if its non-empty
end for

round, a correct node v selects the coordinator with the next larger identifier,
say p, from the set Cv and adds it to the set of selected coordinators Sv
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(Lines 16 and 24). The node v accepts the opinion from p in the next round
as the coordinator’s opinion (Line 19) and broadcasts its own opinion as
the coordinator’s opinion in case v was selected as the coordinator from the
set Cv (Line 27). The node v terminates when it reselects the same node
as the coordinator (Line 22). The hope is that by the time a correct node
terminates, it has already witnessed a round in which every correct node
accepts the opinion of a common and a correct coordinator. We start by
observing that if a correct node adds p to its set of candidate coordinator Cv ,
then another correct node u adds p to its set Cu as well by the next round.
Lemma 6.7. If a correct node v adds p to the set Cv in a round r, then
any correct node u 6= v adds p to the set Cu by the round r + 1.
Proof. The set Bv is emptied at the beginning of every round r and is
broadcast at the end of the round r. Thus, the algorithm for adding a
process identifier p to Cv is same as that of accepting a message (m, s) in
Algorithm 15 if (m, s) = p. So, the lemma follows using Lemma 6.5 for the
relay property of the reliable broadcast.
We call a round a good round if the same node p was selected as a
coordinator by every correct node and the node p is correct. In the following,
we show that every correct node witnesses a good round before it terminates,
if n > 3f . We will call a round as a silent round if the set Cv remains
unchanged for every correct node v, i.e, no correct node executes Line 14 in
that round. A non-silent round is a round that is not silent. We observe
that in a silent round, the value of Cv is identical for every correct node
v. If they were not, then there is a silent round between a correct node v
adding an identifier p to its set Cv and another correct node u 6= v adding
p to its set Cu . This contradicts Lemma 6.7. The assumption n > 3f is
used for reliable broadcast and also to ensure a good round. With n > 4f , a
good round is easily ensured, but n > 3f suffices with careful observation as
follows.
Lemma 6.8. If n > 3f , then every correct node witnesses at least one good
round until it terminates.
Proof. Assume for contradiction that a node v terminates in the round with
r = rt without witnessing a good round. Consider a round with r = rc ≤ rt .
Let Fv ⊆ Cv and Gv ⊆ Cv , respectively, be the set of faulty node identifiers
and the set of good or correct node identifiers in Cv when the coordinator
node is selected in the round rc (Line 16). Thus, we have |Cv | = |Fv | + |Gv |.
Using Lemma 6.1, all the correct node identifiers are added to Cv , even
before the first coordinator node is selected. So, we have |Gv | = n − f and
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|Cv | = |Fv | + n − f . Using n > 3f , we get |Cv | > |Fv | + 2f . Say that there
is no correct node u that added a faulty identifier to its set Cu in the round
with r = 0. Then, every correct node selects a common coordinator from
the set Gv and v witnesses a good round before termination, a contradiction.
Thus, there is a correct node u that adds a faulty identifier to its set Cu in
the round with r = 0. For every non-silent round afterwards, at least one
faulty node identifier is added to the set Cu of some correct node u. Using
Lemma 6.7, if a faulty node identifier p is added to Cu , every correct node
w 6= u adds p to Cw by the next round. Thus, we have 2f ≥ nns , where nns
is the number of non-silent rounds prior to the round rc and starting from
the round r = 0. Therefore, we have |Cv | > |Fv | + nns .
Moreover, until the round rc , node v has neither witnessed a good round,
nor it has selected the same node again as a coordinator by our assumption.
So, in all the silent rounds prior to the round rc , a unique faulty node was
selected as a coordinator by v. Therefore, if ns is the number of silent rounds
prior to the round rc , then |Fv | ≥ ns since v selects a node as a coordinator
only after adding it to the set Cv . So, we have |Cv | > ns + nns .
Since r starts from 0, we have ns + nns = rc . So, we have |Cv | > rc
and rc mod |Cv | = rc . Since the above inequality is true for every round
rc ≤ rt , a node that was already selected as a coordinator, is in the set
{Cv [r mod |Cv |] : r < rc }. Therefore, for selecting the same identifier as a
coordinator again, it must be that r > |Cv | > rc , a contradiction.
Theorem 6.9. If n > 3f , then every correct node terminates in O(n) rounds
and there is a round in which every correct node accepts the opinion of a
common and a correct coordinator node.
Proof. As a node terminates as soon as it selects the same node as a coordinator and there are n nodes in total, the node terminates in at most n rounds.
Using Lemma 6.8, the node also witnesses a good round before termination
and accepts the corresponding opinion in the next round (Line 19).

6.6

Consensus

In the consensus problem [66], each node is given a binary input. To solve the
problem, every correct node must output the same binary value (agreement)
within a finite number of rounds (termination) such that the common output
value is an input of some correct node (validity). Algorithm 17 gives an
algorithm for solving consensus in the id-only model and is based on the
King algorithm [14].
The algorithm uses the rotor-coordinator from Algorithm 16 as a subroutine to simulate f + 1 phases such that in each phase a common coordinator’s
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Algorithm 17 Consensus algorithm in the id-only model for a node v. The
node’s binary input is xv . If the variable nv is initialized or updated in a
round r, then it stores the number of nodes from which v has received at least
one message until the round r. To initialize the rotor-coordinator in Line 1,
the lines of Algorithm 16 before its main loop are executed. To execute a
round of rotor-coordinator in Line 13, an iteration of the loop of Algorithm 16
is executed. The algorithm terminates when the rotor-coordinator round
decides to terminate. The start of every round in the main loop is marked
with a comment.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

Initialize rotor-coordinator
. Rounds 1 and 2
Initialize nv
repeat
Broadcast input(xv )
. Next round
Update nv
if Received at least 2nv /3 input(x), x ∈ {0, 1} then . Next round
Broadcast support(x)
Update nv
end if
if Received at least nv /3 support(x), x ∈ {0, 1} then . Next round
xv ← x
end if
. Next round
Execute a round of rotor-coordinator using xv as v’s current
opinion. Let c be the value accepted as the coordinator’s opinion.
Update nv
if Received less than 2nv /3 support(x) in Line 10
. Next round
then
xv ← c
end if
until rotor-coordinator terminates
Output xv

opinion is accepted by every correct node. In the following lemmas, we show
that Algorithm 17 satisfies the three properties of consensus. We start by
showing the validity property. One iteration of the loop of Algorithm 17 will
be referred to as a phase.
Lemma 6.10. If n > 3f and the input xv = x for every correct node v at
the start of the phase, then every correct node v has xv = x at the end of the
phase as well.
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Proof. Let g be the number of non-faulty or good nodes and x be their
common input. At the start of the phase, every correct node broadcasts
input(x) so at least g of these messages are received by every correct node.
As n > 3f , we have g > 2f or 3g > 2(f + g) = 2n. Thus, we have
g > 2n/3 ≥ 2nv /3 for every correct node v. So, every correct node receives
g > 2nv /3 input(x) messages and g support(x) messages are broadcast.
Thus, in the next round, every correct node v receives g > nv /3 support(x)
messages and every correct node v sets xv to x. Moreover, no correct node
v changes to the coordinator’s opinion as g > 2nv /3. So, we have xv = x for
every correct node v at the end of the phase.
Next, we show that the agreement property is also satisfied. We call
the phase as good, if a correct node was selected as a coordinator in the
corresponding round (Line 13).
Lemma 6.11. If n > 3f , then every correct node executing Algorithm 17
terminates with the same output.
Proof. Using Theorem 6.9, a good phase occurs before termination. Consider
a good phase p in which c is the value accepted by every correct node as the
coordinator’s opinion. If every correct node v changed its opinion xv to c by
the end of the phase p, then all of them output c due to Lemma 6.10, since
they do not change their opinions in the subsequent phases.
Consider a node v that did not change its opinion xv to c at the end
of the phase p. Then, node v received at least 2nv /3 support(x) messages
during a round r of phase p for some x ∈ {0, 1}. So, it is impossible that a
correct node u 6= v received at least 2nv /3 support(1 − x) messages in the
phase p. Indeed, if it were so, then the number of good nodes G is at least
2nv /3 − fv0 + 2nu /3 − fu0 , where fv0 and fu0 , respectively, are the number of
faulty nodes that have sent a message to v and u until the round r. Using
nv = g + fv0 , nu = g + fu0 , we have G ≥ 4g/3 − (fv0 + fu0 )/3. Using g > 2f , we
have G > g + (f − fv0 )/3 + (f − fu0 )/3. As fv0 ≤ f and fu0 ≤ f , we get G > g, a
contradiction. So, the nodes that do not change to the coordinator’s opinion
in the phase p, have a common opinion x.
Moreover, since v received at least 2nv /3 support(x) messages, every correct node u =
6 v receives at least nu /3 support(x) messages using Lemma 6.4.
So, every correct node u, including the coordinator, sets its opinion xu to x.
Since, the coordinator is correct, it sends x to all the nodes, so the correct
nodes that change to the coordinator’s opinion, have a common opinion x as
well.
Using Theorem 6.9, it is guaranteed that Algorithm 17 terminates. The validity and agreement properties are satisfied by Lemma 6.10 and Lemma 6.11
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respectively. So, we have the following result.
Theorem 6.12. If n > 3f , then Algorithm 17 solves consensus in the
id-only model.

6.7

Approximate Agreement

In the approximate agreement problem [27], each correct node takes a real
number input and outputs a real number. Let imin and imax , respectively,
be the minimum and the maximum value that is an input of a correct node.
Similarly, let omin and omax , respectively, be the minimum and maximum
value that is output by a correct node. The values output by the correct
nodes must satisfy the following conditions.
1. The value output by each correct node is within the input range
[imin , imax ].
2. The output range [omin , omax ] is strictly smaller than the input range,
i.e., (omax − omin ) < (imax − imin ) if imax 6= imin .
Algorithm 18 Approximate Agreement algorithm for a node v. The input
value of the node is iv .
1:
2:
3:
4:

Broadcast iv to all the nodes (including self).
Let Rv be the set of received values and nv = |Rv |.
Discard bnv /3c smallest and bnv /3c largest values from the set Rv to
obtain the set Sv .
Output ov = (min Sv + max Sv )/2, where min Sv and max Sv are the
minimum and maximum value of the set Sv respectively.

Algorithm 18 solves the problem. The following lemma shows that the
algorithm satisfies the first property of the approximate agreement, i.e., the
output range lies within the input range.
Lemma 6.13. If n > 3f , then ov ∈ [imin , imax ] for every correct node v.
Proof. Let g be the number of correct nodes. Then, the node v receives
at least g values from the correct nodes after the first round. Let fv be
the number of values received by v from the Byzantine nodes. Therefore,
we have fv ≤ f as f is the number of faulty nodes and v receives at most
one value from each faulty node in a round. As n = f + g and fv ≤ f , we
can rewrite n > 3f as g + f > 2fv + f . Thus, we have (g + fv )/3 > fv or
b(g + fv )/3c ≥ fv as fv is an integer. As nv = g + fv , we have bnv /3c ≥ fv .
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As there are at most fv faulty values in the set Rv and bnv /3c ≥ fv , the
minimum value min Sv left after discarding bnv /3c smallest values from Rv
satisfies min Sv ≥ imin , where imin is the minimum value received from a
correct node. Using a similar argument, the maximum value max Sv satisfies
max Sv ≤ imax . Therefore, the output ov , which is the average of min Sv
and max Sv , satisfies ov ∈ [imin , imax ].
Let imed be the median of the input values at the correct nodes. In the
following lemma, we show that the value imed is never discarded by a correct
node while computing the set Sv .
Lemma 6.14. If n > 3f , then the value imed ∈ Sv for every correct node v.
Proof. Let g be the number of correct nodes. Using n > 3f and n = g + f ,
we get f < g/2. Using nv = g + fv and fv ≤ f , we get bnv /3c ≤ nv /3 =
(g + fv )/3 ≤ (g + f )/3.
As f < g/2, we get bnv /3c < g/2. Therefore, even if all the smallest
bnv /3c discarded values are from the good nodes, then also strictly less than
half of the smallest good values are discarded to obtain the set Sv . Similarly,
strictly less than half of the largest good values are discarded to obtain the
set Sv . Thus, we have imed ∈ Sv .
Combining the previous two lemmas, we can state the following theorem.
Theorem 6.15. If n > 3f , then Algorithm 18 achieves approximate agreement in the id-only model.
Proof. Using Lemma 6.13, the output range lies within the input range and
the first property of the approximate agreement is satisfied.
Using Lemma 6.14, we have imed ∈ Sv . Thus, we have max Sv ≥ imed
and that min Sv ≤ imed . Moreover, using Lemma 6.13, we also get that
min Sv ≥ imin and max Sv ≤ imax . Therefore, we have that the average ov =
(min Sv + max Sv )/2 lies within the range [(imin + imed )/2, (imed + imax )/2].
So, the size of output range (omax − omin ) = (imax − imin )/2 < (imax − imin )
if imax 6= imin .

6.8

Asynchrony Makes it Impossible

In our work, we have assumed that the system is synchronous. Intuitively,
this is a necessary assumption as a node does not know n and f and hence,
the number of messages to wait for before deciding. So, it might end up
deciding before receiving a message that was delayed for long, as such the
decision might be incorrect. The following lemma proves this for consensus.
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Lemma 6.16. In an asynchronous system where the number of nodes n
and an upper bound f on the number of failures is not known to the nodes,
consensus is impossible, even with probabilistic termination.
Proof. Assume a system S in which all the nodes are correct. We partition
the set of the nodes into sets A and B. A node v has input 1 if v ∈ A; input 0
if v ∈ B. The messages between A and B are arbitrarily delayed. To a node
v ∈ A, this is indistinguishable from a system A where the nodes in B are
absent, as v only knows its id initially in both S and A. Similarly, system S
is indistinguishable to a node v ∈ B from a system B where the nodes A are
absent. The nodes A decide 0 in the system A with a non-zero probability,
since they only hear from the nodes with the input 0. Similarly, the nodes
B decide 1 in the system B with a non-zero probability. So, the nodes in the
system S decide on different values with a non-zero probability.

6.9

Early Terminating Consensus

In this section, we give an O(f ) round consensus algorithm in the id-only
model, where f is the number of faulty byzantine nodes in the system.
Algorithm 19 gives an algorithm based on [15]. Every correct node v has an
input xv , which is a real number. Again, every correct node has to output
a common correct value. If the inputs are all same, then the output must
be that value. We consider real number inputs here, unlike binary inputs in
Section 6.6, since we use it later for ordering events in a system, which can
be non-binary.
In the following, we prove the correctness of Algorithm 19. We refer to
an iteration of the loop as a phase.
Lemma 6.17. If xv = x for every correct node at the start of the phase, all
the nodes terminate with the output x at the end of the phase.
Proof. Every correct node broadcasts input(x) at the start of the phase. So,
every correct node v receives g input(x) messages. As n > 3f , we have
g > 2f . Thus, we have g + 2g > 2(f + g) or g > 2n/3 ≥ 2nv /3. So,
all the correct nodes broadcast prefer (x) (Line 6). Every correct node v
receives g ≥ 2nv /3 prefer (x) messages, keeps their opinion to x (Line 9), and
broadcasts strongprefer (x) (Line 12). Again, each correct node v receives
g ≥ 2nv /3 strongprefer (x) messages and terminates with the output x
(Line 19).
Lemma 6.18. If a correct node u receives 2nu /3 copies of a message m and
a correct node v receives 2nv /3 copies of a message m0 in the same round,
then at least one correct node sent both m and m0 in the previous round.
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Algorithm 19 An O(f ) round consensus algorithm in the id-only model.
To initialize the rotor-coordinator in Line 1, run the first two lines of the
Algorithm 16. To initialize nv in Line 2, collect the identifiers from which
a message has been received, and count them. Later, a node only accepts
messages from a node if it is counted towards nv during the initialization and
discards the messages from the other nodes. If a node u receives a message
from another node v during initialization but not later inside the loop, then
u assumes that v sent the same message as sent by u in the previous round.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

Initialize rotor-coordinator
Initialize nv
while true do
Broadcast input(xv )
if Received at least 2nv /3 input(xv ) then
Broadcast prefer (xv )
end if
if Received at least nv /3 prefer (x) then
xv = x
end if
if Received at least 2nv /3 prefer (x) then
Broadcast strongprefer (x)
end if

. Rounds 1 and 2
. Next Round
. Next Round
. Next Round

. Next Round
Execute a round of rotor-coordinator using xv as v’s current
opinion. Let c be the value accepted as the coordinator’s opinion.
if Received less than nv /3 strongprefer (x) then
. Next Round
xv = c
end if
if Received at least 2nv /3 strongprefer (x) then
Terminate and output x
end if
end while

Proof. The number of messages G sent by the good nodes is at least 2nu /3 −
fu + 2nv /3 − fv , where fu is the number of m messages sent to u by the
faulty nodes, and fv is the number of m0 messages sent to v by the faulty
nodes. As nu = g + fu and nv = g + fv , we have G > 4g/3 − (fu + fv )/3.
We have g > fu + fv since fu ≤ f , fv ≤ f and g > 2f . Thus, we have G > g
and at least one correct node sent both m and m0 in the previous round.
Lemma 6.19. If a correct node terminates in a phase, then all other correct
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nodes have the same opinion at the end of the phase.
Proof. Say, a correct node v terminates with the output x. Then, it received
at least 2nv /3 strongprefer (x) messages. So, all the correct nodes received
at least nv /3 strongprefer (x) messages using Lemma 6.4 and none of them
switches to the coordinator’s opinion (Line 16). Moreover, at least one
correct node u sent a strongprefer (x) message using Lemma 6.2. The node u
received 2nu /3 prefer (x) messages. Using Lemma 6.4, at least nu /3 of those
messages were sent by the correct nodes and so each node received at least
nu /3 prefer (x) messages. It is not possible that a correct node also received
prefer (x0 ), where x 6= x0 . Indeed, if it was so, then using Lemma 6.2 there is
a correct node s that sent prefer (x) and a correct node t that sent prefer (x0 ).
Thus, node s received 2ns /3 input(x) messages and node t received 2nt /3
input(x0 ) messages. Using Lemma 6.18, a correct node sent both input(x)
and input(x0 ) messages in the same round, a contradiction. Thus, every
correct node changed their opinion to x (Line 9), which remains unchanged
until the end of the phase.
Lemma 6.20. If the coordinator is correct and none of the correct nodes
have terminated, then all the correct nodes have the same opinion by the end
of the phase.
Proof. Consider the first phase when the coordinator is correct. Either every
correct node v receives less than nv /3 strongprefer (x) messages, in which
case all the correct nodes have the same opinion by the end of the phase,
and we are done. Otherwise, there is a correct node u that received at
least nu /3 strongprefer (x) messages. Using Lemma 6.2, there is at least one
correct node w that sent a strongprefer (x) message. Thus, node w received
at least 2nw /3 prefer (x) messages. Using Lemma 6.4, every correct node
v received at least nv /3 prefer (x) messages. As before, it is impossible
that a correct node v also receives nv /3 prefer (x0 ) messages, where x 6= x0 .
So, every correct node, including the coordinator, changes its opinion to x
(Line 9). Since the coordinator is correct, it sends the same opinion x to all
the nodes. Thus, even if some correct nodes decide to change their opinion
to the coordinator’s opinion, all the correct nodes still have the same opinion
at the end of the phase.
We can now combine the previous lemmas into the following theorem.
Theorem 6.21. Algorithm 19 solves consensus in O(f ) rounds in the id-only
model.
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Proof. If the correct nodes have the same input x, then they output x using
Lemma 6.17. Otherwise, one of the following happens within O(f ) rounds:
either a correct node terminates with an output x or a correct coordinator
gets picked. In either case, the correct nodes have the same opinion at the
end of the phase, and terminate with the same output by the next round
using Lemma 6.17.
In the previous problem, each correct node had only one opinion and
had to output a single opinion in agreement with the other nodes. Later,
when a correct node can submit multiple opinions, we need to agree on every
opinion submitted by a correct node. Therefore, we consider the parallel
consensus problem: Every correct node v has a set of kv input pairs (id iv , xiv )
for 1 ≤ i ≤ kv , where xiv is an opinion and id v is the identifier of the input
pair. Each correct node outputs a set of pairs subject to the following
conditions.
1. Validity: If (id, x) is an input pair of every correct node and x 6= ⊥,
then all the correct nodes must output the pair (id, x).
2. Agreement: If a correct node v outputs a pair (idv , xv ), then all other
correct nodes must output (idv , xv ) as well.
3. Termination: Every correct node outputs a set of pairs in finite number
of rounds.
Note that the rules allow a pair (idv , xv ) as an input of a correct node v, but
not all the correct nodes, and be absent from the output of every correct
node.
First, we describe the EarlyConsensus(id ) algorithm, where every correct
node v has at most one input pair (id , xv ), i.e., all nodes may not be aware of
the identifier id . The pseudocode is given in Algorithm 20. To help a node v
distinguish if another node u is aware of id or has no preference or no strong
preference of an opinion, we use id :nopreference and id :nostrongpreference
messages.
Next, we describe the ParallelConsensus algorithm using the previous
one: The node v starts the EarlyConsensus(idv ) algorithm for every (idv , xv )
pair input at v. If the node v first hears id :input, id :prefer , id :strongprefer
respectively during the second, third, and fifth round of the first phase and
no input pair corresponding to id was present at v, then also the node v
starts the EarlyConsensus(id ) algorithm from that round.
Theorem 6.22. The ParallelConsensus algorithm satisfies the parallel consensus properties.
Proof. Consider a pair (id , xv ) that is input at a correct node v, where
xv 6= ⊥. In the first round of the phase, the node v broadcasts id :input(xv ).
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Algorithm 20 EarlyConsensus(id ) algorithm at node v: The node has at
most one input pair (id , xv ). The rotor-coordinator and nv are initialized
as in Algorithm 19. Later, a node only accepts messages from a node if it
is counted towards nv during the initialization and discards the messages
from the other nodes. The types M = {id :input, id :prefer , id :strongprefer }
of received messages are counted as follows. If a message of type m ∈ M
is received for the first time during the second phase, then it is discarded
(considered as not received). If a message of type m ∈ M is received for the
first time during the first phase, then the message m(⊥) is substituted for
every node u that counted towards nv during initialization but did not send
a type m message. If a node v has received a type m ∈ M message already
during the first phase and a node u that counted towards nv does not send
a type m0 ∈ M message in a subsequent round, then for every such node u,
the node v substitutes the message of type m0 that it sent most recently.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

Initialize rotor-coordinator
. Rounds 1 and 2
Initialize nv
while true do
if Input pair (id , xv ) present and xv 6= ⊥ then
Broadcast id :input(xv )
. Next Round
end if
if Received at least 2nv /3 id :input(xv ) then
. Next Round
Broadcast id :prefer (xv )
else
Broadcast id :nopreference
end if
if Received at least nv /3 id :prefer (x) then
. Next Round
id :xv = x
end if
if Received at least 2nv /3 id :prefer (x) then
Broadcast id :strongprefer (x)
else
Broadcast id :nostrongpreference
end if
. Next Round
Execute a round of rotor-coordinator using xv as v’s current
opinion. Let c be the value accepted as the coordinator’s opinion.
if Received less than nv /3 id :strongprefer (x) then . Next Round
id :xv = c
end if
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if Received at least 2nv /3 id :strongprefer (x) then
Terminate and output (id , x) if x 6= ⊥
end if
end while

So, every correct node hears an id :input message in the second round, and
fills the missing opinions from the correct nodes with id :input(⊥). In the
subsequent rounds, if a correct node u does not receive enough messages to
send an id :prefer or an id :strongprefer message, then it respectively sends an
id :nopreference and an id :nostrongpreference message. So, the node v does
not fill in a message for u. Therefore, the execution of EarlyConsensus(idv )
is identical to an execution of Algorithm 19, where the input of a correct
node v is xv if (idv , xv ) is an actual input and ⊥ if such a pair is absent.
Using Theorem 6.21, every correct node v outputs a pair (id , ov ) in O(f )
rounds, so that it is in agreement with other correct nodes, and is same as
the input (id , xv ) if it is present at all the correct nodes. Discarding the
output pairs of the form (id , ⊥) does not affect the agreement and validity
properties required by parallel consensus (Line 25).
Now, consider that no correct node has an input pair with the identifier
id . If we show that no correct node outputs a pair with the identifier id ,
then we are done. Let r be the first round when a correct node v receives an
id message. If r is the second phase, or the fourth round (rotor-coordinator)
of the first phase, then v simply discards it. Otherwise, the round r can
be the second (Line 7), third (Lines 12 and 15) or the fifth one (Lines 21
and 24) of the first phase. First, consider that r is the second round of the
first phase and a correct node v first received the id :input message during
round r. Since no other correct node u had an id pair as input, node v fills
a default id :input(⊥) for every correct node u 6= v and decides to broadcast
id :prefer (⊥). Similarly, any other correct node w =
6 v that first received
the id :input message in the round r broadcasts id :prefer (⊥). In the next
round, every correct node receives an id :prefer (⊥) message. If a correct
node heard id :prefer message for the first time, then it will fill a default
id :prefer (⊥) for every node u that did not send a message to it. If a correct
node p already heard an id message, then we know that it sent id :prefer (⊥)
in the previous round and will fill the same for missing opinions. Thus, every
correct node p receives at least 2np /3 id :prefer (⊥) messages, sets id :xp = ⊥
and broadcasts id :strongprefer (⊥). So, every correct node p receives at least
2np /3 id :strongprefer (⊥) in the next round, terminates but does not output
an id pair since ⊥ is the associated opinion.
Now, consider that r is the third round of the first phase and a correct
node v first hears an id :prefer message in the round r. The node v fills a
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default id :prefer (⊥) opinion for every correct node u, sets id :xv = ⊥ and
broadcasts id :strongprefer (⊥). In the next round, every correct node hears an
id :strongprefer (⊥) message. If a correct node w hears id :strongprefer (⊥) for
the first time, it fills the missing messages with the default id :strongprefer (⊥)
message. If not, the node w fills the missing opinion with what it sent
previously, which is again id :strongprefer (⊥). Thus, every correct node w
receives at least 2nw /3 id :strongprefer (⊥) messages and does not output any
id pair.
Lastly, consider that r is the fifth round of the first phase and a correct
node v first hears an id :strongprefer message in the round r. No correct node
received an id before the round r by assumption, so no correct node sends an
id message before round r. So, the node v fills the default id :strongprefer (⊥)
message for every correct node u. Consequently, the node v receives 2nv /3
id :strongprefer (⊥) messages and does not output an id pair.

6.10

Application to Dynamic Networks

In this section, we see how the protocols that we developed can be applied
to networks, where the participants enter or leave the system, subject to
the constraint that n > 3f . First, we look into the approximate agreement
problem. We use Algorithm 18 in the dynamic setting as well. It is easy to
observe that the Lemmas 6.13 and 6.14 apply even if the participants enter
and leave the system in every round subject to n > 3f . So, the range of
correct values still gets halved in every round, with respect to the previous
round. However, new nodes entering the system might also increase the
range of values at the correct nodes. So, whether the range decreases or
increases over time depends on the actual inputs of nodes entering or leaving
the system.
Next, we consider the problem of total ordering of events in a dynamic
system. We can run the parallel consensus algorithm in every round to
agree on the events occurred during that round. We just need to make sure
that the set of identifiers used for every parallel consensus instance remains
consistent. To do that, we have to specify some more details about the model.
The adversary can decide the number of nodes that can join the network
before every round starts, subject to the constraint that n > 3f remains
true when the round starts. Once a node joins the network, it can broadcast
to all the nodes that have joined but not left already. A node leaves the
network by announcing so to all the participants. A correct node decides
itself when to leave. The adversary decides when a faulty node leaves the
network. Algorithm 21 lists the pseudocode.
In the following, we show that the nodes agree on the sequences that
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Algorithm 21 Algorithm at a node v to order events in a dynamic network.
Initially, there is one node v0 in the network, whose r is initialized to 0
and S is initialized to v0 . Since there could be multiple parallel consensus
instances running at the same time, we identify them by the round in which
they start by appending the round number to the messages. Also, running a
parallel consensus instance with respect to S means recording the value of S
at the start of the instance, and only accepting the messages from the node
identifiers in S, discarding the rest.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

if v wants to participate then
Broadcast present.
Let Av be the multiset of (ack , t) messages received by v in the
next round, where t ≥ 0.
Initialize r = r0 + 1, where (ack , r0 ) is the majority in Av .
Initialize S to the identifiers which sent a message in Av .
end if
while true do
r ←r+1
Ivr ← {}
if Received present from u then
S ← S ∪ {u}
Send (ack , r) to u.
end if
if v wants to stop participating then
Broadcast absent.
Wait and participate in outstanding parallel consensus instances
until termination.
end if
if Received absent from u then
S ← S\{u}
end if
if v witnesses an event m 6= ⊥ then
Broadcast (m, r).
end if
if Received (m, r − 1) from u then
Ivr ← Ivr ∪ {(u, m)}
end if
Start a parallel consensus instance r with the input pairs Ivr with
respect to the set S.
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28:
29:
30:

31:

A round r0 < r is final if r − r0 > 5|Svr |/2 + 2.
Let R be the largest round such that all the rounds at most R
are final.
Order the outputs of the consensus instances with identifiers
at most R in the order of increasing identifiers, breaking ties
arbitrarily.
end while

they output in Line 30. Let Tvr be the sequence output by a correct node v
at the end of round r (Line 30). Our goal is that Tvr satisfies the following
two agreement properties.
1. Chain-prefix: For any pair of correct nodes u, v, either Tur is a prefix
of Tvr or Tvr is a prefix of Tur .
2. Chain-growth: For every correct node v, events are appended to Tvr
over time, if a correct node submits an event in every round.
Theorem 6.23. Algorithm 21 outputs a chain of events that satisfy the
chain-prefix and chain-growth properties.
Proof. Initially, the node v0 stores the correct round number 0. By assumption, we have n > 3f in every round. Then, by induction on rounds, selecting
the round number based on the majority of received ack messages always
returns the correct round number for every correct node. Therefore, every
correct node that starts a parallel consensus instance in a round r, tags it
with the same identifier r. Each of these instances are then correct using
Theorem 6.22.
Consider a round r0 that is final with respect to v. Since each phase of
Algorithm 20 is five rounds and the initialization is two rounds, the parallel
consensus instance r0 terminates by r0 + 5fr0 + 2 rounds using Theorem 6.22,
where fr0 is the number of faulty nodes in the round r0 . Let gr0 be the number
of good nodes in the round r0 and n0r be the total number of nodes in the
0
round r0 . Since we have n0r > 3fr0 by assumption, we have |Svr | ≥ gr0 > 2fr0 .
0
Since r0 is final, the current round r > r0 + 5|Svr |/2 + 2 > r0 + 5fr0 + 2. So,
the parallel consensus instance r0 has terminated by the previous round and
no further output from consensus instance r0 is produced. Moreover, using
Theorem 6.22, any other correct node u =
6 v has also accepted the same
output pairs corresponding to the consensus instance id . Also, node u has
not accepted any other output pairs corresponding to the consensus instance
id , which would contradict the agreement property of parallel consensus. Let
Ru and Rv respectively be the value of R computed in Line 29 by the nodes
u and v. Then, rounds up to Rmin = min{Ru , Rv } are final for both the
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nodes u and v. Thus, the outputs of the consensus instances up to Rmin is
the common prefix of Tur and Tvr , which is the common-prefix property.
Since the parallel consensus instance r0 terminates in O(fr0 ) rounds,
the earliest non-final round eventually becomes final and the chain-growth
property is satisfied as well.

6.11

Discussion

In this chapter, we investigated distributed systems where the participants
are neither aware of the size n nor the safe estimate f of Byzantine failures.
We examined fundamental distributed computing problems such as, approximate agreement, reliable broadcast, rotor-coordinator, consensus and early
terminating consensus; concluding that all of them can be solved with the
optimal resiliency of n > 3f . Each of these algorithms illustrated a different
method of computing. It is interesting to note that “replacing” f by nv /3
works in these algorithms although nv /3 is an incorrect upper bound on
the number of failures. An algorithm using a combination of some of the
discussed primitives could be “compiled” to work without the knowledge of
n and f keeping resiliency unaffected. We evaluated resiliency in this work
but other metrics such as message complexity, round complexity, etc. do
not change much either. For example, the message complexity of reliable
broadcast is unaffected compared to the original algorithm, the convergence
rate of the approximate agreement algorithm remains unchanged and the
O(f ) round complexity of early terminating consensus algorithm is optimal
[35].
Removing knowledge of n and f from the participants has other benefits
too. For example, we show in Section 6.10 that the design of agreement
algorithms for dynamic networks becomes much easier and the nodes do not
need to agree on the number of participants in the network. It also opens
up ways to achieve agreement in networks without using information from
every node. For example, consider a set of nodes that are in approximate
agreement with each other already and a new node joins. Then, the new
node can execute Algorithm 18 only with a subset of nodes to get closer to
the value of most of the nodes. Self-stabilizing algorithms may not need to
restore the value of n and f .
It is unclear if the resiliency of rotor-coordinator is optimal, a question
left for further work. Also, one could look if these techniques could benefit
asynchronous dynamic systems where the rate of change of n is controlled.

7

Conclusion

In this thesis, we gave improved solutions to several fundamental distributed
ordering problems with respect to scalability and robustness. We believe
that they not only improve our understanding but also open up interesting
directions for further research.
We presented a fast wait-free shared counter that takes O(log n) steps
per increment operation and O(1) steps per read operation, where n is the
number of processes. Is this the best that we can do? If every process
increments and then reads the counter, then the last read operation returns
the value n. So, the process executing the last read operation can be sure
that every process has taken at least one step. This is a solution to the wake
up problem, which takes Ω(log n) steps [52]. So, the total steps taken by an
increment followed by a read is Ω(log n) as well. However, it is not clear if
the increment operation can be made considerably faster at the cost of the
read operation.
It is possible that the techniques used for our sublinear wait-free queue
could also be used for designing other sublinear wait-free data structures,
such as search trees, or even queues using only standard primitives such as
the compare-and-swap or the load-link/store-conditional. The counting set
only needs to keep track of pending operations, and a process a may only
need to lookup and help another process b in the counting set that affects the
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return value of a. Since counting set allows sublinear time lookups, it is not
an hindrance to designing a sublinear algorithm. Assuming sequential process
identifiers is crucial in building many sublinear wait-free data structures due
to the Ω(log n) lower bound on renaming [5]. Moreover, one must exploit
the semantics of the data structure in question, since it takes Ω(n) total
steps for some process to complete an operation using any oblivious wait-free
universal construction [51].
We gave a set of consensus number one atomic instructions half-max
and max-write that can efficiently simulate the standard compare-and-swap
primitive in constant number of steps. However, the compare-and-swap
instruction is incapable of efficiently simulating atomic primitives like halfmax and max-write. Still, the power of sets of atomic primitives with respect
to solving wait-free tasks is not well-understood. For example, is it better
to have even more elementary instructions and not just two. The practical
concerns regarding scalability need further exploration as well.
The Arvy family of protocols are interesting both from practical and
theoretical point of view. The Arvy protocol for rings uses either the Arrow
or the Ivy action. We have shown that the protocol remains correct even if
other actions are chosen. However, it is not clear if these other actions are
absolutely needed for general networks. It is likely that Arvy is not constant
competitive on general graphs, but what would be the lower bound and the
upper bound? Could we design simple heuristics that work well for a given
distribution of requests?
We also looked into simple algorithms, without cryptography, for total
ordering of events in dynamic synchronous systems with Byzantine participants. The resiliency and round complexity remain optimal and are not
affected by making the system dynamic. The techniques could also be used
in systems with cryptography, semi-synchronous systems, or may be even
asynchronous systems where the approximate value of n is known. The effect
of relaxing the ordering requirements in such a dynamic system is not yet
clear.
We hope that the reader also feels curious about these problems. And,
we look forward to (try) answer these questions and much more along with
other researchers.
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